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Leg of Tood, and Golden Fruit,

Mix with Ashes and Nightshade Root.

At the end of the thirteenth century, there lived in the
land of Lorraine ten wise and powerful Magelords.
Each of them had studied sorcery and enchantment
from childhood days, and each knew how to evoke
potent spells capable of causing metamorphosis
and devastation.

You play the role o< one such Magelord named
Eldon The Spellbinder. Your task is to find the evil Zorn,

who has deserted the Magelord brotherhood and
fled to the Castle of Lorraine

(Compatible with the BBC B, B+ and Master Series computers).

Tho graphics or ortvet veriora may vary.

90

3

Then, by collecting the correct ingredients, you must
mix the Ultimate Spell, cast it at Zorn and banish him
for good.

A captivating 3D arcade-adventure full of problems
to be solved by magical means Only the

appropriate ingredients mixed in the correct order
will produce all the powerful spells which you need
to complete your mission of destiny.

r

\

PRIZE COMPETITION
It you complete the Spellbinder mission (by killing the evil Zorn),
you can enter our competition. Prizes include a superb engraved
trophy, with Spellbinder T-shirts and signed certificates for
runners-up

Closing Dote: 30th June 1988 J
ACORMSftFF

oil cheques
payable lo

"Superior

Software LtcT

•t SPP3 Regent Nous* Skinner Lon* Leeds LS7 5AX. Telephone: 0532 459453
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The company responsible f

VIEW CARTRIDGE the Acomsoft word processor ter the Electron
and Plus 1 Inc. full documentation C14.95
VIEWSHEET CARTRIDGE ... the Acornsoft spreadsheet for the
Electron and Plus 1. Inc. full documentation E14 95
VIEW & VIEWSHEET both products as above "spectal
price*. ... £22.00

the Acomsoft language cartridge for the Electron

tribution of Advanced Computer Products
DISC DRIVES
Cumana 5.25" dbl/sided 40/80 track, switchable, inc. psu £149.00
Cumana 5 25* sing/sided 40 track, inc. psu £129.00
Cumana 3.5" dbl/sided 80 track, inc. psu £129.00
PRES special 3.5" sing/sided 80 track, inc. psu.

•ONLY* E59+VAT. (£67.85)

ELECTRON ADVANCED USER GUIDE
information for the Electron user
ELECTRON ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE book by Bruce Smith
containing many examples of how to program in

assembler £2 95
Software on disc for the above 3 5" ADFS £3.50 - 5.25" DFS £2.50

DISCS
3.5" 10 in plastic library box - ideal lor Plus 3 users £19.95
5.25* 10 dble/sided dble/dens £1 2.99
5.25" 10 sing/sided sing/dens £8.99

ADVANCED PLUS 6 a fully buffered 6 ROM expansion module for

the Electron user AP6 is fitted inside the advanced Plus 1 or a modified
Aoom Plus 1 (when used with the Aoom Plus 3, 5 ROM sockets are
available). All sockets are designed to accept either ROM/EPROMS or

RAM chips. A further feature is the optional AP7 upgrade .. E33.00+VAT
(£37.95)

UPGRADE SERVICE for the original Acom Plus 1 to Advanced
Plus 1 and AP6. This will provide all the benefits of AP6 and also includes
the printer circuit modification for some modem printers. (AP6 can be fitted

to original Plus 1 by users with soldering experience) for upgrade service
add £7.00 + VAT to AP6 price ie E40 00+VAT (£46.00)
This price includes modification, fitting AP6, testing and return postage.
Address for returning your Plus 1

.

^^E^^crw^)egartmentJ=^o)^4^radfor<^D176DE^^^^

ADVANCED PLUS 1 The plus 1 is the main expansion for the
Electron. It provides the Centronics parallel printer, printer port joystick

further reading and interface and 2 cartridge slots into which go ROM cartridges including View,
Viewsheet, Pascal. Logo and our own popular AP4 disc upgrade £49.95

ACCESSORIES
Plus 3 2nd drive adaptor
3.5" Library box (holds 10 discs)
3 5* Library box (holds 40 discs) £9.95

ADVANCED PLUS 7 upgrade lor AP6 allows for 2 banks of 16k
battery backed sideways ram which can be fully write protected.

HYBRID'S MUSIC 5000 as widely used on the BBC computers has I

been fully versioned for the Electron & Plus 5.

NEW PRODUCT
ADFS E00 at last regained memory used by ADFS suitable for AP4
or Plus 3 users with 32k ol sideways ram supplied on disc with documen-
tation 5.25* DFS £19.95

3.5* ADFS £22.95

Printer ideal for Electron Plus 1. Panasonic KX-P1081 Graphic Epson I
Compatible NLQ ready to connect including cable, delvery and VAT

£179.00 I

PRICE BREAKTHROUGH*
THE ADVANCED PLUS 3

Now you can turn your Electron (& +1) into a full disc system - no more waiting for tape loading or tad blockVdata ?' messages.
A.P.3. gives you . .

.

1 . A 1 770 interface

2. 80 track 3.5' disc drive (320k capacity)

3. Separate PSU
4. Acorn ADFS
5. Welcome disc

6. Utilities

7. Full documentation
All the advantages of the original Plus 3 PLUS extra ROM socket and possible upgrade to A.P.4. from ACP.

All this without dramatically increasing the required desk space!
•EXTRA BONUS"

3 games on disc - SNAPPER - DRAUGHTS - REVERSI
COMPLETE PACKAGE ONLY E99+VAT (£113.85)

SPECIAL PACKAGE of Advanced Plus 1 & A. P.3. £149.95 Inc.

NEW PRODUCT
ADFS VERSION 1.1 FOR THE ELECTRON

Suitable for existing Plus 3 or A.P.4 users. This new version has the software fixes for Zysyshelp, write protect disable & compactor I

Wlgchestercodehasbeerueplacedvrim^ 1 6k ROM & full documentation. £1 9.95+VAT (£22 .55 |

Please send order 10:-

P.R.E S. LTD.,
6 Ava House. High Street. Name
CHOBHAM. Surrey, England.
GU24 8LZ. Tel: 0276 76545 Address
(MaX order only)

All our prices indude j

UK delivery & VAT

E3 2^^ Postcode ..

Product Qty

Credit Card No

I enclose payment for E .

Exp date



Technical breakthrough

a boost for Electron
A LINK-UP between leading

development companies in

the Electron market has
resulted in two major
breakthroughs for the
machine - enhanced sound
and a budget-priced mouse
package.
Back room boys at Project

Expansions joined forces with
their opposite numbers at

Slogger to accomplish the
technological achievements
which will go a long way
towards guaranteeing the
Electron’s future.

A specially designed car-

tridge will provide four chan
nel BBC-compatible sound for

the first time.

It is also likely to mean that

the background music to

A SURVEY of retailers

stocking Electrons has
shown that the price of
the machine has gone up
by some 50 per cent in the
last few months.
Such is the renewed

interest in the micro that
people can now expect to
pay around £60 as
compared to an all-time

low of £39 six months ago.

most BBC and Electron-
compatible games can be
heard by Electron users.

To be marketed at £39.95,

the cartridge will come
complete with a free copy of

Superior Software's Speech!

Designs aid the blind
POPULAR Electron program Knitwear Designer has found a
new role - helping to raise money for the blind.

The package lets users design their own woollies and
print out money-saving pat-

program. The mouse package
is the result of liaison

between the two companies
and a third party, Nidd Valley
Micro Products.

It combines the best selling

Nidd Valley Digimouse, along
with a conversion of the Illus-

trator software package - also

from Nidd Valley - with the

Project Expansions User Port.

And at £74.94, it costs
around half the price of the
only mouse package cur-
rently available for the
Electron.

The new user port can also
be used with the AMX Art
package without the need for

the AP5 from Advanced Com-
puter Products.

"We feel that both these
new products provide major
benefits for Electron users”,

said a spokesman for the
companies involved.

"The machine is now a

much more attractive
proposition than it has ever
been before".

Sporting
touch

NOTED BBC TV sports com-
mentator David Vine has con-
tributed to a booklet which is

available free with Tynesoft's

new Electron program Winter
Olympiad 88.

The game simulates events
of the Winter Olympics taking

place in Calgary. Canada,
next month.

Tynesoft 1091-4 14 461 1) has
organised a competition for

purchasers of Winter
Olympiad 88. The winner will

receive a week's holiday for

two in Calgary to see the
games.

Winter Olympiad 88 costs

€9.95.

terns.

So it was a "pefect fit" for a
Christmas Fair selling handi
craft articles made by the
blind at Surbiton near
London.

Visitors to the fund-raising
event were able to see Knit-

wear Designer in action
during a special computer
aided sweater design demon-
stration.

Guide Dogs for the Blind
and the Kingston and District

Social Club for the Blind are
among groups that will

benefit financially from the
fair.

STAR OF THE BIG SHOW
A DRAMATIC upsurge in

interest in the Electron was
seen at the recent Electron &
BBC Micro User Show held in

London.
Exhibitors involved in both

the BBC Micro and Electron
markets said their Elec-
tron customers outnumbered
those for BBC Micro products
by a ratio of five to one.
"There is a major revival of

interest in the machine", said

Chris Rudge of Project Expan-
sions.

Among the capacity crowds
that once again flocked to the
New Horticultural Hall,

Westminster, for the three
day show were a number of
foreign Electron enthusiasts.
One six-strong party from

Holland spent a total of more
than £10,000 on both
hardware and software for

the Electron.

"The show turned out to be
an Aladdin's cave for us",
said Jan De Veet from
Amsterdam.
And the next show pro-

mises to be just as significant

for Electron users when it

moves north.

It will be held at UMIST,
Manchester, from March 18

to 20 with companies promi-
nent on the Electron scene
playing leading roles.
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general manager Clem Jones signs the
between the two companies.

MicroLink set

for expansion
A MASSIVE expansion of
the MicroLink electronic
mail service is now being
planned following the
completion of a £1.3 mil-
lion contract with Telecom
Gold.

MicroLink - which has a
section specifically for
Electron users - was
launched in April 1985 as a
means of encouraging
people to start exploring
the exciting new world of
electronic communi-
cations.

It became an instant
success, not only
throughout Britain, but in

Europe, the Middle East
and Australasia.

The MicroLink service
has been housed on a
Prime 750 computer in

Telecom Gold's top-

security London head-
quarters.

As part of the new deal,
the service is being trans-
ferred to a machine that is

four times more powerful
- the Prime 9955
"The phenomenal

development of MicroLink
has meant that we have
now outgrown the com-
puter that has served us
so well ”, said MicroLink
chairman Derek Meakin
"The new machine will

give us much greater flexi-

bility. It will allow us to
provide a much faster
service, introduce a vari-

able charging structure to
meet the different needs
of our users, and make
possible the creation of
new and exciting facili-

ties".

PAC DOESN'T TAKE OFF
LEADING Electron software
distributor Mastertronic has
hit a snag with one of its most
popular titles.

Electron users who bought
Jet Pac discovered the game
won't run on their machines,
although the packaging says
it will.

Mastertronic, which licen-

sed the game from Ultimate/
US Gold for its budget price
Ricochet label, says it's all a

6 ELECTRON USER January jgas

simple mistake.

"Ultimate/US Gold led us to
believe the game was Elec-
tron and BBC Micro-
compatible, when in fact it

only runs on the BBC Micro".
Mastertronic's Sharon Wade
told Electron User.
"We re very sorry about the

error. If Electron owners
return their cassettes to us
they can have a refund or
another game".

Mem UKUlr TA2/

JO O TITLE
t“ 2 J S (Software House)

The budget-priced Soccer Boss from Alternative takes the
number one slot this month. As well as Darts entering the
chart at number 10, Micropower Magic re-enters at 9 Watch
out for the new releases from ASL, Mirrorsoft and Superior
which may well make it into the charts next month



VIEW ROM
(Word Processor)

VIEW SHEET ROM
(Spreadsheet)

ACORN PLUS 1

now in stock

£14.95 ELECTRON
£2s**S COMPUTERS IN

£14 95 STOCK NOW

CUMANA
DISC DRIVE PACKAGE 1

INTERFACE

£64*95 VIEW SHEET

SAVE £££ s

ELECTRON PACKS

PACKAGE 2
1695 ELECTRON
14 95 COMPUTER
14 95 PLUS 1

ACORN ELECTRON POWER SUPPLY ONLY £9.95

PRIMARY EDUCATION HOME INTEREST BUSINESS

Talk Back

Workshop

Chess

£6*9
£6*9

£6*9
£6*9

Business Games
Desk Diary £4*9
Grapns A Charts £6*9
TheatreOut £1*95
Watch Your Weight £6*9
The Complete Cocktail Mokei£6*9
Go £6*9

i ANYFIVE FOR ONLY£7.95

for use with Plus

One or BBC
Normally £U395

Now Only £14.95

•LIMITED STOCKS*

Beau Jolly Five Star Games
Computer Hits 1.2.&3

Acornsoft Hits I & II

Superior Collection Vol III

Cass
Usually £9*5 Now Only £7.59

Felix In the Factory
Croaker
Bumble Bee
Gauntlet
Killer Gorilla

Rubble Trouble
Electron Invaders
Felix Fruit Monsters
Chess
Danger UXB
Frenzy

Felix meets the
Evil Weevils
Classic Adventures

£3*5
£3*5
£3*5
£3*5
£3*5
£3*5
£3*5
£3*5
£3*5
£3*5
£3*5

Stock Cor
Swoop
Jefpower Jock
Cybertroo Mission

Gaiocfic Commander
Moonraider
Bandits at 3 O'Clock
Adventure
Swag
Escape from Moon Bose
Ghouls
The Mne
Gyroscope

> ANY FIVE FOR ONLY £7.95

Codename Droid*

Strykers Run
Craze© Rider*

Palace of Magic*
Spitfire*

Play It Again Sam*
Spelfoinder*

Cassette £A*5 £7.591

3.5- Disc £44r*5 £11.591
•Available on 3 5* dec

The Life of Repton

Cassette £6*5 £5.591

Phone tor details very latest

Logo Cartridge

£5^ £29.95

ISO Pascal Cartridge

£5*95 £29.95

Lisp Cartridge

Micropower Mogic

Compilations 1 & 2

Only
£5.95 eachl

EDUCATION SPECIALS

Unkword Spanish

Unkword Italian

Maths O Level I £3393 English

£14*5 Maths O' level H

£6*5

£13«S

£»«:

BBC « ELECTRON AVAILABLE

ANY TWO FOR B3.9S

ELECTRON LANGUAGES

Lisp Cassette £995 £2.95

Turtle Graphics Cassette £995 £2 95

Forth Cassette £3.95 £2 50

Here's Something Completely Different

THE SEGA MASTER SYSTEM

For Interactive video entertotnment

NOW ON SALE

The Master System £99 95 light Phaser £44 95

Sega cards: eg My Hero F16 Fighter £14 95

Two Mega cartridges: eg Rocky, Missile

Defence 3D £24 95

Mega cartridges: eg Action Fighter. World Soccer

or Shooting Gallery £19.95

For full details please write to us with SAE

^Name_

I Claim my Mystery Gift

V EJJ

rsr SOFTWARE BARGAINS A cfvIsionofThe Micropower Group

r« *
I Dept EJ, 8.8A Regent Street. Chapel AJIerton. Leeds LS7 4PE

Ansaphone out of hours Plec»» mok« ctwqu*»/POs oo/oote tO|So(Vwcre 6 add 95p P&P
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Hardware Projects

GAIN A LOT
WITH OP AMPS
JOE PRITCHARD shows how to read low
level signals on the analogue port

THIS month we'll take a

rest from the computer to
look at some very useful
electronic circuits we'll be
using shortly to build an
Electron weather station.

They're called amplifiers -

electronic circuits for mag-
nifying small electrical

signals. Using them we can
examine very small currents

and voltages using our Plus

1 even if they're so small the
analogue port can't nor-
mally measure them.
This is useful, as some

transducers produce very
small signals. A diagramatic
representation of what an
amplifier does is shown in

Figure I.

As you can see, its output
should be an exact, but
larger, copy of the input.

The amount of magnifi-
cation provided by the
amplifier is called its gain.

There are lots of ways to

build amplifiers, depending
on the application. In fact,

they're probably the most
widely-used building blocks

in electronics. They can be
found in everything from
transistor radios to com-
puter monitors.

Our amplifiers will be very

simple, using a chip called

an operational amplifier or

op amp. Rather than explain

how op amps work we'll just

examine the practical side of

these useful circuits.

Op amps have two big

advantages. They're easy to

use and give predictable
and repeatable results. So,

what will we want our
amplifier to do?
• Boost up small signals to

a level in the range 0 to 1 8V.

• Prevent signals larger
than 1.8V getting to the
input of the Pius 1's ADC.
This offers it some
protection.

• Obtain its power from the
5V that's available from the
Plus 1.

• Have a predictable and
easily alterable gain.

With an op amp, it's fairly

easy to fulfil these require-

ments. There are several we
could use, but the one
picked for this job is called

the CA3140.
This chip has some useful

properties, one being the
ability to work properly
when powered by a voltage
as low as 5V. Many op amps
require +15V. OV and -15V

to work correctly.

One small problem we
have with simple op amp
circuits is something called

signal inversion, shown dia-

gramatically in Figure II.

This means the output
signal is a magnified mirror

image of the input signal.

The behaviour of such
inverting amplifiers is

described by the equation:

Output voUs=*Gjin*if>put volts

The minus sign indicates

that signal inversion has
occurred. There are ways
around this, either by
adding another amplifier
with signal inversion after

the first one (two inversions

taking us back to the
original) or by designing the

amplifier so inversion
doesn't occur.

In this article we'll see two
types of amplifier circuit,

one exhibits inversion and
one does not.

Let's start with the one
that doesn't. Not surpris-

ingly, it's called a non-
inverting amplifier. Figure III

shows the simplest form of

this circuit. The triangle is an
electronic symbol for an
amplifier.

The numbers refer to the

pin numbers on the package
the chip comes in. The plus

r\/\n o

Input volts Output volts

Gain _ Output volts

Input volts

Figure II: A 180' phase shift (Inversion) of the output waveform

ELECTRON USER Mmut



Hardware Projects

and minus signs on two pins

indicate inputs to the op
amp.
They aren't quite the

same electronically, but we
won’t go into detail now. In

all these amplifiers, the gain

is set by the values of three

resistors. The gain of this

circuit is given by:

9ain*<R2*RJ>/R3

and the value of resistor R1
is given by:

R1*(R2*R3)/(R2*R3>

To design an amplifier like

this, first pick a value for R3,

and a gain. R2 can be
selected with the equation:

R2 !>(jain*R3)-*3

R1 can be picked using the
R1 equation. In each case,

make the resistor value in

ohms. The gain is just a

number.
Sometimes these equa-

tions produce resistor

values that aren't available

from the manufacturers. In

this case either take the
nearest available values and
recalculate the gain, or

change R3 until you get R1

and R2 values for the gain

required that are available.

The former is usually the

course taken, since we can
normally live with small
alterations in gain rather

than have to fiddle about
with the equations.

In very precise work we
might use devices called

preset resistors. These are

similar to the potentiometer
we've used previously
except their values are
altered with a screwdriver.

Figure IV shows a non
inverting amplifier with a

gain of 9.7. The only addi-

tions made to the earlier

circuit are the three diodes
at the output. These serve to

protect the ADC input from
voltages in excess of about
1.8V.

A diode will only conduct
electricity when two condi-

tions are satisfied:

• The anode end of the
diode must be more positive

than the cathode end.

• The amount by which the

Figure III: A simple op amp circuit

anode is more positive than

the cathode must be a

minimum of 0.2V for a ger-

manium type or 0.6V for a

silicon type.

For the 1N4001 silicon

diode, each anode has to be
0.6V more positive than the
diode cathode.

With three in series like

this, the anode connected to

pin 6 of the op amp has to

be 1.8V more positive than
the cathode of the diode
connected to 0V for the

diodes to conduct electric-

ity. Therefore, once the

output of the op amp at pin

six gets over 1.8V, the
diodes will all conduct elec-

tricity and effectively reduce
the voltage at the ADC input

to 1.8V.

The input uses the LDR/
potentiometer arrangement
detailed in the May 1987
issue of Electron User.

Plug the amplifier into the

ADC port after first checking
your connections carefully.

Wire up the input circuit,

type in and run the
program:

18 REPEAT

28 PRINT »mi(1)
38 UNTIL 8

Now adjust the
potentiometer until the
value read back from the
ADC is about 30000 or so.

The LDR will be much more
sensitive to changes in light

Turn to Page 10

Figure IV: A simple amplifier using the CA3140

January 1988 ELECTRON USER 9



Hardware Projects

Figure V:

A constant
1.5v dc
superimposed
on low level

signal

Figure Vt:

The block

layout of the

differential

amplifier

4 From Page 9

level, indeed, darkness or

bright light will send the
ADC off the scale.

The second amplifier we'll

look at this month is called

the differential amplifier.
This amplifies the difference

in voltage between two
inputs.

Figure V illustrates a

common situation when
we're trying to measure
small signals from trans-

ducers.

In fact, we'll encounter it

next month when we start

work on the circuits to moni-
tor weather conditions.

The problem is that we've
got a small signal super-
imposed on a fairly constant
big signal. In this case we've
got a small signal on top of a
1.5V signal. We can’t
amplify the tiny signal
without also amplifying the
big 1.5V signal.

This is where the differ-

ential amplifier shows its

usefulness. It's shown in

Figure VI. The minus sign in

its equation indicates it

shows the property of signal

inversion.

Figure VII shows the
actual circuit we use to

make a differential ampli-
fier. Again, the gain is

set by the resistors used and
in this circuit is about 10. It

will invert the input signal at

the output.

There are two ways
around this. The first is to

take care which way we con-
nect the inputs to input one
and input two. The second is

to use software to correct

the readings taken from the

circuit. Whatever we do
however, the use of the
amplifier remains the same;
we apply the constant
voltage - in this case about
1.5V - to one input and the

signal to the other.

To demonstrate this, let's

say we apply the constant
voltage to input one and the

signal to input two. Assume
the signal is 1.6V, and the

gain of the amplifier is five.

The output of the amplifier

will therefore be:

Output =*((input1-input2)*5)
»-((1.5*1.6)*5)

*-<<-!. 1)*5)

=-(-8.5)

=J.5 Volts

• Next time we'll to look at

some electronic circuits

which allow the Electron to

monitor temperature - the

first part of the Electron
User weather station.

transducers
Transducers appear in
two forms - those for
mput and those for
output.

As their name sug-
gests, input transducers
transform mechanical
information into elec-
trical signals. Output
transducers do the
opposite.

If all this seems a little

complex, consider that a
microphone is an input
transducer and a loud-
speaker is an output one.
A simple piezo electric

microphone (an electro-
mechanical transducer)
transforms variations in
air pressure (sounds) into
a varying electrical
current.

Similarly a thermistor
(a thermo-resistive trans-
ducer,I displays a change
in its resistance with a
change in its tem-
perature.

Further examples are
light bulbs, light emittinq
diodes (LEDs), light
dependant resistors
(LDRs) and the micro-
phones used in tele-
phones.

ElECTRO\ USER January 1988



JOYSTICKS-THE COMPLETE SOLUTION
DELTA 3BSINOLE-6BCB Of ELECTRON PLUS 1 £1295
A single Joystick mot in some ways con act os two. The
custom made special low notee’ potenHometets are
wired so mat It we work os a left hand or right hona
joystick. If can even run some programs written for two
joysticks and has me fire Duttons of bom.

DELTA 3B TWIN-BBC B or ELECTRON PLUS 1 £19.95

A direct but improved alternative for the crtgnalACORN
Joysticks, with 2 Joysticks wired toone plug. As with oil out

Joysticks they hove me fast action sprung to centre return

of me steel shafted nylon covered Joystick. The light

octlon makes them ideal to hold and the 3 fire buttons

alow left or right-handed use.

Voltmm®
QUAL-SOFT WORLD OF SOCCER

ARE YOU A POTENTIAL 1st DIVISION MANAGER?
ARE YOU A POTENTIAL ENGLAND MANAGER?

Sports
simulations

Football management is not a mental arithmetic exercise. Deciding whether a skill level of 6 is a better choice than a skill level of 4 has

nothing to do with a knowledge of soccer. Football management is about judgement; YOUR JUDGEMENT! Judgement about a players

skills. Judgemert of how skills combine to make a successful team. And judgement of the performance of the team on the field of play.

Our "WORLD OF SOCCER” games are not so much computer games as computer SIMULATIONS of the world of the soccer manager.

DARE YOU TEST YOURSELF?

SOCCER SUPREMO
A LEAGUE MANAGEMENT SIMULATION

MEXICO '86

A WORLD CUP MANAGEMENT SIMULATION

TAPE 2

World Cup Finals

Phase 1 (groups of 4)

Phase 2 (last 16 knockout)

TAPE 1 TAPE 2 TAPE 1

6 Seasons European Cup Friendlies

League Division 1 U.E.F.A. Cup World Cup
The F.A. Cup Cup Winners Cup Qualifiers

STILL THE ONLY ELECTRON SOCCER MANAGEMENT GAMES WITH GRAPHICS!

*SPECIAL OFFER; Soccer Supremo & Mexico '86 (4 tapes and 2 manuals packaged as 2

games) £14.95

QUAL-SOFT Tel: 0438 Please supply:

Soccer Supremo
Mfjmo-

Dept. EU, 721936
18 Hazlemere Road

£9.95 Arfrfrass

Mexico ’86 O £9.95

^Stevenage SG2 8RX F\ 1 SS & M'86 £14.95 Access No. (if applicable)^
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MAIL ORDER ONLYE,™ 21st. Software
PRESENTS ASELECTION OF HARDWARE, UTILITIES & SOFTWARE FOR THE ELECTRON
Special
Offer

64k Electrons
Only

£89.95

THIS MONTHS
SPECIALS

SMASH & GRAB
ONLY C4.8S

QUICK THINKING PLUS

3 90 v Tarzan ....

ELITE
,10 96

v
Paperboy

EPIC SOFTWARE
The Loci Crystal . .10.95

The Wheal dt Fortune

.

....299 (/ Caste Frankenstein ...

Mcrs Rtnch (0 lets*— 21 SO Karans Combat ...

Muo Malta
1
24 R054 Ctlwrfl ....21.50 Ttaust

Mere Encash 124 Prow O' leva) 2150 Qalaiaroe
Ifcga MWte fA Lever. 21 SO Ravenskull
larsoft Rapcon 3.
Puppet Man ..... 3 85 Mac Uni

The Reing ol Salandra ...

View Rom (Cart) 13.96

Wewsheet Rom (Cart). 13.96

Hopper RomfCarl) 9.95
ISO Pascal Rom (Cart) 54.80
ACORN/LINKWORO

The Quasi ol the Holy Grai ... 5.95

Kingdom ol Klein 5.96

FIREBIRO

...5.95 Wychwcod ....

OILSOFT
The Qu9
GOLEM LTD

MELBOURNE HOUSE
Way ol Exploding Fist 8.96

Dodgy Geezers 7.76
MICROPOWER

Superior huts Vol ill Casa.

Stoenoi HUS III Plus 30 12.96

Around World 40 Screens 5.95

Strykors Run .7.75

Cooename Orok) 7.75

Advanced Disc Tooluu 32.20

Advanced Electron D.F.S 22.15

A. R. Manager -..13.85

A. Electron D.F.S. Eeo 19.65

Advanced Rom Ad. 13.65

A.S. Ram ... 27.90

Advanced Olac Inv 26.55

A.P.4 75.98

A.P.S -...82.50

ATLANTIS SOFTWARE

Crazy Rider (Oec) 12.75

Palace ol Magic 7.75

Palace d Magic (Disc) 12.75

Play k Agan Sam 7.75

TYNESOFT
BBC/E Phnter Cable £9.95

GREMLIN GRAPHICS

Condrtion Red
BEAUJOLLY
Computer Hus I

Computer Hks II

Computer htut III

Fwe Star Games
Five Star Game* II

BUG BYTE
T*in Kingdom Valley. ...

Rubble Trouble 2.95

Thunderslruck II 6.95

Omega Oib...

Graham Gooch Tost Cricket ... 7.75

2097

Here/There with kb Men 6.95

Quick Thinking Plus 5.95

ROBICO SOFTWARE

Yie At Kung Fo II 7.45

INCENTIVE
Coniuzon 5.00

2.99 German Master A
...2.99 Spanish

S.A.S. Commando 3.95

C.O.S.
Steve Davie Snooker 7.45

Coloiaus Chess IV

Brian Clough's Fortunes ....

OR SOFT
747 Flight Skn.

.... 13.25

KOSMOS SOFTWARE
Fronch Mistress A or B 7.95

AorB 7.95
Tutor A or B 7.95

Hsian AorB 7.95

Answer Back Am. or Sen 8 95
Answer Back Sport .... 8.95
Identity Europe .... 6.95

FACTFILE SERIES
(Used with Answer Beck
Series)

Arithmetic (6-1 tyre) 4.25

SpeUing(8-12yrs) .— 4.25
Natural maory (I0») 4.25
English Words (12*) .....4.25

Fmt Aid (1Z»)

Project Thesius 7.75

Myorem 7.75

Ershar 7 (S.2S*) Oise 16.45
Note the above Otec APe efonty
The Hunt 7.95
Village* lest Souls 7.95

SOFTWARE INVASION
30 Bomb Artsy 295

SOUIRRELSOFT

...8.95 Association Football (V

ADVANCED COMPUTER
...8.50 PRODUCTS

7 95 A.Quarter Meg Ram ..... 75.95

. 7 95 Advanced Battery Ram 37.99

.7 96 ./ Advanoed Control Panel 32 20

SUPERIOR SOFTWARE
II „.. 12.76

12.75

12.75

12.75

12.75

I BOX OF TEN C20 COMPUTER CASSETTES E4 99 inc VAT & PAP
EDUCATIONAL 6 GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME
ALL PRICES ARE INCLUSIVE OF VAT AND CARRIAGE

OVERSEAS ORDERS PLEASE ADO £1 00 PER ITEM. tNCLDOES INSURANCE

Please send me Cass Plus 3 Disc

Please make cheques payable as:

21st Software Lid

Access No
rrm m~n rrm rrm
Cardholdersname

SendOrdersto:

21 stSOFTWARE LTD. Dept EU
1 5 Bridge field Avenue,

Nans-

—

Address -

Post Code

Tel No (STD
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CONTROLS
Z - Left * - Up
X - Right / - Down

Take NEIL HOGGARTH's
caterpillar for a stroll

round the garden
IN this fast-mowing arcade

game you control a pet

caterpillar called Ziggy and

your task is to guide it

round the garden looking

for food.

During your travels you'll

come Bcross tasty yellow

berries to eat. The problem
however, is that the more
you eat, the longer your
body grows and the more
difficult it becomes to

control.

Watch out for poisonous

red toadstools - take a bite

out of one of these and
you're dead. The garden is

surrounded by a ring of this

deadly fungus so be careful

not to wander too close to

the edge. You should also

avoid running into your
ever-growing tail.

The game is very fast, but

if you find it too difficult you
can slow it down by
deleting line 60 and
changing the MODE 5 in line

40 to MODE 2.

II RE* **» Ziggy **“
21 RE* *8y N«i l Hogarth*
31 RE* (c) Electron User

41 MORE S

SI VDU 23,1;t;l;8;l;

41 VDU 19,3,2;0;

71 VOU 23,224,231,24,41,9

9,124,91,34,24,23,225,1,24,4

1,124,124,124,41,24,23,224,1

,40,124,255,255,24,24,61,23,

227,24,60,41,126,126,1,126,6

0

00 DIH posxt(30),po$yX(30

)

91 COLOUR 1

100 PRINT TAB(0,5)$TR1N6S(

21/*');SPC(18>'**';

110 COLOUR 3

120 PRINT $PC(6)’Ziggy.';S

PC(6);

130 COLOUR 1

140 PRINT “**';$PC<18);'**

'l50 COLOUR 2

161 PRINT Uy Neil Hoggart

h

171 COLOUR 1

180 PRINT STRIN6$(21,"*">;

TA8(4,S0)*Press any key';

191 A=6ET

200 sX=0

211 REPEAT

221 lenX=10

230 FOR iX=0 TO C lent-1)

240 posxX(iX)=iX4l

250 posyX(iX)=1

260 NEXT

270 deadX=FALSE

280 COLOUR 3

290 FOR xX=0 TO 19

300 FOR yX=0 TO 30

310 PRINT TAB(xX,yX)V;

320 NEXT

330 NEXT

340 COLOUR 1

350 FOR xX =0 TO 19

360 PRINT TA8(xX,0KHR*226
;TAB(xX,30)CHRS226;

370 NEXT

380 FOR yX*1 TO 29

390 PRINT TA8(0,yX)CHRS226

;TAB(19,yX)CHR$2?6;

400 NEXT

410 FOR iX=1 TO 20

421 COLOUR 1

430 P*0Crprt(226)

440 COLOUR 2

450 PROCrprt (227)

460 NEXT

470 pX=9

480 COLOUR 3

490 dl=2

500 FOR iX’B TO pX

510 PR0Cpseg(iX,1)

520 NEXT

530 REPEAT

540 IF C INKEY C -98 ) AND NOT

(dX*2)) dX*4 ELSE IF (1NKEV(

-67) AND N0T(dX=4)) dX=2 ELS

E IF < INKEY (-105) AND NOTtdX

0)1 dX*3 ELSE IF <INKEY<-73

) AND N0TCdX=3)) dX*1

559 nxX»pasxX(pX)-(dX=2)4(

dX-4)

540 nyX=posyX(pX)-(dX»3)4(

dX«1)

570 cX1 FNcNr(nxX,nyX)

580 pX=(pX4l)*0D lenX

590 PROCpseg(pX,0)

608 posxX(pX> :nxX

610 posyX(pX)*nyX

620 PR0Cpseg(pX,1)

630 IF cX=130ORcX*129deadX

=TRUE ELSE IF cX=131 PROCsco

re: IF (sX/20)-INT(sX/20) UNT

1L TRUE :UNT I L 8

640 UNTIL deadX

650 SOUND 0,-15,6,10

668 *FX21,0

670 A*INKEY<150)

680 CLS

690 COLOUR 1

780 PRINT TA8(5',5)*6s*e Ov

er.’;TAB(4,7)'You scored ';s

X

710 COLOUR 2

720 PRINT TA8(4,20)'Press

SPACE';TA8(3,22)'to play aga

730 REPEAT UNTIL SET

740 RUN

750 DEFPROCscore

760 sX=sX*1

770 posxXl LenX) =1

788 posyX(lenX) 3 1

790 lenX=lenX+1

800 SOUND 1,-15,100,1

810 ENDPROC

820 DEFPROCrprt(A)

830 LOCAL xX,yX

840 REPEAT

850 xX*RND(18)

860 yX=RND(28)4l

878 UNTIL FNchr(xX,yX)=ASC

’

880 PRINT TAB(xX,yX)CHRSA;

890 ENDPROC

980 DEFPROCpsegl jX,kX)

910 PRINT TAB(posxX(jX),po

syXCjX));

920 IF jX-pXANOkX-1 VDU 22

4:PR1NT TABCposxXC jX)-(dX-4)

4(dX«2),pesyX(jX)-(dX=1)4ldX

=3))CHRS(225); :ENDPROC ELSE

If kX*1 VDU 225 : ENDPROC ELSE

PRINT V;:ENDPROC
930 DEf FNchr(xX,yX)

940 VDU 31,xX,yX

950 AX=135

960 -(USR(tFFF4)AND8FF00)D

IVI100

This listing is included in

this month's cassette
tape offer. See order
form on Page 53.
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Last

Chance

Buy

now

for

Christmas

Merry i,nrisimas Trom an ai otogger.

WHAT PRICE QUALITY?
WHAT PRICE COMPATIBILITY?

5LDGGER £130.00 + VAT inc. Carriage
To quote a well known phrase, "You only get what you pay for"

This we feel sums up SLOGGERS pricing policy. Our goods may not always be the cheapest,

but the products are most certainly the best.

THE PEGASUS 400 DISK DRIVE SYSTEM
Using only top quality components, the system comprises of:

The SLOGGER 40/80 Track double sided 5.25" Disk Drive which maintains
400k storage per disk.

Manufacturers (NEC/TEAC) 1 year guarantee.

Internal Power Supply unit (built to BS 415).
Compatibility with the inexpensive (yet most reliable) 5.25" disks.

Reliability at 3 m/s step rate (four times faster than some drives).

The SLOGGER PEGASUS Disk Interface which boasts
Excellent Computer Aided Design (CAD) production

Acorn approved design and standard WD1770 floppy disk controller

NEW Type-Ahead facility when used with Master RAM Board
90 page documentation usually provided as a separate purchase
Compatibility with the ACP ADFS Version 1 .1 ,

which offers a total 640k when used with SLOGGERS
5.25" Disk Drive

The SLOGGER SEDFS ROM, about which the Electron User magazine enthused
“I can recommend SEDFS unreservedly"
"Anyone considering upgrading to disk"

"SEDFS is the logical choice"
The quality of SEDFS speaks for itself, unlike other filing systems it offers

* No loss of Electron memory, PAGE-&E00 (not &1D00)
Full Acorn DFS (BBC Model B and MASTER SERIES) compatibility
* All utilities built in, requires no additional menacing utility disk

PEGASUS 400 (Including Interface) £149.50 (inc VAT)
PEGASUS INTERFACE (Only) £74.95 (inc VAT)

MASTER RAM
BOARD

Upgrade your Electron to a

64K Machine using
32K of STATIC RAM

Fits inside the Acorn Electron, uses no cartridge ports

Compatible with ALL reliable Electron hardware (except

TURBO DRIVER).
Compatible with ALL Electron software, switching between
64K mode. TURBO mode (yes. . the TURBO DRIVER
IS BUILT IN), and normal mode
For correctly written software, HIMEM is ALWAYS AT 8000 in

64K mode so leaving 28000 bytes for BASIC or WORD
PROCESSING in ALL screen modes.
Doubles the speed of Word Processing.

Upto 300% speed increase for games
Additional 12K tor use as Pnnter Buffer with Expansion
ROM 2.0.

Installation Service (See Details below) for those not confident

of desoldering the 6502 Microprocessor

NEW FEATURES
64K Mode fulfy compatible with 98% of Level 9 BBC Adventure

games.
NEW OS 2 1 - PLAY ACORNSOFTS ELITE WITH SLOGGERS
JOYSTICK INTERFACE

*1 can thoroughly reccomend ir

Electron User 1987
Master RAM Board Kit - code MR2 - Now Only £49.95

INSTALLATION SERVICE
' Guaranteed to upgrade your Electron with either the Master

RAM Board or Elk Turbo
Driver AND RETURN IT WITHIN 7 DAYS OF RECEIPT.

‘ Includes Postage paid BOTH WAYS (using FREEPOST) and
1 YEARS GUARANTEE.

Order MR1 - Master RAM Board Installed - only £59.95

or TD1 - Elk Turbo Driver Installed - only £39.95

Please note if you own a PLUS 1 ,
please send it with your Electron

to be tested to ensure reliability at high speed.

SLOGGER LTD
107 RICHMOND ROAD

GILLINGHAM
KENT

ME7 1 BR

Merry Christmas from all at Slogger.



Merry unrisxmas irom an tn omyyut-

ROMBOX PLUS
SLOGGER'S answer to ths PLUS 1

Q.Why not buy the Acom Plus 1 ?

A. Because "Excellent though the Plus 1 is, I think there is still room
tor improvement * said the Electron User Magazine.

The ROMBOX PLUS has this Improved specification:

1 Four ROM’RAM sockets to tree

the cartridge slots for more
important add-ons. Each socket

can take the usual 8K/16K

ROMs but can also take 1 6K
RAMS Ottering a staggering 64K
SIDEWAYS RAM

2. The PLUSl Cartridge slots.

Still Only £54.95

3. The PLUSl centronics printer

ACORN ELECTRON
COMPUTERS

These computers are fully tested and guaranteed and can be

purchased direct from SLOGGER or through certain dealers.

The demand for this computer has prompted SLOGGER to offer

the 64K ELECTRON as well as the standard 32K ELECTRON.

ONLY
32K Electron 64.00

64K Electron (switchable) 99.00

EXPANSION ROM 2.0
for ROMBOX PLUS or PLUS 1

Supports Printer Buffer with 8KV16K sideways

RAM or 12K with MASTER RAM BOARD.
RSAVE command to save ROM images to tape

RLOAD command to load Sideways RAM with a

ROM image.
ROMS command to displays ROMRAM In system
JOYSTICK command tor the SLOGGER Joystick

Interface

Allows cai

(Printer, ADC RS423)
Simply Ms Into Internal ROM socket.

"There » room tor improvement in the operating

system. No doubt this was the idea behmd
Expansion T election User. July 87

Only Cl 1.95
<£S If purchased with 32K SIDEWAYS RAM

or JOYSTICK INTERFACE)

32K SIDEWAYS RAM
CARTRIDGE

for ROMBOX PLUS or PLUS 1

* Ever popular on the BBC
' Best used with EXP ROM 2.0

(1) Save ROM backups lor loading nto

Sideways Ram.

(2) Set up a 16k Print Buffer

• Splits as 2xi6k pages

VIEW and VIEWSHEET m one slotlll

' Write protect option . .
.
prevents corruption of

software.

" A very powerful piece of hardware*

Electron User July87
ONLY £34.50

(£39.50 with EXP ROM 2.0)

SLOGGER EPROM
CARTRIDGE

' Carries TWO 8K/16K ROMEPROM software
• Compatible with PLUS 1 , ROMBOX PLUS and

BBC Master
* Simply plugs Into cartridge slot

£10.00 lor a limited period

ROM SOFTWARE

SEDFS upgrade ROM lor CUMANA owners ...£24.95

BARGAIN CORNER

STARGRAPH Graphic Utilities £9.95

r LKMAN ROM’RAM Manager C9 95

STARMON Machine code Monitor £9.95

PRINTER ROM SimpSfied Printer Control £9.96

STAR TREK Machine code disassembler £9 95

POG Printer Driver £9.95

TAPE TO DISK ROMS
VERSION 2

Transfer the majority of Tape programs to

disk

Acomsott, Superior and Micropower no
problem
Compatible with programs copied using

Version 1

More successful than ever before

T2P3 for the Acom Plus 3
T2CU for the Cumana DFS
T2P4 for AP4 and EOO DFS
T2SD for the Solidisk DFS
T2SEDFS for the SEDFS
T2PEG400 for Pegasus 400

ONLY £24.95
Upgrade 1-2 only £5 wiBt original ROM

PRINTER
AMSTRAD DMP 3160

A new, super fast printer now available

to Electron Users
Fully EPSON and IBM compatible

Now prints 160 characters per second
Ideal for listings, Near Letter Quality for

Word Processing

Excellent for graphics!

FREE lead for ROMBOX PLUS or

PLUS 1

Price £229.00

ELECTRON
COMMUNICATIONS

RS423 SERIAL INTERFACE

* ACORN APPROVED design, manufac-
tured by PACE, the

communication market leaders.
* Standard RS423 connection as supplied

on BBC Micro.
* Built in COMMSTAR communication

software
* Requires Rombox Plus or Plus 1

Order COMMS 1

(Interface & Software) £59.00

JOYSTICK INTERFACE
for ROMBOX PLUS or ACORN PLUS 1

• Uses inexpensive ATARMype joysticks

• Compatible with ALL Tape and Disk systems.
• Emulation of keys by Expansion ROM 2.0

• Can be used with well written games either

WITH OR WITHOUT A JOYSTICK OPTION
"The ultimate Joystick Interface*

A&B July 87
•Well worth saving up tor. I can recommend

it to alt Arcade Addicts*

Electron User May 87
Only £14.95

‘ Requires Electron Expansion 2.0

Only £5 with this unit

JOYSTICKS
Switched Joysticks lor the Slogger Joystick Interface

Ouickshot I £4.00

QuiCkshot II £6.00

SLOGGER’S
AUTHORISED
DEALERS

Aberdeen Micro Ionic

Birmingham AllenXes Computers 021 778 5737

Bristol Avon Compulse Exchange 0272 637981

Broxboume Brsdslrest Computers 01 207 4210

Burnley Atomic Computer Systems 0282 84299

Byfteet CelancrMI 0932 342137

Cardfl Computer Exchange 0222 483069

Cardigan Cardigan Electronics 02396)4483

Chesham Reeds Photo* Computing 0494 783323

Crawley Computer Centre 0293 37842

Croydon Computer Centre 01 6832646

Fareham Project Expansions 0329 22f )09

Famham Famham Computers 0252 723107

Glasgow Computer Depot 0413323944

leeesler DA Computers 0533 549402

London Computace 01 580 0181

Maiket Haiborough Herborough Computers 0858 63056

Merseyside Compehop 0516393041

Newbury MAS Associates 0835 45224

OWiam Nome And Business 061-633 )608

Sheemess Swaletek Systems 0295 665530

Stockport Dram Electronics 061 429 0626

telord A1 Computer Supplies 0952 502737

Trowbridge West Wilts Micros 0221482759

Warrington Cheshire Micros 0925414109

Netherlands Velobyle Computers Rotterdam 010 4138197

Mail Order Only

Milton Keynes TowertiH 0908 24246

Stockport 21*1 Software 0625528885

AH prices include VA T PAP UK Mainkxxl only

Expiry Date PtEASE SUPPL Y

Acta**

Visa

Please send omen to SLOGGER LTD. 107 RICHMOND ROAD. GILLINGHAM. KENT

Merry Christmas from all at Slogger.

Last

Chance

Buy

now

for

Christmas
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Contains 32 page booklet giving dear,
easy-to-follow instructions on all 4 programs

Word Processor: Ideal for

writing letters and reports.

There is a constant display of
both time and word count,
plus a words-per-minute
display to encourage the
budding typist! A unique
feature is the double-size text

option in both edit and printer

mode - perfect for young
children and people with poor
vision.

Database: You use this for

storing information, just like

an office filing cabinet. Facts
you have entered can be
quickly retrieved by just keying
in a word or part of a word
They can be sorted, replaced,
saved for future use or printed
out.

Spreadsheet: Enables you to
use your micro for home
accounts or pocket money
records. It creates a display of

numbers in rows and columns.
Continuous updating is

possible, and a changed figure

can be instantly reflected

throughout the rest of the
spreadsheet. Your results can
be saved, to be used for

future updates, or can be fed
into its associated program .

Graphics: Part of the

spreadsheet section, it lets

you draw bar charts, pie

charts and histograms to give
a graphic presentation of your
statistics. Helps to give life and
colour to the dullest figures I

Word Processor Spreadsheet
Database Graphics

Now they’re
all together -

inONE simple
package
Four full-scale

£5.95
tow. tow price' cassette

J

M
Finalist for the Home Software

of the Year A ward §1

m

TO ORDER PLEASE USE THE FORM ON PAGE 53
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outside world...md

mmemlou!
NOW you can experience

all the fun and excitement

of your favourite games
without disturbing the

rest of the household

The SoundMaster consists of a cleverly

designed interface and the very latest

high-velocity lightweight headphones.
• The precision-engineered interface is

encased in tough plastic with a graded
volume control. It connects easily to your
micro (leads included), and sits discreetly
behind it while in use
• The beautifully constructed stereo
headphones are made by leading UK
electronics manufacturer Ross. They
deliver crystal clear reproduction and are
fully guaranteed. They come with a special
adapter so you can also use them with
your personal stereo or hifi system.
• Every Sound Master is supplied in a
colourful presentation pack together with
detailed instructions to help you get the
most from this superb device,

PRIORITY ORDER FORM
P/ease send me the SoundMaster for tny

BBC Model B BBC Master

Acorn Electron Amstrad CPC (stereo sound!)

Atari 8 bit (excluding Atari 400)

[

£14 99 (UK) £16.99 (Europe/Eire) £21.99 (Overseas)
|

Name

Address

Cheque enclosed payable to Database Electronics

Please debit my Access/Visa no:

r i ii i nrri i ri i i 1 1 i i i i

Expiry date

Signed

Postcode

SEND TO: Europa House, Adlington Park,
Adlington, Macclesfield SK10 5NP.

Phone Orders: 0625 879940

Orders by Prestel: Key *89 then 614568383

MicroLink/Telecom Gold: 72:MAG001



Newmarket listing

•R From Page 1

7

102,102,153,153,102,102,153,

23,253,255,127,32,46,36,33,4

9,17

270 ENDPROC

280 DEFPRCCrandoe

290 F0RIX=1 TO Z:NX(I*)=lX

:NEXT:FORIX»Z TO 2 $TEP-1:»X

=RMD<IX>:TX=H2(CX):NX<&5)=HS

(IX) :NX(IX)*TX:NE1T1X

300 RESTORE:FOPI*'T052:»EA

Dt<l>,S(I) : NEX 7

318 ENDPROC

320 DEFPROCcardlSui t$sCHR$

(S+223>:IFS=10RSI 3colour-1:6

C=0ELSEIFS=2ORS-4cotour=8:GC

330 V»U5,24,XX;YX-197;XX*1

68; Yt»10;:SCOL0,131 :CL5

340 6COL0,ccLour : SC-JN&0 , -

1

5,4,1

350 ON C 6OSUB37|,388,390,

400,410,420,430,440,458,460,

470,480,490,500

360 ENDPROC

570 NOVEXXM2f,TX-!55:»l)6

5 : PR0C1 :N0»EXXt5,U:VDU65 : RE

TURN

38# PR0Ce:PR0C2:R£TURN

390 PR0Cc:PR0C2:PR0C1 :RE1U

RN

400 PROCc:P*OC3:RE'iiRN

410 P«0tc;PR0t3:PR0C1:RETU

RN

420 PR0Cc:PR0C3:PR3C4:RETU

RN

430 PROCc:PROC3:P*OC4:PROC

5 : RE TURH

440 PROCc:PROC3:PRO£4:PROC

6 : RE TURN

450 PR0Cc;PR0C7:?R0C1 :RETU

RN

460 NOYEXX*128,'X-155:VOU2

29:PR0C7:PR0C8:NCYEIl*5,YX:Y

0U229:RETURN

470 PROC; :RETuRN

480 PROCq:RETURN

490 PROCkiRETURN

508 RETURN

518 D£FPR0Ct:N0YE)lT‘5,Yi:V

RU48K:NOVEXX*123,U-160:V5U

48* C: ENDPROC

520 OEFPROC1:POVEx:»64,y:-

80:PRlNTsuitS:ENOPROC

530 9£FPR0C2:N0VEXi+64,Tl-

28:PRINTsu: ;S:N0VEXX*64,YX-1

32:PRINT$ui tS:£NDPR0C

540 DEFPNOCJ:NOmt*28,Yl-
28:PRINTsui t$:N0VEXi+28, , ‘.-T

32:PRINT$uitS:N0VEXX+98,TX-2

8 : PRINT sui tS:NQYEXX*98,YZ-13

2:PRlNTsu:tS:ENDPR0C

558 0EFP8OC4:NOVEXX»28,YX*

75:PR!NTsuiti:*0tf£XX*98,rX-7

5:PRINTsuitS:ENDPR0C

560 OEFPROC5:NOVEXX*64,TX-

48 : PRINTsu 1

1

$: ENDPROC

570 DEFPR0C6:N0VEXX*64,YX-
48:PRlNTsui tS:MYSlX*6A,YX-1
08; PR INI su l$: ENDPROC

580 DEFPR0C7:T$IsuitJ*CHR$

8+CHRS18: tS=STRIN65(4,TS) :«0

VEXX*28,TX-26:PRlNTtS:«0VEXX
•T08,VX-26: PRINT t$:EN9PR0C

590 OEFPROC8:NOYEXX*64,YX-
48:PRINTsuit$:N0VEXX*64,YX-1

1 0: PR INTsuitS: ENDPROC

600 DEFPROC; :N0VEXt»1,YX:V

DU?4:«0YEXX*531,YX-168:YDU74

618 N09EXT*65,YX-H:Y0U18,

8,«C, 253,231,8,0, 10, 239,248,

8.8. 8. 10. 18.8.2.241.

18.0,

GC,252.18.0.

2.242.8.8.8.18.18.0

,GC,243,244,8,8, 18,245, 246:P

ROCdraw:ENDPROC

620 DEFPROCq:NOVEXX»1,YX:V

DU81 :«0VEXX+131,YX-16»:VDU81

630 N0YEXXy65,TX-14:V9U18,

0,GC, 247, 248, 8,8, 10, 249, 258,

8. 8.8. 10.

18.0.

2.241. 18.0,GC,
252.18.0.

2.242.8.8.8.18.18.0

, GC, 233, 234, 3, 8, 10, 235, 236 :P

ROCdraw:ENDPROC

640 DEFPROCk:NOVEXXM,YX:Y
DU75:MOVEXX+131,YX-160:YOU75

: SOT 06 1

0

650 9EfPROCdray;NOVEXX+32,

YX-14:6COL0,8;9 RAYX’y130,YX-

14:DRAYXX+130,YX-171 :0RAYXXy

32,YX-171;9R»NXXy 32,YX-14

660 GCOL0, colour :N0Y£Xt+S6

,YX-35: PRINT; su: r$:NOYEXX+92

,YX-130:PRINT;suit$;EN9PROC

This is one of hundreds of programs
available FK€E fo» downloading on

mkroUoK
In addition to these many BBC Micro
programs in tha MicroLmk library will

670 C 1$ : VOU 19, 2,2; 0; 4,28,1

,24,38,1,17,128,12,28,0,30,3

9,26,17,129, 12:PR1NTTA8(14,

2

)"Newiiarket":VDU5

688 NOVE10,204:DRRV10,1028

:OR4n1270,1820:DR4U1270,204:

ORAN 10,204 :NOVE960,224: DR A y9

60,480: DRAY 1 170,4 80: DRAW 11 70

,224:DRAY960,224:GOTO710

698 DEFPROCinit:swapX a0:pX

=1:bX=0:rX-0:zX=0:pcX 20:ecX a

8:ccX*34:ctX=18:9oX=0:9o2X*0

;cXs 1 :dX a3:daX*0:cgX : 0:ENYEL

0PE1, 1,-8,1,-1,14,7,1,126,0,

0,-126, 126, 126;EN9PR0C

700 0£ F PROC vindow:VDUS: FOR

1=1TO10:VDU24,XX;YX-197;XXy 1

60; YX+10; 18,3, cX*1 29,16: SOUN

91,-15,178,1 : NEXT: VW24, XX; Y

X-248;XX*160;Y£»)0; 18,0,128,

16:EN9PR0C

710 XX*-128:YX=992:FORI=1T

B17:XX*XX+170:IFXX>1078 ANOY

X=992 XX J 5#:YX S 734 ELSE IF X

X>1070 AN9YX=734 XX*50:YX=46

8

720 PROCdeiUNEXT :IFN0Ts«a

OX PROCswaprIFswapX daX=34:G

070710

730 PROC cc:PROCnc:VOU24,96

4;228;1166;476;:GCOL0,130:CL
6:PRQCplayer

740 DEFPROCdeal :daX sdaX+1

:

C*C(NX(daX)):S-$(NX(daX)) :lf

swap* C(NX«))»CINX(daX)):SC
NX(I))*S(NX(d»X))

750 PROCcard

760 GCClf,3:IFI<10 Y9U24,X

X*60;YX-240;XX*1i0;YX-204; :N

0YEXX*64,YX-212:PRINT;I ELSE

YDi)24,XX<40;YX-240;XX*110;Y

X-204;:NOVEXXy48,YX-212:PR5N

T;1

778 EN9PR0C

780 DEFPR0Cswap:YDU4,12,7:

PRINTTA8(8,2)'Swap this hand

? Y/N ;:Y$-CHRS(G£T AND SDF)

: CLS : 1 FY$='Y'suapX*TRUE

790 EN9PR0C

880 9EfPR0Ccc:F0RI^18T034:

C=C(NX(I)>:S=S(NX(I)) :If S=10

RSOrX»rX»1 ELSE IFS=20RS=4b

X=bX»1

810 NEXT:XX*730:YXs468:$OU

ND8,-15,4,i :PROCback:EN9PROC

820 DEFPROCblank(nX) :IFnX<

8 YX»992:XX*-120Y(nX>*170 EL

SE IFnt>7ANOnX<15 YX=734:XX=

-120*((nX)-7)*170 ELSE lfnX>

14 YX=468:XXc-120+((nX)-14)*

170

830 PR0Cwindow:Xi=986:YX=4

48 : ENDPROC

848 DEFPROCplayer

850 IFcXM suS-'R*d’ ELSE

su$='Black’

860 fault-0:VDU4,12,7:PRlN

TTA8(3,2)'Enter your lowest

;suS; card:'; :INPUT"PC

870 IFP017 GOTO 868

880 IFPC-8 cgXa cgX+1:G0T08

98 ELSE GOT 0980

890 lFcgX=2 cgXs0:PROCchan

ge:GOTO940 ELSE GO1O940

900 sX-S(NXCPC)):S 3 sX:C E C(

NX ( PC) ) : IF sXocXANDsXodl TH

£N 860

910 PROCchtck:IF lault 60T

0860

920 V0Ul2:PROCbUnk(PC) :cg

X'0:pX»1 : PROCcard :pcX=pcX*1:

S(NXIPC)

)

: 5:PR0Cwin<1)

930 REPEAT:PR0Cp_cards:PR0

Cc.cards:UNTILN0TgoXAN9N0Tgo

2X:PR0Cchange:IFpX=1 GOTO850

940 PR0Cco*p:EN0PR0C

950 0EFPROCchange:lFcX»1 e

X=2 : dX=4ELSE IFeX*2 cX»1:dX*

3

960 ENDPROC

970 OEFPROCcoep

980 lfeX-1 su$='Red" ELSE

suSs'Biack’

990 FORK=18TO34:iXs0:lFS(N

X(K)

)

: cX OR S(NX(K))*dX GOTO

1080 ELSE GOTO1030

1800 F0RJ*18T034: IF C(NX(K)

)<=C(NX()))AN9(S(NX(J) )*cX0«

S(NX(J))sbX> tX*lX+1

1010 lFcXa 1AN0iX s rX OR c!-2

AN9zX=bX JX=K: J*34:K=34:NEXT

:NEXT:60T01858

1020 NEXT

1038 NEXT

1040 cgX=cgX+1:lFc9X=2:c9X»

0:PROCctiange:GOTO1090 ELSE 6

OTO1090

1050 VDU4,12:PRINTTAB(6,2>-

Electrons lowest ’;suS;' ca

r<r:VOU5:FORD=1TO100#:NEXT:s

X*S(NXCJX)):S*sX:C=C(NX(JX))

1060 IFS=10RS=3 rX=rX-1 ELS

E 1FS-20RS-4 bX-bX-1

1870 XX»986:YX*448:cgX*0:pX

=2:PR0Ccard:ecX*ecXt1:PR0Cnc

:S(NX(JX))*5:PROCwin(2)

1080 REPEAT:PR0Cc.cards:PR0

Cp.cards:UNTILN0TgoXAN9N0Tgo

2X:PR0Cchange:lF pX=2 GOTO 9

80

1890 PR0Cplayer:ENDPRCC

1100 DEFPROCp.cards:goX-0

1118 F0RI*1T017

1120 IFS(NX(I)) I sXANDC(NX(l

)>*C+1 YDU4,12:PRINTTAB(7,2)

'Autoiatic node: Player':YDU

5:goX=TRUE;C»C(NX(m:pX=1:P

R0Cblank(I):PR0Ccard:pcX*pcX

Yl:S(NXU))=5:PR0Cwin(1):I=1

7 :NEXT:6OTO1110

1130 NEXT: ENDPROC

1148 9EFPR0Cc.cards:go2X*6

1150 FORI'181034

1160 lFS(M(I))*sXANOC(NX(l

))*C+1 go2X-TRUE:Y9U4,12:PRl

NTTABI7,2)'Autoiati c node: E

lectron:V0U5:C=C(NX(I)):G0T

01178 ELSE GOTO1190

1170 IFsX=10RsX*3 rX*rX-l E

LSE IFsX*20RsX2 4 bX«bX-1

1180 Ji=I:pYs2:PR0Ccard:ecX

»ecXA*:PR0Cnc:S(NXUX))=5:PR

0Cwin(2):I a 34:NEXT :G0T01158

1190 NEXT: ENDPROC

1200 DEFPR0Ccheck:F0RI-1T01

7

1218 IFS(NX(l)) acXAN9 C(NX(

I))<C OR S<NX(I))=dXAN9 CINX

(»><£ I*17:N£XI:1ault 2-1:EN

9PR0C

1220 NEXT : ENDPROC

1230 DEFPR0Cnc:clX»clX-1:VD

U5,24,780;222;844;262; 18,0,1

29, 16, 1 8,9,3 : I F clX>9 N0VE78

2,254 :PRINT;c IX: ENDPROC ELSE

N0YE798,254:PRINT;clX:EN9PR

0C

1248 DEFPROCback:«:=-20:yX»

-20:colX=4:FORKa 1TO5:kX**X*2

0:yX»yX+20:colX2«olX-1:Ifcol

X*-1 colX«3

1250 YOU24,XX+*X; (YX-!97)ty

X;(XX+160)-»X;lYX+10)-yX;:SC

OL0,128uolX:ClG:NEXT:EN9PRO

C

1260 DATA#, 1,3,2, 11, 4,1, 1,1

2.1.4.2.9.1.6.2.2.3.7.3.10.3

,5,2,13,2,5,1,2,4,10,2,8,2,6

,1,3,1,9,4,1,3,11,3,7,2,13,4

,‘,3,12,2

1270 DATA 10,1,12,4,4,1,13,

1,8,3,2,1,7,1,11,2,3,4,9,2,6

,‘,1,2,13,3,7,4,2,2,11,1,5,3

,1,4,9,3,6,3,4,4,10,4,3,3,8,

4.5.4.12.3

1280 DEFPROCwin(wX)

1290 IFecX"170RpcX=17 V0U4,

12: PRINT TAB < 14,2) 'Neuaarkef

;:FORS=10TO50STEP2:SOUND1,-1

5 , S , 1 :NEXT:S0UND1 ,1 ,108,40:V

DUS, 24, 28; 210; 1252; 1018; 18,0

,128,16,18,0,3
1300 IFwXO AND pcX=17 N0VE

32,704:PRINT'Yell done. You

ve beaten the Eleetron':6X*6

XM:6OTO1330
1310 IFwX>2 AND eeX-17 N0YE

32,704:PRINTBad luck, the E

lectron has beaten you':FX*F

X+1:GOTO1330

1320 GOTO1360

1330 »FX 15,1

1340 NOYES20,688: PRINT'S lee

tron's score 1 ' ;FX:«OYE320,5

44:PRINT*Player s score=';GX

:MYE96,448:PRlNT'Hit Space

to replay or 0 to exit‘:Y»GE

T

1350 IF Y=ASC'0' VDU22,6:EN

0 ELSE RUN

1360 ENDPROC

This listing is included in

this month's cassette
tape offer. See order
form on Page 53.
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MOST of us buy a printer

with the intention of using
it to produce listings of our
programs and documents
from word processors such
as View.
When it comes to

choosing one though, we
are usually faced with a
barrage of jargon and a
plethora of printer termi-
nology. Here are some of
the terms you'll come
across and their meanings:
• CPS - Characters per
second. The number of
characters printed in one
second is a vital statistic

used to compare many prin-

ters. Such values can only
be used as a rough
guideline because some
printers have very fast, low
quality, print modes.
• LPM Lines per minute.
This vital statistic is rarely

quoted, simply because it

gives a very accurate printer

comparison figure (only the

most favourable statistics

are ever quoted!).

• CPL - Characters per line.

The number of characters
that can fit on one line. The
actual number can vary
depending on the size of the
text printed. Standard size

text is normally printed in

some multiple of 20, that is

20, 40, 80 or even 160
characters. A good, general
purpose printer should be
able to print 80 columns.
• CPI - Characters per inch.

The normal value for

reasonable sized text is 10.

• NLQ - Near letter quality.

A mode offered by some dot
matrix printers to simulate
the quality of a proper
typewriter.

• Print head - The sharp
end of the printer that does
the actual work. Some types
of print head, daisy wheels
for instance, are inter-

changeable to access differ-

ent fonts.

• Tractor feed • Refers to
the way in which paper is

fed through some machines.
The tractor is a wheel cov-

o

Dotty and noisy,

but we couldn't
do without them

In the first part of a new series
JULIA FORESTER explains a much
misunderstood area of computers

ered in pins. Anyone wish-
ing to use standard com-
puter paper (fanfold) would
need this.

• Friction feed - Most prin-

ters offer this option. It's

used to feed single sheets of

paper, letters for example,
through the machine.
• Sheet feeder - This
expensive option is avail-

able with some printers but
it's of little use in the home.
Sheet feeders allow stacks

of paper to be fed through
the machine one sheet at a

time when producing either

a long document or a lot of
individual letters.

• Bit image mode - This is

only available with dot
matrix printers and is used
for producing graphics and
screen dumps.
• Bi-directional - This
refers to way in which a
printer produces each line of

text. Bi-directional printers

produce text output when
the head travels from left to
right and from right to left.

Because of this, their

speed in lines per minute is

almost twice that of a

comparable uni-directional

printer operating in the
same mode. In NLQ mode
most printers only print in

one direction.

• DIP switches - DIP stands
for dual in-line package.
These tiny switches are used

to set up certain charac-
teristics of the printer at

switch-on. For instance,
which character set is

present.

DIP switches are in-

variably hard to get at, a
knitting needle or some-
thing similar is usually
needed to alter them. This
only has to do be done once
though.

Broadly speaking, all prin-

ters can be divided into two
distinct categories, parallel

and serial, this refers to the

way in which data is sent.

Serial printers connect to

the computer's serial port

via an RS232 interface. This

form of data transmission is

slow but since only three
wires are needed it is used
where printers are connec-
ted remotely, sometimes
miles away from their host
terminals.

Parallel data transmission
is much faster, but requires
11 wires to send data.
Because of the costs
involved, it is rarely used for

remote terminals, but
widely found in the single

user enviroment.
The Plus 1 and Rombox

Plus expansions incorporate
a parallel printer port and is

all that's required for most
printers Serial printers,
sometimes offered at

bargain prices are not rec-

ommended, because they
will require extra hardware
and software to run
properly.

Printers produce their

output in a variety of differ-

ent ways. Ink jets, spark jets,

thermal ribbons, thermal
paper, daisy wheels and golf

balls. Some (usually called

plotters) draw each letter.

By far the most common
and versatile method
though, is the dot matrix, so
I'll be concentrating on prin-

ters using this technique.
Unless stated otherwise, all

of the examples have been
tested on the Epson-
compatible Panasonic KX-
P1081

.

A simple dot matrix prin-

ter forms each letter by
firing a preset character pat-

tern of 9 x 9 pins at the
ribbon, forming an image
on the paper. Individual
characters are produced on
a grid of 5 x 7 dots.

This method is very fast,

but noisy. The quality of the
print may also suffer

because of the limited
number of dots making up
each character.

Most dot matrix printers

can also be pressed into

producing monochrome
screen dumps (with shading
for colour), this makes them
more useful to the average
Electron owner.
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Feature

To cut down on pins, thus

cutting cost, some budget
printers do not produce true

lower case descenders.
Descenders are the parts of

letters we write below the

line in the characters p, g,

and y for example
This is fine for listings, but

useless for word processing

where quality is often

important. Very cheap prin

ters don't even produce
lower case letters and
should be avoided.

When it comes to printing

in special styles and
producing special effects,

the printer manuals are,

more often that not,

somewhat less than helpful.

In fact printers are a lot

smarter than we give them
credit for. Many have inter-

national character fonts,

internal ram and even word
processing modes to per-

form functions like auto-

matic justification.

Because most printers can
be attached to almost any
general purpose microcom-
puter, producing an
individual manual for every

possible computer configur-

ation just wouldn't be
economically viable for the

manufacturer.

Instead, most adopt the

industry standard format for

output to printer com-
mands. Here are some
common examples found in

industry standard Basic's

and their meanings:

• LPRINT - Send a stream

of characters or control

codes to the printer.

• LUST - List the Basic pro-

gram in memory
• PRINT #9,27 - Send an
escape code to device
number or output stream
nine.

Try typing those in to the

Electron and not surpris-

ingly they won't work. The
first two produce the error

message Mistake and the

last produces the message
Channel.

Simply, the first two just

don't exist in the Electron's

Basic language and are not

understood. On the other
hand the last command
does, but still generates an

error. Why this happens

requires further explan-
ation.

The Electron is attempting

to print to a file and files

must first be opened by the

commands OPENIN, OPEN
OUT and OPENUP. If you
type:

X 30PEN0UT‘TESr

The Electron cassette

filing system returns two in

X. This number is known as

a file handle, now type:

PRINT #K,’HELLO’

or even

PRINT #2,’HELLO’

Both of these commands
should work without prob-

lem. Although nothing will

be printed because the Elec-

tron is sending output to a

file and not to the printer.

All of these problems
stem from the fact that the

Electron's Basic is far in

advance of the industry
standard commands. It is

much more user friendly.

The example above,
PRINT#9,27, is a historical

hangover of many earlier

Basics. Device nine refers in

this case to the line printer,

but it could just as easily

have been the tape reader, a

disc drive, a monitor or even
a control port connected to a

robotic arm.
Although powerful, this

system is very complex to

understand and hard to use
if all you want to do is use a

printer.

The Electron's advanced
Basic provides some very
simple commands to

interface to a printer. VDU 2

turns the printer on and
copies all screen output to it.

VDU 3 turns the printer off.

PRINT CHR$(2) and PRINT
CHR$(3), or pressing Ctrl + B
and Ctrl +C do the same
things.

So to list the program in

memory type:

V»U 2

LIST

VOU 3

At certain times it may be
necessary to output special

characters to the printer

only without displaying
them on the screen as such

characters could adversely

affect the display.

A typical example is VDU
14, which enables the
double width print mode on
Epson compatible printers.

If this code is sent to the

screen driver it enables
paged mode and would
cause printing to hang at the

end of each page. To send
codes to the printer only

type VDU 1, followed by the

code to be sent like:

VDU 2

VDU 1,14

VDU 3

In typical style of “We
understand it, so you
must!" a special code called

the escape character is

treated by manuals with no
explanation. It is used to

inform the printer controller

of an impending command
line.

Characters following the

escape code are not printed,

rather they tell the printer to

reconfigure itself in some
way. The escape character is

commonly expressed as

ESC, Escape, CHR$(27),
CHR$(&1B) or even CHR$-
<$1B).

In all of these cases the

escape character, which has
an Ascii value of 27 (IB

hexadecimal! can be sent to

the printer by typing VDU
1,27.

A simple example are the

Epson codes to switch italics

on and off: ESC +4 switches

italics on and ESC+5 swit-

ches italics off.

Such command lines are

often called escape sequen-
ces. In this case the escape
code is followed by the
character 4 or 5.

It is vital to remember that

unless specified, letters or

numbers following the
escape code represent the

characters Ascii value.

In the above example,
characters 4 and 5 have
Ascii values of 52 and 53
respectively, so the com-
mands translate:

VDU 1,27,1,52:«EN on

VDU 1,27,1,5J:REN off

Some escape sequences
can switch the printer into

several different modes by
changing one parameter or

variable. Consider the
sequence to place the Pana-

sonic into different charac-

ter pitches (widths):

ESC+w+n.
The command part of the

sequence is the ESC+w. The
letter n is a variable with a

value between zero and
three. Sequences such as

these can be translated

simply:

VDU 1,27,1,119,1,2

This selects character
pitch two giving 15 charac-

ters per inch.

Just for the sake of struc-

tured programming, it is

often easier and indeed
clearer to express the
characters themselves
rather than their Ascii

values. For example:

10 £SCa 27:n*2:on=2:of f=3

20 VDU or.

30 VDU 1,ESC,1,AS£V,1,n
it PRINT '15 CPI'

50 VDU off

Is far more elegant than:

10 VDU 2

20 VDU 1,27,1,119,1,2

30 PRINT '15 CPI’

40 VDU 3

One other special charac-

ter found in the manuals is

null, which has an Ascii

value of zero. This is often

used to terminate an escape
sequence, although it is not

usually needed. Used on its

own null does nothing.

This feature forms the

basis of Program I which
tests for the presence and
status of a parallel printer.

The program attempts to

send a series of nulls to the

printer and then examines
the printer buffer status
using ADVAL(-4)

If after a short delay, the

buffer has not been cleared

then the printer is assumed
to be either not present or

off line.

Programs found in printer

Turn to Page 22
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4 From Page 21

manuals can appear to be
very difficult to translate.

Not surprisingly, because of

the power of Electron Basic,

this is not usually the case.

Consider Program II

which cycles the Panasonic
through its various print

mode combinations. This
program, not written in

Electron Basic, is provided
for comparison and should
not be typed in. Program III

has the same effect, written

in Electron Basic.

The main part of the
translation takes place in

Lines 40, 50, 70 and 90. Line
40 informs the computer of

the presence of a printer on
I/O port one. This translates

simply into VDU 2. A better

10 REN Progra* 1

20 *FX 15

30 free*'ADVAL(-4)

40 VDU 2

50 U*8
60 REPEAT IMX+1
78 VDU 1,8

80 UNTIL IX-200 OR ADVAl

l-O<10
90 VDU 3

100 TINE=0:REPEAT UNTUTIN
E>10

110 IF ADVAL(-4)of reel PR

INT'Printer not on line!'

example is in Line 90 of Pro-

gram II:

This translates to:

9*

* VDU 1,27,1,ASC'!',1,N

Here the PRINT #1 has
been replaced by VDU 1.

Each number or variable

10 RER Program It

20 REN Not Electron Basic

30 UIOTH "LPT1 :‘,255

40 OPEN ’LPT1: US *1

50 PRINT *1,CHRS(27)+'D'+

CHRI(12)KHRi(0);

60 FOR N=0 TO 63

70 PRINT #1,CHRS<27)*'!>

CHRS(B);

80 PRINT f1/Node:';N;CHR

*<9);

90 PRINT #1,CHRJ(27)+‘!‘»

CHR$(N)

;

100 PRINT #1 ,’Not Electron

8asic';CHR$(10);

110 NEXT

120 END

Feature

10 REN Pfogras III

20 REN Select print node

30 WIDTH 255:REN not regu

ired

40 VDU 2

50 VDU 1 ,27,1, ASC'D', 1,12

,1,0

60 FOR N=0 TO 63

70 VDU 1,27,1, ASC'f',1,0

80 PRINT "Node:’;N;

90 VDU 1,27,1,R$CT,1,N
100 PRINT ' Happy Christaa

s fro* Electron User'

110 NEXT

120 VDU3

130 END

bracketed by the CHRS
statement is inserted into

the VDU statement directly

separated by commas.
Any character surrounded

by quotes, the ! character in

this case, is replaced by
either ASC"character" or
the Ascii value of the
character. For example, the I

mark has an Ascii value of

33 so the line could have

been written:

90 VDU 1,27,1, 33, 1,N

Most other programs to
be found in the manuals will

translate in a similar
fashion.

• In the second part of this

series I'll be revealing how
fast or slow some printers

really are. u
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It's a hard life .

Program: Ufa of Repton
Price: C6.95 /cassette I f9.95 13 '/.-in disci

Supplier : Superior Software, Regent
House, Skinner Lane, Leeds LS7 1AX.

Tel: 0532 459453

YES, he's back' Superior Software's

enormously popular Repton makes
yet another appearance - his fourth.

This time he stars in the story of his

life.

For old hands, the Life of Repton is a

collection of 40 new screens for

Repton 3. If you're a fan, that alone

should be enough for you to go out
and buy a copy.

If, on the other hand, you've been
living in the asteroid belt for the last

two years then a few words of explan-

ation will be in order.

Repton is a cute little reptilian cha-

racter and the object is to move him
around a maze collecting diamonds
and killing monsters as you go. Each
maze contains earth which you can
dig through and barriers through
which nothing can pass.

You need to plan your route
carefully, otherwise a boulder may fall

and trap a diamond or squash Repton.
There are several puzzles on each
screen and you can call up a map of

the easier screens to help your
planning.

Life of Repton includes the original

Repton 3 shell, but not the screens.

The 40 new screens load in blocks of

eight. The first set depicts Repton as a

baby, the second shows him at school,

the third is Repton in his teens, the

fourth at work and the fifth is Repton
as an old man.
The graphics in each section have

been redesigned - so in the baby set,

hurnpty-dumptys take the place of

boulders, teddy bears take the place of

diamonds, a fireplace is the skull and
irate dogs and toy soldiers become
monsters.
The graphics in the other ages are

similarly appropriate - as a teenager,

cigarettes take the place of the skull.

while at work a floppy disc is the spirit.

As an OAF war medals become the

diamonds.
Life of Repton also includes the

screen editor. This allows you to edit

existing screens or construct new
ones. The editor is an excellent piece

of software in itself.

Before you can edit a screen
however, you must successfully
complete it. When you do, you are

given a five-digit code number to be

used in the editor. You are also given a

password for the next screen so you
don't have to start from screen one
every time you play.

The instructions are generally help-

ful. although I did find one oddity in

the part which tells you the puzzles are

not impossible. It says: “We assure

you that Around the World can be
completed".
Back with the program, if you

manage to complete all five sets of

eight screens without using a pass-

word you are eligible to enter a

competition. Upon completion of a

set, a congratulatory message
appears along with a competition
entry code number. To enter, you
need all five code numbers.
Minor niggles apart. Life of Repton

is a superb game which will keep you
busy for days, probably weeks. If you
don’t have a Repton game already

then buy this.

Ian Waugh

Sound to

Graphics 10

Playability 9
Value for money 10

Overall 9

Dodgy scenario
Product: Cops and Robbers
Price: Cl 99 /cassette

I

Supplier: Atlantis Software. 28 Station

Road, London $825 SAG
Tel: 01-771 8642

THE latest budget release from Atl-

antis features Light Fingers Lonegan
who ie raiding the headquarters of the
Acme Diamond Company. He has set

off the alarm system, which means the
whole building is swarming with
police. Lonegan must try to find all the

diamonds, open the safe and escape
to his car.

Points are scored for collecting

diamonds. These gems look
suspiciously like an asterisk symbol
and may be coloured blue or green. I

had to guess they were meant to be
the jewels.

Additional points are scored for

shooting policemen. Lonegan is

armed with a 0.45 Magnum. His poor
carrying capacity necessitates fre-

quent trips back to the getaway car.

If Lonegan makes the trip to the
cellar, the policemen are replaced by
ghosts. They are hell-bent on tracking

down the villain, but are armed only
with truncheons, which means they
must get close to Fingers to be able to

haul him off to jail.

The other activity Lonegan must
attempt is safe breaking. This involves

finding a three number code by guess-
work. The numbers on the safe
change in response to a prod from the

robber's nose. I have not yet cracked
the combination.
The graphics aren't really up to par,

even for software at this price. The
sprites are simple and undergo a sort

of jerky animation, but the overall

speed of movement is quite good. The

scenery that supports the action can
probably best be described as plain or

perhaps boring.

I find this game wholly inappropri-

ate. It strikes me as abhorrent that

success is measured by the ability to

shoot policemen or steal diamonds.
It should have been given a fantasy

setting where the nasties which must
be shot are not recognisable as crea-

tures from the Earth.

Cops and Robbers was never
destined to be a blockbuster. As it

stands, it surely must be given a miss.

Rog Frost
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Trouble in store
defenceless. You can carry three items
at once, and apart from the goods
there are other items you will need to

complete your task.

Your first challenge, sorry, cus- milProduct: Warehouse
Supplier Top Ten. 12. Chiltern
Enterprise Centre. Station Road.
Theale, Berkshire RG7 4AA.

Tel: 0734 302600
tomer, is a writer, and for him you
must find a notebook and ink. When

ARCADE adventures show no signs of

losing their popularity and I have
managed to sneak a look at a pre-

production version of Warehouse, a
new game by Pillar Graphics.
You are Fred the storekeeper to Alf.

an interstellar trader. The stores have
recently been moved to Tymorg, but
this has left a backlog of irate cus-

tomers.
Keeping alive the belief that the cus-

tomer is always right - whoever said

that did not work in the retail trade -

your task is hampered by the fact that

the warehouse is crawling with lots of

nasties and littered with tricks and
traps. Added to this, you don't know
what you are looking for.

Like other games of this ilk you have
to search a maze for certain items. The
screen doesn't scroll, but instead flicks

quickly from one to the next.

Controls are left, right, up, down
and fire - yes, your thoughtful
employers haven’t left you completely

you find them, take them to the office

and put them on the conveyer belt.

Monsters appear on every screen
from a portal but a quick blast will

close it for good if you can't get to it.

Help is provided by portal blasters,

extra ammo, transporter keys, alien

freeze devices and other handy bits

and pieces you collect on your travels.

You get five lives, which is con-
siderably better than two verbal warn-
ings and one written one. But when
you’re reincarnated - Oh, no! Not
another warehouse assistant - you're
in a different part of the warehouse
too.

There are four different starting

points, which gives you a better pic-

ture of the maze than if you were plon-
ked back at the start each time.

The sprites are big and chunky and
the movement is smooth, though you
do seem to get zapped by the baddies
before they actually touch you, which I

resented.

Also, it was rather frustrating to find

that you can't move and fire at the

same time. So to attack a portal with
all guns blazing to knock out emerging
aliens requires some dexterous key
manipulation.

Your other customers include a

priest, a lockmaker, a mechanic and an

assassin. A word of warning - the

warehouse is also the headquarters of

Zorg, the most wanted man in the uni-

verse.

Warehouse is not going to do the
reputation of the MSC, YTS or JTS any
good at all. You don't even get any
money, just a place in the hall of fame
- when you’re dead. But it’s fun while

you're alive.

Ian Waugh

Sound
Graphics 8
Playability 8
Value for money.... 10

Overall 9

Bewitching adventure
Program: Spellbinder

Price. C9.95 lcassetteI

Supplier Superior Software. Regents
House, Skinner Lane. Leeds LS

Tel: 0532 459453

IN true adventuring tradition.

Spellbinder asks you to take the rote of

a powerful and wise Magelord entrus-
ted with the awesome task of banish-
ing the evil Zorn.

In order to do this, you must search
the foreboding Castle of Lorraine, find

Zorn and then by mixing the ultimate
spell, despatch him to the wilderness
forever.

Released in the aftermath of a glut

of arcade/adventure hybrids. Spellbin-

der must offer more than the usual
range of features, particularly with its

relatively high price tag. This it does,
mainly through its icon system, its

size, graphical detail and spell-
collecting and casting procedures.

Playing Spellbinder is not difficult.

The character moves freely around
each room, though you do have to be
accurate when guiding him through
one of the many doors.

Control is aided by a well thought
out icon system complementing the

four definable keys. These icons,
selected by function keys, enable you
to mix and cast spells, examine and
use items to be found in the adven-
ture, and keep tabs on what items you
have in your possession.

Spellbinder’s graphics are not
outstanding. However, the program
designers have put some thought into

littering the stone-walled castle with
the sort of medieval accoutrements
you would expect to see in a place like

this.

Heraldic shields and gargoyles
adorn the walls and you find suits of

armour, wooden barrels and sturdy
chests dotted around the place, all

adding atmosphere to the
proceedings.
What is more impressive than the

detailed graphics, is the sheer number
of rooms comprising the two floors,

three citadels, catacomb and
dungeon.
One-way doors, secret passages

and teleports all confuse the explorer,

but I found the colour coding of the

various parts of the castle (the game is

in two-colour, high resolution Mode 4)

most helpful in creating a game map.
What makes this more than a map-

ping and avoiding the monsters affair,

are the weird and wonderful spells

you are called on to cast. First

however, you must find the
ingredients for each spell - items like

burnt oak leaves, toad legs and
sulphur are all essential components
of the common spells.

The instruction leaflet details some
spells, but it is up to you to obtain the

knowledge to create the rest.

Speaking to the stone dwarves,
browsing through the bookshelves
and simitar ruses will all help glean
the necessary information.

The game sticks to some quite strict

adventuring rules - it is more a

problem-solving graphical puzzle than
a key-bashing exercise in dexterity.

The spell element, which you must
master if you aspire to solve Spellbin-

der, is far from easy. It is this aspect of

the game, coupled with the thought
put into much of the design which
marks it out as better than most of the

other, similar offerings.

Clive Gifford

Sound 7
Graphics 8
Playability 8
Value for money 7
Overall 8
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Fun on a pogo stick

Product: Ransack
Price: £995
Supplier: Audiogenic. Winchester
House, Canning Road, Weeldstone,
Harrow HA3 7SJ.

Tel: 01-861 1166

IT seems just yesterday that I was
enthralled with Peter Scott's Omega
Orb. Like an old friend, Mr Scott is

back again with something
resembling a space hopper on a pogo
stick.

However, Al is not your average toy,

but an artificial life form - terms like

robot and android having long since
been abandoned on grounds of
mechanical discrimination.

Initially, he's just armed with a front

firing laser, but has the ability to
collect a myriad of different weapons,
including four types of smart bomb
and six types of laser.

The scenario is a good old shoot-
'em-up, with plenty to shoot at. There
are 44 different aliens with 200 attack

patterns, all spread over eight planet-

scapes. Each planet (named after a
popular arcade game) is no less than
104 screens wide, giving an action-

packed 832 screens.

At the end of each level you are

awarded a bonus screen. You have to
bounce on top of an alien spaceship
while shooting the baddies. I haven't

managed it yet.

The scrolling landscape moves at a

devilish speed and you'll have to prac-

tice hard to see the end of each level.

What makes Ransack so challenging
is a feature that is very easy to miss
when you first play the game, especi-

ally when, like me, you don't read the
instructions.

The landscape is not just scenery -
it's a hazard. As you bounce along
merrily blasting away at every mild
mannered alien in sight, you might fail

to notice the appearance of electrified

spikes, which have quite a shocking
effect on your energy level.

The spikes can be neutralised by a
certain type of smart bomb - you will

have to discover which one yourself.
The problem with smart bombs, and
other armament for that matter, is that
they fly through the air along with
everything else and are liable to be
shot by a stray laser bolt, so beware.
The sound employed by Ransack is

just what you'd expect from this type

Two-wheeled terror
Product: Despatch Rider

Supplier: ASL, Winchester House, Can-
ning Road. Weeldstone, Harrow HA3
7SJ.

Tel: 01-861 1166

DICK Decker is one of life's failures.

Veteran of a dozen previous jobs, his

fiance has given him an ultimatum -

get a steady job or the wedding is off.

The Derek Dorkin Despatch Agency
provides Dick with a 750cc Yamasaki
speed machine and a further warning
- bend my bike and I'll bend your
head! With two such supportive
people behind him how can Dick poss-
ibly fail?

His job involves delivering mail to
the Royal Snail offices in separate
streets. The road is divided grid style,

giving five lanes along which Dick can
ride. Pressing the up and down keys
causes the bike to change lanes.

Response is instantaneous, but it is

very easy to forget that the keys do not
auto-repeat, which often results in the
loss of a life, and you have to start all

over again from the beginning.
As Dick rides along the street, the

screen scrolls from right to left. The
faster he rides the faster it scrolls. This
can be rather jerky at times, but con-

sidering that it's all done by software
(it's a hardware scroll on the BBC
Micro version) it is quite good and
perfectly acceptable.

ASL provides a generous seven
bikes which are lost through collisions

and lack of fuel. Across the top of the
screen is a fuel gauge and the bike is

kept topped up by riding through
barrels labelled gas.

The bell rings as you touch a barrel,

indicating refuelling. Often you
encounter four barrels in a row, but
unfortunately the bell only rings once.
To make the most of this abundance
of fuel you must perform some rapid

lane changing.
The Yamasaki has a rather unusual

fuel economy characteristic - it uses
petrol at a constant rate no matter
how fast you are going. Therefore, the
faster you go the less likely you are to

run out of fuel.

I don't know where this town is, but
the roads are an absolute nightmare.
Each street is strewn with cones, burst
water mains, concrete blocks, tacks
and greasy patches. All appear to be
positioned in such a way as to cause
the most inconvenience.

In many instances the obstacles
completely block the road ahead. In

such cases there is fortunately a ramp

of game, with lots of atmospheric
pops, bangs and whizzes. While the

title tune sounds familiar, it's unusual
and witty.

This is one for every collection. Now
where did I put my multi function,

ultra-cluster, auto-sighting, hyper-

ranging pogo stick?

Guilder

Sound S
Graphics ...» 9
Playability 8
Value formoney 8
Overall 8

just in front of the roadblock which
will send you sailing over the hazard.

Due to a combination of no shadow
on the ground below the bike and the

length of time spent airborne, you can
never be quite sure whether you have
landed and moved up the road one
lane or are still in flight.

This minor niggle aside, I found
Despatch Rider a very testing and
enjoyable game.

Jon Revis
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More great

Electron

games
This month we introduce a new volume
in our Ten of the Best series - 10 more
games to give you many hours of fun
and entertainment.
These four packages are crammed

with the best games from the last two
years of Electron User. As an added
bonus a previously unpublished game
has been added to each one -
stunning machine code masterpieces
from our technical wizard, Roland
Waddilove.
So give yourself a beat. . . with the

most popular games compilations we've
ever produced.

TO ORDER PLEASE USE THE FORM ON PAGE 53



THIS month's pokes
come courtesy of Wayne
Buttigieg from Staines,

Middx, Nicholas Case
from Salisbury, Wilts,

Peter Clarke from Woot-
ton Bassett, Wilts, Kevin
Fernando from Dartford,

Kent, Gary McGuire from
Loanhead, Midlothian
and Stuart Sharp from
Portslade, East Sussex.

You'll also find a map
of most of the locations

in Bug Byte's Plan B. This

shows the position of the
keys and objects you'll

encounter along the
way.
Share your hints, tips,

peeks and pokes with
fellow Electron User
arcade addicts, but
please ensure they are
all your own work.
Send them to:

Arcade Corner
Electron User
Adlington Park
Adlington
Macclesfield SK10 5NP

Commando provides an
ideal opportunity to see
how you'd fare as a

one-man destruction
machine. If however, you
don't feel you're cut out
to be Rambo, these pokes
should help. Start off

with:

*10A» T6ANE

Repton - Superior
Software

ought it wouldn't be

3
before Repton made
appearance in this

column, and I'm sure this

first appearance won't be
the last. Here we present

the passwords for our
little green-skinned
hero's first outing:

A SCREEN ONE
B CHAMELEON
C TERRAPIN
D SIDEWINDER
E GECKO
F PYTHON
G SALAMANDER
H IGUANA
I CUTTLEFISH
J OCTOPUS
K GIANT CLAM
L THE KRAKEN

?0254D=x :REH .Olives
?42553*» :REN ,(grenades

?42EA9=4£A

?I2EAA»8EA

?02EAB: tEA : REN faster gaie

Repton 3 - Superior Software

Repton 3 took the basic

idea of the original game
several stages further,

not the least of which
was the screen designer.

In its various guises -

Repton 3, Around the
World in 40 Screens and
Life of Repton - it con-

tinues to be a top seller.

The passwords and
edit codes for the first

three sets of screens, as

supplied with the original

game, are shown below:
The passwords and

edit codes are also com-
patible with the BBC
Micro version of the

game. The data files,

however, are not - one
cannot be loaded into the

other's editor, because
the characters in the BBC
Micro version are much
larger.

A

C
D
E
F

G
H

Prelude 56882
Citadel 44544
Morning 13330
Awkward 33023
Fritter 24656
Lawless 8515
Ration 3447
Tobacco 2303

Toccata 48042
Upstart 6527
Octagon 27492
Chaotic 20312
Majesty 1356
Revenue 16713
Foresee 50190
Reserve 65280

Finale 27246
Enliven 24937
Contest 3200
Illegal 19786
Appease 3346
Student 20055
Average 16660
Phoenix 51762

|

Vindaloo - Tynesoft
|

This clever cheat allows

the player to jump from
the current level to the

next by simply walking
off the left or right of the

screen. To start type:

tflAtr

70 PA«E-tuae
RUN

Then enter:

LOAIT

Wait until the next file

has loaded and enter:

30 REN

Fast forward the tape to

the beginning of the file

called MAIN and type:

RUN

Moonraider - Micro
Power

Moonraider was prob-
ably the first version of

Scramble released for the

Electron and remains
popular to this day. To
give yourself a greater

chance of getting to the

later zones, enter the
following:

PAGE*0B00

lOAD'GANEI'

Wait until the GAME 1 file

has loaded, then enter:

32000 If PAG£=4B00 THEN ?t1

948*4A9:?&194C"1 :?4194D*IEA

: CALL *1900

RUN

The rest of the game will

now load with infinite

lives.

|

Plan B - Bug Byte

For infinite energy and
ammo in this Electron

User Golden Game, enter

the following routine:

10 'i900=4208029A9: ! 4984

-

485094902

20
: 4908=4§EA90221: I490C=

tf 4200442

30 :*910=IA04SA2FF: 18914=

IFF F72009

40 !4918=4748DEAA9:!491C*

4SF 758D3F

50 !4920*48D3F828O:!4924«

4B34C3F83

60 !4928=48A48084C: !492C=

446489848

70 !8930 : 0FE2903CA: 18934*

4A903CA86

80 :4938 S403C78800: I493C*

4AA684868

90 '4940:04C602868: 11944=

4414C502E

100 !4948*40008424E

110 CALL 0900

and type RUN.

Electron Invaders -
Micro Power

To obtain infinite lives on
this simple Space
Invaders clone:

*L0A6 INV1

?4309E=4A9:?43fl9F=1:

?430A0»4EA

CALL 43800
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r

-40:PROCcircle(644,511,SX)

NEXT :REPEA7 : FOR XX=1 TO 15:

19,XX / 7;0;0;:VOU 19,XX;

0;0;0; :XEXT :UKTIl 0

80D£FPROCeircle(X1X,Y1X,
RS) :6S=SX ROD 2 O:GC0L 0,D
X :PLOT 4,X1XM(1)*RX,W+B(
1 ) *RX : FOR CX=1 TO 240:PLOT

4,X1X,Y1X:PL0T 85,X1X+A(CX)

*RX,Y1X*8(CX)*RX:DX=DX NOD

1

90PLOT 85,X1X+A(CX)*RX,Y
1X+8(Ci)*RX :tX=DX*1 : I F GX=1

6C0L 0,OX ELSE SCOl 0,16-0

10REN Disco Lights

20REN By Robin Nixon

30REN

40REN (c) Electron User
50REN

60NODE 2:VDU 23;8202;8;0
;0; : FOR YX=959 TO 0 STEP -1

92: FOR XX*63 TO 1215 STEP 1

20 : READ CX:PROCcircle(XX,YX

,64,CX):NEXT XX,YX:FOR Yt=8

63 TO 128 STEP -192:F0« XX=
127 TO 1183 STEP 120:READ C

X:PR0Ecirel*(XX,TX,64,CX):N

EXT XX,YX

70REPEAT : FOR XX=1 TO 15:

VOU 19,XX,RND(7);8;0;0; : TIN

E=0 : REPEAT UNTIL TINE>5:VDU
19,XX,8;B;8; :VDU 19,RND(15

) ,RHB(8)-1;0; B;8: NEXT: UNTIL

0

80DEFPROCcircle(XlX,Y1X,

RX,«):GCOL 0,CX:PLOT 4, XIX

+SIN(0)*RX,Y1XKOS(0)*RX:FO
R 2=0 10 PI *2 STEP PI/3:PLO

T 4,X1X,Y1X:PL0T 85,XU«SIN
CZ)*RX,Y1X+CO$(Z>*Rt:NEXT:E

NOPROC

90OATA 7,11,11,10,1,1,10

,11,11,7,8,13,13,9,3,3,9,13

,13,8,1,2,3,15,4,4,15,3,2,1

,8,13,13,9,3,3,9,13,13,8,7,
11,11

1 00DATA 10,1,1,10,11,11,7

,12,6,5,14,2,14,5,6,12,1,2,

3,15,4,15,3,2,1,1,2,3,15,4,

15,3,2,1,12,6,5,14,2,14,5,6

,12

THESE two 10 Liners from
Robin Nixon use VDU 19 to
create amazing animation
effects. This is done by
drawing a screen full of
shapes in different colours
and then changing the
colours of individual ones
with the VDU 19 command.
The first program. Disco

Lights, sets up a pattern of

hexagons to emulate the
flashing lights at a discoth-
eque. The second Cath-
erine Wheel, draws a

set of concentric circles,

each resembling a pie chart.

When drawn, the colours
are switched to give the
effect of two Catherine
wheels spinning inside each
other.

The screen takes 13 min-
utes to draw, but is well
worth the wait. We suggest
you grab a cup of coffee
once you've typed it in, then
sit back and watch the pat-

tern grow.

LINERS
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The sprite designer used White searching for booby traps

have at least 20k more
memory than the Electron,

which for various reasons,

particularly speed, would
have its version running in

Mode 5.

The unique thing about
Spy vs Spy is, of course, the

simulvision. This is the way
in which each spy has his

own playing window, but is

able to encroach upon his

opponent and vice versa.

This means each spy has his

own room screen most of

the time, and also his own
set of screen colours.

Without the simulvision

the screen would look bland
and this is often the
trademark of a lot of Elec-

tron software. Really the
desired effect is to imitate

Mode 2 with eight individual

colours and yet still have the

speed of Mode 5.

The recent BBC Micro
titles I have been involved

with all use a colour palette

switching routine which
allows you to have a differ-

ent palette of colours linked

to the machine's VIA
interrupts As these inter-

rupts are missing on the

Electron, I had to use the

screen sync, which is a per-

fectly good substitute.

I was then able to

individually control the

colours in two areas of the

screen, without either half

affecting the other, This
allowed me to turn off the

top or bottom half of the

screen when a spy wanders

WHEN Tynesoft asked if I

would like to do a major
title conversion for them
just after I had completed
co-writing FutureShock I

said "Yes" immediately
without really wondering
what I was getting into.

Spy vs Spy took around
five months to write, which
is two months longer than it

usually takes me to
complete a full priced game
- I’ve written or co-written

12 to date
The main reason for this

extra time is the very
complex nature of the game
itself. In all I used 131 sprites

- game characters - all of

which had to be com-
pressed to save memory,
then tabulated.

Once this mammoth task

had been completed all I

had to do was to supply my
machine code poke
subroutine with the sprite

number and x,y position to

print it in a particular
manner on screen.

The inanimate objects
making up the scene such as
cupboards and pictures are

directly poked, or as I say,

plonked, on to the screen,

meaning that they wipe out
anything underneath them.
The spy sprites, however,

had to use a completely dif-

ferent method so that they

out the
addition to

had to let you see

the background around the

edge of each sprite.

This means storing the

background of the sprite

somewhere in memory and
then checking the sprite

against a mask or template

as it is printed. This techni-

que ensures that the sprite

isn't surrounded by a blank

box and leads to realistic

movement when the stored

background is replaced and
the spy moved to a new
position.

Spy vs Spy, being a con-

version, had to have the

same addictiveness and
playability as the original

versions. It had already
been released on the CBM
64. Spectrum, Atari and
Amstrad micros, all of which
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Feature

into his opponent's room.
Having now got two areas

of screen whose colours I

could change, the game still

presented me with a prob-

lem. The program itself is so
large that on the BBC Micro
version there are areas of

hidden screen memory used
for data and a music player.

On the Electron version, I

still had to use some of this

code and to leave it on
screen would spoil the
whole effect - as seen with

the Electron version of

Superior Software s Citadel.

So I decided to add a third

colour change section to

hide it,

The problem here was
that I couldn't put it at the

top or bottom of the screen
due to technical reasons, so
it had to go somewhere in

between. Luckily, due to the

program design (the two
box simulvision -

1 could get

away with putting it in the

middle.

One of the most eye-
catching features of the

screen design of the Spy vs

Spy series - there are two
sequels - is the trapulator, a

box that hangs on the side

of the playing screen,
showing the status of your
spy and the traps he is able

to use.

No matter how hard I

tried, I couldn't get the
design of it right, so I enlis-

ted the help of friend and
co-writer of many of the

games I've written, Jason
Sobell.

Between us, we managed
to link up my trusty BBC
Micro and his Amstrad CPC
via their RS232s and passed
the screen across from the

Amstrad version, which has

a screen layout identical to

Mode 2. I wrote a short pro-

gram to convert this to

Mode 5, then tidied it up to

my requirements.
With all the main technical

routines done, other ones
could be brought in from
previous games I'd done -

keyboard scans, score
routines and so on, to speed
up development
Spy vs Spy has many little

fiddly bits in it. Playing or

seeing it for the first time, it

I'm now working on my second US conversion for

Tynesoft, this time a sports simulator for the Electron

called Indoor Sports. It has already been released in

this country on most other computers by US Gold

/

Advance and consists of four events - 10 Pin Bowling,

Table Tennis, Airball and Darts.

This is my 11th full price program and the seventh

for Tynesoft: Caveman Capers, Bugeyes, Frankenstein

2000, Bugeyes 2, Ian Bothams Test Match, Winter

Olympics, Vindaloo, Commonwealth Games, Future

Shock, Spy vs Spy and Indoor Sports: Several were
co-written with Jason Sobell and Dave Croft.

looks like a straightforward

cute little game - I can
assure you it isn't. It took me
weeks to work out what
everything does. The orig-

inal instructions wern't very

clear, but the Tynesoft ones
- which I rewrote especially

- are much better.

One of the most inter-

esting aspects of writing

games that involve lots of

different screens is the
actual designing of the
screen and the number of

them you can fit into your
game.

If you can compress your
data enough, it is possible to

squeeze in hundreds.
However, this number is

limited by the amount of

memory you've got left after

all your other routines are in

and finished.

I only had four pages left -

just Ik of memory. This,

however, still allowed me to

have 64 different screens in

any of the seven embassies
and there are seven levels,

all with different numbers of

screens to give varying
levels of difficulty.

Well, what more can I say,

except that I thoroughly
enjoyed writing it and hope
you have just as much fun
playing it.

White placing a booby trap Both Black and White active
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The Superlot Collection Volume 3 features one brand new game
Syncron. together with 7 of Superior Softwares classic hits lor the

Acorn Electron.

Syncron is a last-action game set against a backdrop ot an
enormous graphically-detailed scrolling landscape.
The landscape is, in total, 1024 times the size of the screen. You must
endeavour to complete 16 hair-raising missions; in each mission you
have to collect a number of power cylinders, land your spacecraft
on a runway with each cylinder In turn, and finally locate and
bomb the HQ Building. Whilst skilfully manoeuvring your spacecraft
between the defence pylons and force-fields you are attacked by
alien spacecraft and missiles launched from the land bases
A superb game worth at least £7.95 in Its own right

Acorn Electron dual cassette
Acorn Electron 3V»" disc

Here's what the computer pres* soid about some of the other titles on
this compilation package —

REPTON: This is an astounding game reaching new heights in

Electron arcade adventures' ELECTRON USER

REPTON 2; "Repton 2 is belter than anything I've played on the BBC
Micro or Electron Brilliant!" ACORN USER

DEATHSTAR: Deathstar is a super fast, all action arcade classic It's

the sort of gome that you can't put down The graphics are
excellent and the scrolling is very smooth in all four directions The
pace is fast and furious even on the starting screen This action

packed game Is recommended for all arcade gamers"
ELECTRON USER

SMASH AND GRAB: As usual with Superior products the graphics
are excellent, with a good use of colour and no flicker I expect this

game will have you rolling with laughter. I certainly did.

Instructions 95%
Playability 95% Awarded
Graphics 100% * * * * *
Value For Money 100% (Top Rating)"

HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY

Now available on 3V2" disc for the Acorn Electron — due to public demand.



Utility

DDT kills those
bugs stone dead

Check out your Plus 3 with
MARK SMIDDY's powerful
disc drive toolkit

THE most complicated part

of an expanded Electron is

the Plus 3's 3.5in disc drive.

And when errors occur,
fortunately infrequently,
the operating system's
error messages are often
less than helpful.

For instance, what on
earth does:

tisc trror SI tt :8I/III|1|

mean? Probably very little to

most people. In simple
terms, this means sector
zero could not be located on
track one.
The most usual cause for

an error such as this is

physical damage to the disc.

Data stored here is beyond
recovery simply because the

sector does not exist any
more.

If this error occurs during
a read operation, for

example during a LOAD,
valuable data will have been
lost forever. Of course,
because we all keep back-
ups, this never happens. Or
does it?.

If the error happens
during a write operation, for

example SAVE, this is less

serious, because you can
usually save on to a differ-

ent disc.

The program presented
here relies on the theory
that prevention is always
better than cure. In other

words, eliminate problems
before birth.

Not only does it test

individual discs and supply
information about them, it

will also benchtest indivi-

dual Plus 3 disc units for

read/write and step speed.
Figure I shows the main

menu. The functions avail-

able are:

• Display a window
showing the current setting

of osbyte 255 - the Break/

ADFS options. These consist

of the mode change after

Break, the boot setting and
the current step rate.

The defaults after switch

on or a hard reset are: Mode
7 (actually Mode 6), I BOOT
on Shift-t-Break and a step
rate of 6ms. Pressing 1, 2 or

3 will allow any of these par-

ameters to be altered.

• Display various infor-

mation about the disc in the
drive.

• Verify a disc. This works
by first reading a sector
from the disc and then
writing it back. This is done
for all 1280 sectors, so this

test tends to be rather slow.

It is also vital to ensure the

disc is not write protected or

a disc error 40 will occur.

The status of the write
protect is shown on the
information menu.
• Calculate step rate timing.

Simply start and stop your
watch when prompted. The
actual time achieved will

depend on the setting of the

startup configuration.

• Test data transfer rate

while writing. Before using

this option ensure the disc

mounted in the Plus 3 is

blank and formatted, not
one with valuable data on
since this option writes gar-

bage to the first five tracks

of the disc, excluding the
root directory.

The test takes place in two
stages: The first attempts to

write one sector to the disc

and calculate the transfer
rate, the second does the
same for five complete
tracks.

• Test the data transfer rate

while reading. This can be
done on any disc.

• Remount the disc. This
option should be selected if

you wish to change the disc.

Put the disc in the drive then
press 7,

• Neatly exit the program,
While typing in Program I,

Turn to Pago 37
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Utility

N From Page 35

DDT, ensure you do not add
any extra spaces. The space

between the line number
and start of line has been
included for clarity and
should not be entered.

On running the program
for the first time, ensure that

a blank formatted disc is

present in the drive and
remains there during
debugging. It is essential

not to use a disc that con-

tains valuable information.

When the program has

Rate
selected

Rate
Achieved

fill
“>288

6.88ms
10.00ms
20.62ms
31.25ms

Table I: The drive

step rate timings

been fully tested, all options

with the exception of the

write test can be safely used

on any disc.

Program II has been
provided to create a simple

chart on an 80-column prin-

ter to record the results of

the benchmark timings for

future reference. Each chart

can hold six complete sets

of data.

The timings shown in

Tables I and II were
achieved on the Electron

User disc system consisting

of a Plus 4 with ADFS land

DFS) with dual, double
sided 80 track 3.51n drives

with a total storage capacity

of 1.2Mb.
Your system may have

different timings, and the
figures are provided for

guidance only.

The importance of the
results is that over a period

Operation Transfer speed

Write one sector

Read one sector

Write five tracks

Read five tracks

1280 bytes/sec

959 bytes/sec

9309 bytes/sec

9170 bytes/sec

procedures
wind Draw a window

alter Change the drive configuration

qetsek Read, write or seek sectors

error Report any disc errors

sends Time recorded in seconds

Wk tL*°
0< *he ,ree space maP

C? ^®°8W°rd Parameter block

«srrmr ,oai,c

T% Track numberW% Start of v

of time the values should

never change appreciably. If

say, the 6ms step rate tim-

ings start to get longer and
longer this can indicate that

a fault is developing long

before it causes problems.

For example, if the 6ms
step rate exceeded 12ms,
the drive head will not be

able to find the correct track

because it would miss the

stepping pulses, giving a

"Sector not found" error.

This kind of drive fault is

thankfully, extremely rare.

Similarly, the example
drive timings for data trans-

fer are for information only.

Individual Plus 3s will all

vary to some extent.

Most notable is the speed
difference between reading/

writing individual sectors or

multiple tracks.

This is a feature of all disc

drives, and is due to the way
individual sectors are

located by the disc control-

ler.

|

Program 1 ,1) :NEKT

218 scnds*FNclkoff

228 rate«((scnds/<pass-1))

421 *N0UNT

438 DIN blk 15,rate(3):NX*

988

578 PRINT "Storage used:';

(0isc-site-used*256)/1824;'k

18 REN DDT

28 RE* (c) Electron User Mil)*1888 441 rite(3)'6:rate(2)*12:r 588 PRINT'Storage free:';

SI N0DE1:PR0Caooe(6):PR0C 238 *X*6282l2:PRlNr'Step ate(1)=2l: rate(8)*30 used*256/1824;V

rate;’jrate;'M':*X*89BA 458 VOU 23,224,8AA,855,lAA 591 .i X*828282:PR1NT'FS sa

48 REPEATPROCaoded) 2A8 PROCuai t :CX*8 ,855,144,855,844,155 p is ’;(sue*3)/246*10l;'X f

51 PR0CMind(6,27,32,3/Di 258 RETURN 468 CX*8:RX*1:PROCgetsek(8 nit*

sc drive toolkit') 261 : ,15,1):CX*10 688 PRINT’oi sc is "; Csktr

61 RESTORE 158:PRINT 278 a$*-Reed: :PROCtest sk 478 RX*1:PR0Cgettek<l,15,1 s-used)/skt's*lB8;'X full*:*

71 FOR N*1T08:READ«8:PRIN trs(l) :PR0Ctest.sktrs(16*5): ):4X<TbLk:CX-8:UX-88888 X*89IA

T ;N; . nS:NE*T RETURN 488 XT*|75:YX*I:AX S871 :CAL 618 PRINrilrite protect:'

88 PRINT : REPEAT 288 iS*'«rUe::CX*18:PR0C 18FFF1 ; : I f OlPRINT'On’ELSEPRINT'Of

08 PRINT'Press 1-8'CHRS13

;:M»KT-48
118 UNTILAX>8 AND AX<»

118 1 FftX-8 N00E6:END ELSE!

test_sktrs(1):PR0Ctest.sktrs

(16*5>:CX=8:RETURN

291 :

388 DEFPROCtest.sktrs(no)

498 used«T876*1877*256

588 siie*?8FFE:sktrs*128B: 628 PROCvait

638 RETURN

[
TM« IN IMTN ol hundred* o» programs. 648 :

f AX - 7RUN

121 I FAX* 1 OR AX*2PR0C»ode
318 PR0Cuind(2,28,32,5,Tr

ansfer rate')

' now availably FREE for downkiadmy

mkroliDk
658 PROCuindlS, 15, 34,3/Co

nfiguration')

(1) ELSEPROCaodeU) 328 •MOUNT 661 AX*8F F:XX*B:YT*lf F:sta

138 Ok AX60SU8 658,538,831 331 PRlNTe»;no DIV16;' Tr t*(USR8FFF4 AND 6FF88I/8188

,178,288,278 acks ';no N0D16;' Sectors' 681 PRINT'1 :Screen aode o

HI UNTIL8 348 PROCeUon o Break :'; stat AND 7

151 DATA Startup configure 358 FOR pass=1 TO 38:PR0Cg disc.si ies sktrs«256 698 PRINT~2:8oot on:';:IF

tian,0i»« into, Verily di*«,S etaekd ,15,no) :HEXT 511 ENDPROC stat AND 8 PRlNT'SMffBrea

tap rate.knte speed, Read sp 368 scnds*FNclkoff :read_se 521 :

4' ELSE PRINT-Break

eed,Neu disc,E«it cts=*cnds/((pass*1)«256‘no) 538 C0L0UR1 780 PRJNT“3:Step rate:';r

168 : 378 PRINT ;'Speed:TNT(1/r 548 PI0Cwmd(7, 26,31,5,'»i ateUstat AND 83B)/16);’as'

178 PROCuindf A,28,28,7/$t ead. sects);' bytes per secon sc tnforaation') 721 PRlNT 'Alter 1/2/3 or

ep rate') d' 558 PRINT'S! track single 8 to e»if:A*6ET:IF A>48 PRO

188 CX*11:‘N0UNT 388 PROtuait sided' "Nuaber of lectors: Calter(A-48)

191 PROCeUon 391 ENDPROC 1281- 738 RETURN

288 FOR pass s 1 TO IBtPROCg 488 : 568 PRINT 'Storage capaeit
Turn to Page 38

etsek(79,8,1):PR0Cgetsek<B,B All OEFPROCinit y:32lk'
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< From Page 37

740 :

75* DEFPNOCiltertK)

760 P»OC«ind<9,22,32,14/*

djust configuration
1
) ‘.PRINT

77* If K*1PRlNT'New screen

node: ;
:»=&ET-48:stat = <st»t

AND 248) 01! 4

78* IF K=2PRINT' Boot opti

on togg'.ed'':stit*stat EOR 8

:PR0C»ait

790 If KsJPRINr Nex rete:

0»30ii»'TA0<1*)'1 = 20m-T»B(

10)'2 I I2»s"TAB(1l)'3 s6«s‘;

:

»=GET-CB:stat=(st»t AND tCf)

OR C * * 16 >

300 »X»8FF:XX*stat:rX»*:C»

LUFFF4
811 ENDPROC

820 :

330 PROCvindO, 18,28, 10,‘V

arify Rise')

840 PRINT:M:-8900

350 FOR TX=B T079 : FOR SX=0

TO 15

860 PRINT Tr«ck:';TX;' Se

etor:";SX;' ';CH8H3;

870 CX=8:PR0Cgets«k(TX,SX,

1):CX*10:PROCgmik(TX,Sl,1>

880 NEXT :NENT

9*0 PRlNT:PROC»ait:NX=l800

•:CX*8

910 RETURN

920 :

93* DEFPROCdoubU(ii,X,T)

9*0 XX=0:YX*10:RX»10:D SBA0

0

950 COLOUR 2

960 FOR NX*1 TO LEN it

970 VOU 31 ,X^NJL-1,T

98* ?R=ASUR1R*(»*,*X,1>):

CAUIFFF1
99* VDU23, 225,071, Oil, 072,

*72,073,073, 074,074

1000 V0U23,226,0?5,*?5,0?6,

016,077,077,078,078

1010 V0U 225,10,8,226

1020 NEXT:C0L0UR78355*4:PRI

NT

1030 ENOPROC

1040 :

1050 DEFPROCget»«k(track ,sk

tr,no)

1060 add*track»16**ktr

107* ?blks0:blk!1 sNX:OU!3*

IFFff

1080 blk!5*CX

1090 blk?7-add OIV 256

110* bU78-idd
111* bU!9*no
112* AX=l72:*X«bU:TX-bU 0

IV 256

113* CAUIFFF1

1140 If?bU PROCerror

115* ENOPROC

116* :

1170 OEf PROCerroc

118* AX=»73:CALLlfFFl

1190 address*?blk*blk?H256

12*0 IFblk?3*64 ANO OXENOPR

OC

1210 PRlNT"Error:";"blk?3

•Treck:';eddress OIV 16;", S

ector:"iddress N00 16

122* ENOPROC

123* :

124* 0EFPROCwind(LX,8T,RX,T

7, title*)

1250 V0U26: COLOUR) 31 :C0L0UR

7*355*4

1260 FOR N=TT+ 1 TO BT:PR1NT

TAB(RX*1 ,N)CHRS224:NEXT

127* PRINT TAB(LX*1,8T*1)ST

RING*(RX-LX+1,CHR*224)

1280 VOU 2B,LX,BT,RX,T1,12

129* GTV=C(32-TY)‘32)-8:GBt

»«31-BY)*32)*8:GLX=LX*32+B:

GRX=RX*32*16

1300 HOVE 6LX,GBT:0RAM GRX,

68 r : DRAW GRX,GTT:ORAV GLX,GT

T : DRAW GLX,GBT

131* VOU 28,LX*1,BY,RX-1,TT

1

132* PROCdouble(title*,((RX

•LX)-LEN(title*))/2,0)

1330 «idth*RX-LX-2

1340 ENDPROC

135* :

1360 OEFPROCeode(eode)

137* VOU 22,»ode

1380 IF »ode*4 V0U19,1,3;6;

:GCOL 0,0. ELSE VOU19,3,3;0;

1

9,0,4;*; 19,1 ,0;0; 19,2,1;*; :G

C0L*,1

1390 VOU 23;8202;0;0;0;

14*0 ENOPROC

141* :

142* OEFPROCxeit

1430 PRINT TA8(<»idth-1*>/2

)’Hit * key';

144* *FX15

145* REPEATUNT1LGE1

1460 ENOPROC

1470 :

148* DEFPROCclkon

149* PRINT 'Start »atch/Pr«

ss Spice'

15*0 »FX15

1510 REPEATUNTILGET

152* ENOPROC

1530 :

154* OEFFNcUoff

1550 PRINT'Stop MStcb’CHR*

7

157* lNPUT'Enter tieeftis

1580 »tiM

j

Program II
[

1* REN Prograii II

II NODE 19: VOU 2:»I-11IIM

SC79,'-') iPRINT AS

30 PRINT CHRJ124;' Elect

ron User ';CHR* 124;TAB(41)

j'OATE REC0R0EDTAB(78)CHRS1

2411
40 FOR N=0 TO 8 : READ eS:P

RINTCHRS124;' ';i*;TAB(18)CH

0*124;

50 FOR T*28 TO 78 STEP 1*

:PRINTTAB(T);CHRS124; :NEXT:P

RINT'AS

60 NEXT

7* VOU 3

80 DATA OPERATION', 6#

i step,12»s step,20«s step,

3

0ks step,Vrite 1 sector, Reid

1 sector,Nrite 5 tracks, Rei

d 5 tracks

*** !!! MORE SPECIAL OFFERS !!!
***

•ELECTRONS WITH FREE
RECORDER AND FREE GAMES*

32k VERSION £79 order code PK6
64k VERSION El 15 order oode PK7

•ELECTRONS WITH
FREE ROMBOX PLUS

FREE JOYSTICK INTERFACE
FREE QUICKSHOT 2 JOYSTICK*

32k VERSION £1 15 order code PK1

64k VERSION £150 order code PK2

(tree Starword rom in place ot Quicksort 2)

•ROMBOX PLUS WITH STARWORD
WITH JOYSTICK INTERFACE*

ONLY £70 complete order code PK3

OTHER PACK DEALS AVAILABLE JUST CALL

M&S ASSOCIATES
40 Meyrick Drive, Newbury, Berks. RG14 6SX

Tel: (0635) 45774 or 31677.

FAX: (0635) 523235. Telex: 846475

WE SELL COMPLETE RANGE OF SLOGGER AND PROJECT
EXPANSIONS PROJECT EXPANSIONS PRODUCTS

plus many other items, printers, spares etc.

S.A.E. lor lull price list

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT. ADO £3.50 P&P ON ORDERS ABOVE
£50

•• END OF YEAR SALE STARTS DECEMBER 28th
**



The Golden
Crown

THE Golden Crown is a

short program which
demonstrates how to write
intriguing chaining puzzles
in your own home-grown
adventure games.

It is in fact a complete
adventure game in its own
right and can be played as
such, though it would be
better incorporated within a

much larger program.
Seasoned adventurers will

find the solution fairly

straightforward and should
not take too long to
work it out, but novices may
find it an interesting and
stimulating brain teaser.

Chaining puzzles are quite

common in text and arcade
adventures and involve a
central problem whose sol-

ution requires several log-

ical steps which must be
performed in a set
sequence.

For instance, suppose you
want to have a drink from a

well, but can't reach the
water.

A possible solution to this

problem may be to dig for

gold dust in the mountains
nearby, take it to town and
exchange it for money in

order to buy a rope and
bucket. The bucket can be
tied to the rope and lowered
down into the well to fetch

the water. Now you can
have a drink.

So you have a series or
chain of linked puzzles
which must be solved in

order: You need a bucket to

get the water and rope to

lower it down the well, b'ut

require money to buy them
both and some valuable
object to trade to get the
money.
There are just 16 separate

locations in The Golden
Crown and the adventure is

based in the far-away land
of Karnia. The King's crown
has been stolen by one of

4elco«e to Karntf the King's
and' return it to hin.

please t«pe in UPPER case...

Enter your nane: JULIA

vou are. in the Kine's palace.

Ut-wseiuf

5hat
aM«^H0RTH

”a,n

r«3^d5Kt?ti
Sp«i*ic h'r..

his enemies and it is your
task to recover it.

In return for this favour,

the King will knight you and
great wealth will be yours.

The command parser,

although rudimentary, will

understand instructions
like: NORTH, SOUTH, EAST,
WEST, TAKE, UNLOCK,
KILL, EXAMINE and so on.

Abreviations may confuse it

so don't try any. The
vocabulary of words
understood by the program
is stored in vS.

The location descriptions

are in r$0. the exits in e$(i,

objects in obO and mess-
ages in m$0

.

When an object is taken

its location number stored

in L() is set to 16. If it needs
to be removed from the

game it is set to 32. Your
current location is held in p.

That just about rounds up
this adventure program-
ming series. You should
now have enough infor-

mation and techniques at

your fingertips to start

writing your own adven-
tures - so get cracking.

11 REN The Golden Crown

21 REN A «ini adventure

31 REN By Julia Battle

41 REN (c) Electron User

51 NODE 6: PRINT

61 PROCinitialise

79 PRINrNelcoee to Rami
a...'

81 PRlNT'Tour task is to

find the Ring's'

99 PRINT'stolen crown and

return it to hia.’

Ill PRINT ’Please type i

n UPPER case...’

Ill INPUT
'

’Enter your na

te: naeet

121 REPEAT

131 PRINT ’You are in

r$(p);V
141 IF p

3 1 1 AND f <1)=« PRI

NT it(1)

159 IF p»4 PRINT'A'; Ll;'sa

fe is here.'

169 FOR i*1 TO 13

171 IF l(i )=p PRINT’! ’job

$(i);’ is here.’

189 IF L(i)=16 PRINT You h

ave a ;obS(i);V
199 NEXT

219 INPUT Tlhat now’;c$

219 IF cS>* THEN 291

229 cS=LEFT$(ct,3)

239 i=INSTR(vS,cl) D1V 3

249 If i=B PRINT"Eh?':G0T0

281

251 ON l 60SUB 621,629,621

,621,551,531,519,471,411,391

,359,321

Turn to Page 40
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The Golden Crown listing

4 From Page 39

261 UNTIL finished

27111 pc. >6 OR IMJIolt TH

EN END

281 PRlNTThe King tikes t

he crovn...'

291 PRINT'Tou ire knighted

- irise sir ';ni««8

311 END

311

321 IF (K>4 OR L(6)o16 PR

lNVEhr:RETURN

331 18-n open ':l03)*4

341 RETURN

351 If p<>t OR U11)o16 P

RINT’Ok'iRETURN

341 PRINT'* hidden door si

Ides open"

371 e*(1)*-NES$0UE*S-

380 RETURN

391 If l(11)*16 PRINT ltd

1) ELSE PRINT'S***! ordinary

"ill RETURN

411 IF p=6 PRINT »S<9):tin

i shed=1 .'RETURN

421 IF L<7)Ol6 PRINT e$(9

) : f i ns shed* 1 : RETURN

431 PRINT'Tou sub hi* sit

h the knife. ..he's deed.'

441 IF p*8 l(3) lJ2

451 IF p=9 1(43*32

461 RETURN

471 IF poll OR f(2)<>1 OR

LdtloU PRINT *J(7) :RETUR

481 PR1NT'*S(3);PR1NT *8(4

491 l(12)*16;L(11)*32:fd)

1

511 RETURN

511 IF 1(93*16 PRINT'0k':f

<3>= 1 else piiNmr
521 RETURN

531 IF L(11)*16 AND p*12 P

RINT'Ok'zf (2)*1 ELSE PRINT •

1(6)

540 RETURN

551 IF p=3 AND L(12)o16 P

RINT «S(2) ‘.RETURN

561 IF p*9 AND 1(43*9 PR1N

T *1(2) -.RETURN

571 FOR i*6 TO 13

581 If ld>*P L(i3*16

591 NEAT

611 IF p*3 1(123*32:PR1N1

8 ( 8 )

611 RETURN

621 d*lNSTR(*8lp>,c8)

631 If d<1 OR d>10 PRiNrc

in t go thit xiy':RETURN

641 If po8 OR iol THEN 6

61

651 IF f (33*1 PRINT i8(2):

RETURN

661 p*pi4*(i*1)-4*(i*33»(i

*43-(l*2)

671 IF p=6 AND t(13)*16 ff

nished*1

681 RETURN

691

711 DEF PROCmitlilise

711 DIN r8(15),eS(15>,ob8(

WlAOSt^DdD/fdl)
721 v8 s'***NOREASSOUNESTAK

f 1 LUEATHRK ILEX ASH AUNL'

731 LI*' locked
'

741 FOR i*l TO 15

750 READ a8,«8(i):rl(i)*NI

D8(i8,4)HEFT8(l8,3)

761 NEAT

771 FOR i»1 TO 13

781 READ a8,Ld):obS(i)Mll

D8(iS,4)«LEF T8(i8,3)

791 NEXT

811 FOR i*1 TO 11

810 READ aS:«S(i) sHlD8(iS/

*)»CEf T8(a8,3>«!'

821 NEXT

831 p=6 : f f ni *hed=0

841 f(1)=l:f(2)»l:f(3)=l

851 ENDPROC

861

871 DATA oom secret r,EAS

, lirthe cel,EASSOU,uryth* ir

«o,HES,hopi s,S0U

881 DATA a lithe lain h,E AS

SOU,henthe kitc,NESNORSOU,ac

ethe kings pil,EASSOU,eetth

e nun str,N0RS0UNES

891 DATA ncethe castle ent

ri/NOREASSOU,ndsthe castle g

rou,NORUES,estthe for,N0RS0U

EAS,agean elf’s cott,N0RS0UM

ES

V00 PAIN cans niiaUuai »t«,

NOREAS,h*sthick bus,NOREASUE

S,est the for,NDREASUES,heda

seall s,HESN0R

911

921 DATA p«rshopk«t,3,ingk

(
6,»rdr.aitle ou,8,alloiint t

r ,9,'elf sail l ',11

931

940 DATA -kersilver 'J,gt

rlong di 9 , 2 ,assred identity

p,3,oikcl,S,otlbattered scr,

9,ketlarge buc,15,oldbag of

g,32,ovr,cr,32

951

961 DATA irelt’s on f,’you

He eon t let -/outThe fire

is -,oldThe elf gives you a

bag of g,waylt gets svept a,

IthNhat v,oodThat «on't do a

ny g,oldHe takes your bag of

g,eadHe subs you with a ktt

ife... you're d,ZAHlt says SH

This listing is included in

this month's cassette

tape offer. See order

form on Page 53

• This must be the best adventure evedor^e Electron
’

TiriiFTiKi fJI
APVtWlUPI A full scale GRAPHIC adventure with 400 locations

— The Rainbow Crystal, which has protected the ptoph of

Each game contains: w
I

2 Cassettes. Instruction ^ Phjs7°pPb*

Book and Help Book &JA 6 Packaging

Ann inratinns each one depicted in colourfui high-icsolubon graphics

. Graphics and text are dreplayed at the same bme; no need to switch between text and graph.c screens

*. interpretersTapablTof accepting complex commands In plain English

• Fast position-save to tape or memory

. No frustrating mares or illogical purrles ’

ORDER FORM. Send to EPICSOFTWARE, Dept E. 1 0 Gladstone Street.

Kibworth Beauchamp. Leicester LE8 OHL

Please send me —— —*

I enclose cheque/PO for £ (please add 70p P&P) made

payable to Epic Software

NAME

ADDRESS——
POSTCODE

Allorders despatched within 24hrs. Send letter ityou don t want to cut magazine
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Cosmic Guerrillas
Just when you thought it was safe to
holster your laser ANDREW PILLIGE
reveals a new threat to mankind

With lightning reflexes you
leap to the controls of your
laser generator and start to
defend the stores against
the relentless waves of hid-

eous beings
Fortunately they have to

get through the storage
drums to reach the lasers,

but how long can you hold
them off?

After four waves of

attackers have been de-
stroyed, reinforcements will

arrive ih'the form of another
laser.

The.action.is.tast and furi-

ous so you’ll have to work
quickly. The. future of man-
kind rests in your hands
Cosmic Guerrillas is

without doubt, one of the
fastest shoot-’em-up games
seen on the Electron

As is usual with listings

that contain machine code,
it is essential to save the
program before running it.

A typing error when
entering the listing could
cause a crash (which won’t
do any harm, but you’ll

have to switch off for a

second or two).

Pick up your laser and
fasten your seatbelt for an
ultra-fast ride in this brilli-

ant ^ame of galactic con-
quest.

For a long time the
planetary system- of Sirius

VII hd6 been used as a

storage facility for cosmic
battle weapons for use
against the Jelquon
invaders, but the war
against the

-

marauding
hoardes has not been going
too well recently.

The aliens have found
ways of using cAptured
weapons against the
interplanetary defence
force, -and civilisation as we
know it is threatened with
annihilation once more.
One night you are left to

watch over the depot of

picowave laser generators
ond pion energy storage
drums.
At first everything seems

peaceful, your eyelids are
beginning to sag when sud-
denly, thousands of
Jelquon marsh creepers
drop out of hyperspace to

try to steal the laser guns.
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Help Poor Old Cyril to Find the Magic Elixir

Imagine the scene:

You are Cyril, a likeable old gentleman - the

proprietor ot a small but busy chemists shop One
evening, after a hard day s work, you accidently take

a swig of a potent liquid: a strong reducing agent.

Within minutes you have shrunk down to the size of a

bottle of aspirins Frightened and alone dt first you

panic... then you remember the magic elixir which is

stored at the back of the shop on the top shelf.

£9.95 Acorn Electron Cassette £9.99

BBC M»cro5v«" Disc £11.95 Acorn Electron 5V*’ Disc £11.95

B8C Master Compoct 3Vi" Disc £14.95 Acorn Electron 3Vi* Disc £14.95

(Compatible with the BBC B, B+ and Ma*ter Series computer*)

ine screen pictures show the BSC Micro verson otme game

J

The elixir just might restore you to your normal size...

it's your only hope But can you possibly reach it; you'll

have to work out a suitable route by climbing up
and down and across the shelvea

A fascinating, humourous game packed with

strategical puzzles and problems Keep clear of the

lipstick missiles leap over the exploding flash-bulbs

dodge the dripping acid, and watch out for the

curious 'birculasaurus” creature!

PRIZE COMPETITION

tt you complete Elixir (by restoring Cyril The Chemist to hr* normal sue),

you con enter our competition Prizes include on Impressive trophy.

10 chemistry sets, and signed certificates lor runners-up

Closing Date: 30lh June 1988 J

5
/ SUPERIOR'
sonuinnt

/AElZL

wtttun24 hours by tirecloupoe

XCORINStFT "Supvlcx
Software ild" 24HOU»miP»«ONE



Cosmic Guerrillas listing

< From Page 4

1

10 REN Caseic fiuerfiUu
28 REH By *ndrsv Pilhdge
30 REH !c) Electro" user

40 REH

30 IF PA6E >8E00 4010 3838

60 H00E 5

71 HlHEH=t576fl

80 *7*9,5

90 *7*10,5

100 VDU23,1 ,0;0;0;0;

110 ie**l: " 1*0

120 DIN c t r l*(8,5) ,n 1(10)

,hiS(10)

130 ENVELOPE 1 ,1 ,-*,-3,-2,

10,10,10,126,0,0,-126,126,12

6

1 40 FOR NX s 0 10 7: RE AD M?
4909: NEXT

150 DATA 012,0,1,0,160,0,5

160 FOR N* = 1 TO 10:hiUNX)

«U1-HX)*2J:bil<NX)*tlectro
n User :N£*t

170 FOR NX>1 TO 8 : FOR JX«1

TO S : RE AO cult<NX,J*):N£X?

: NEXT

180 D»T*1,3,2,255,30

190 DAT*1,3,2,188,25

200 DATA5, 1,3, 150,20

210 0*1*5,1,3,120,16

220 0*1*4,0,4,100,13

230 0*1*4,0,5,90,10

2*0 0*1*2,0,6,80,8

250 0*1*2,0,7,70,6

260 PROCassenale

270

280 PROCmstruct
290 **INK£Y(700>

300 IF »*S2 THEN 6010370

310 IF *=83 IREN *7*210,0

320 IF *=81 THEN *7*210,1

330 RROCtitole

340 *=1N*EY(500)

350 IF *=32 THEN 6010370 £

ISE 6010280

360

570 screenX=B: livesl=3

380 PROCcoloursO 1,3,6) :CLS

:PROC Ini tv* r:PROCini 1 churns:

PROCmtlasen
390 NOVE0,8:6COL3,3:OR*k12

79,0

480 C010UR2: PR 1 011*0(12,1)

•Lasers ;T*B(19,mtyesX
410 screeni*screen**1

420 IF screen* -8 THEN sere

en*=8

430 V0Ul9,1,;trlX<screenX,

1 ), 0 , 0,0

440 7883=cirlX(*creenX,2>
450 ?6KSCDre=cirl*{streen

*,3)

460 PROCrandStartsIctrlXIs

creenl,*)) ;?t ine r = 0

470 ’Doebrate'ctrtXIscreen

*,5)

480 ?cycle**:PROCFn> tguer

:

CALLScreenguer

490 *874=0

500 COLOUR 1 30 tCOLOURI t'"*=S

510 REPEAT

520 CALLstartpamt
530 sc** 1880* 1881* 256 ;V0U3

1,0,1 :PRlNTsc*

540 SOUND 802,-15,0,1

550 UNTIL 7074=99 OR ’877

*32

560 COLOUR128: *>0

570 IF?877<32 6010600

580 IF screen*** THEN live

sX*lne$X*1 : SOUNDS,-15, 180,5

: COLOUR? : PRINTT4B 1 1 9, 1 ) I i ves

*

590 6010410

600 SOUND0,-15,7,40

610 VOU 19, 2, 11, 0,0,0: TINE*

B: REPEAT :UNTI

l

TIHE >=200 rVOU

19,2,3,0,0,0

620 Uves*=tivest-1

630 C0L0UR2:PRIN1T*B( 19,1)

lives*

640 IF lives*=0 THEN PROCe

ndgane : 6OTO280

650 *F<21

660 T 1HE==0: REPEAT UNTIL II

HE =• = 30i

670 6OTO490

680 END

690

710 OEFPROCasseeole

710 cycle=67B:cotiTUer=87C:

mer=87D: tenpi*67E:benbrate

*882:hitscpre*884

720 bolt lov*888:b#ltti' *880

:bHsg=8910
730 pas*45708:»ov=857*0: ca

rry*85741:lsi6e*85780:rside*

857*0

740 lis=X57C0:bo»blac=X57D

0

750 te«p1*857C2:teeo2*857C

3:te»p3=857C*:teep4=657C5

760 DIN cedespace 1600

77 0 FOR p»ss=0 TO 2 STEP 2

780 PX=codespice

790 [ OPT pass

800 MININS CYCLE

810 .startpptnt

820 INCcycle

830 JSRlasemove
840 JSRbaluav* ASHOOT
850 LO*cyc le:*N0»3:CNP»3:3

NEnlire

860 JSRtue
870 .Mire
880 L0«cycle:*ND=7:CNP=7:B

NEnguer

898 JSRgu»rrU.*:JNPcellec

t2 \6UERS

900 .ngaer;L0**2:Sl»counte

r:JSRdelay

910 ,collect2

920 L0*cycle:*N0883:CNP883

:BNE"b«0

930 JSRboisbs: JNFcol lect3 \

BONBS

940 .nbisb:LDA*1:5lAeaunter

: JSRdelay

950 .collects

960 L0Acyc'.e:*N0»7:CNP»7:8

NEstartpgint

970 \

980 INCtmtr
990 LD»*62

1000 .r

1010 LOA6C50,X:CNPti»er:BRE

rl

1020 L0A*av,X:C*P«8:8NErl

1030 LO*pas,*:ST*870

1040 L0*pa$+1 ,*:ST*871

1050 LDT*1t

1060 LO*(870),Y:CNP*64*:BNt

r2

1070 LDA8C51,X:STA«av,X:JNP

1080 ..-2:INC8C50,X

1090 .r1:DEX:DEX:BPL r

1100 RIS \BACK 10 BASIC

1110 l

1120 . oelay

1130 . laapl

1-40 L0«*149

1150 . loap2

1160 SSCel :BPLlaap2

1170 OECcaunter

1180 BPLloopI

1190 RTS

1200 \

1210 .Userneve

1220 lOXrEBD: JSRtesuey
1230 BEOlsbl

1240 \ HIT RI6HI SIDE?

1250 LO»las:CNP*6E0:BNElsbr

gbt

1260 LD»les*1 :CNP*87F:BNElS

nrght

1270 RTS

1280 . Isbrght \NOYE R1SHT

1290 JSRlaserprint

1300 CLC

1310 lO»lis:*DC*B:STAUs:8C

C nocsrryl

1320 INC las+1

1325 .nacarryl

1330 JSRlaserprint

13*0 RTS

1350 . Isbl

1360 10**69E:JSR testxey

1370 BEOrtn

1380 \ HIT LEFT SIDE?

1390 LDAl*s:CHP»8C8:BNElsbl

1400 lDAlas*1:CNP«87E:8NEls

Turn to Page 44
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Cosmic Guerrillas listing

4 From Pago 43

bit t

Hid RTS

1420 .Ubtlt VROVE LEM

1430 jSRlaserprlnt

1441 SEC

1450 L0*ias:58C»i:ST4tis:8C

I nctarry?

1461 BEC 1*1*1

1465 .nocarry?

1470 JSRlaserprint

1480 .rtntRTS

1498

1491 .testkey

149? lBA»129:lOY<t2S5:JSR8Ff

F4:CPY.0:RtS

158# .fire

1518 LBX»iB6: JSR testkey

1578 CPY»0:BREtryfire

1538 RTS

1548 .tryfire

1558 LBXA3:.n1b:lOAoM«g,I:
CRP*0:BE#ftreok:B£l:B?lnTh:R

TS

1568 .Tireok

1578 SEC

1588 lBAlas:SBC*l38:STAbelt

Low, X : ST AC72

1598 LBAUs*l:SBC»1:S1Aooit

hi,l:STAl?J

1688 L0A»99:STABtl*9,X

1610 JSRprtntbolt

16?0 lOY*89:L6X#0:LBA»7:JSR

4?m
1638 RTS

1640 V

1658 . laserpri nt

1668 L»AUs:STAl70

1670 L8Alas*1:STA871

1680 LBY*23

1690 .repi

1780 IBA(07B),Y

1718 EOR8C30,Y:$TAU70M
1720 OEYrBPLrept

1730 RTS

1748 \

1750 .boltoove

1760 LBA*4:STA»78

1770 .tasiooe:BECI78:LBI878

1788 LBAbflag,X:8E#neilas

1790 SEC

1800 lOAbolt lo»,X:STAl72:5B

C*S40:STAbolt lo*,X:ST4te*p1

1810 LBAboltht ,X:STA(73:SBC

*801 ;STAbolttit ,X:STAteop2

1B?0 SECuBAteepI :S8C*8:STA

teop3:LBAteep2:S8C*0:STAteep

1838 JSRprintbOlt

1840 LBAt*op2:CRP*l5F :8RlbB

b

1858 LOY«?:lBAU72>,Y

I860 CRP»IFF:BERbbb

1878 LBX>6?

1880 .loopg

1988 LB»aoy,X:BE8n*»tg

1910 CRP*3:BE9neitg

1920 LBAteep1:CRPpos,X:BREh

l

1930 lBAt*oo2:CRPpos*',X:8E

Shit

1940 .hi

1950 lDAB0S,X:CRPte»p3:8REn

e»tg

1968 i6Apas»1,X:CRPteep4:BE

Rhit

1970 .ne«tg:BEX:BEX:BPL loo

P9

1980 i»Ateep1:STA872:LBItee

p?:STA873

1998 JSRprintbOlt

2800 .nesUi
2018 L0AI78:8£OFin: jRPiaslo

op:.Hn:R!S

2020

2030 .hit:JSRepg'jer:IRCi77:

CLC:L8Al8B:ABO'1ts:o ,'e:5TAt8

0:LBAI81 :A9C*B:STAS81

2040 LBA*3:STAoov,X:LOA»0:S

TAcarry.X

2050 .bbb:LBT878:lOA«8:ST4b

f .»9.T

2068 JWmi.h
2070

2888 .prirtbolt

2090 lBM
2100 .boll

2110 LBAU72),t

2120 EORtC28,t:STA(472),r

2130 BET.-BPLboll

2140 RTS

2150 1

2160 .boohs

2170 LBIl76:CPX*4:BR£6*o:RT

$

2180 .bob

2190 l6Aboobloc,X:STA870

2200 lB*boebloc»1,X:STA871

2210 JSRprintbooo

2220 CLC

I This is on* ot hundrtd* ol pcofltwn* I

I nw. ..».l»bl« fK£ lo. rtownto.dmq

3
mkroUoh I

2230 LBAboebloc,X:AOC«l40:S

TAbo»8loe,X:STAI70

2240 lBABo*blOC*1,X:ABC»l01

:STABoobloc*1,X:STA871

2250 l8Y»5:LDA<»70>,Y:CRP*t

9F:8E9Mtl*b

2260 CRPelf F:0E4boet>erd

2278 JSRprintbooo

2288 .neitbooh

2290 0EX:0EX:CPX*4:BRED*b:R

TS

2300 .hui»b:LBA.99:STA*74

2310 .ooob*n0:TXA:TRt

2320 .doonihilt

2330 IRY:1RY

2340 lOAboebloc,Y:STAbc*Blo

c-2,»

2350 LBAbooblOC‘1,T:STAbo*b

10C-1,T

2360 m;CBP«42:8»£do<intlMf

t

2370 BECt76:BCCl76:JRPn*«tb

2380 .pnntboob:LBT»4

2390 .nbl

2408 LBA1870) ,T

2410 £CR8C2C,T:STAII70),*

2420 BET:8PLnbl:RTS

2430 \

2440 .gue*r-ila

2450 LBX*64

2460 .repeat

2470 DEXtftEX

2488 LBAoc.x
2490 CRP*3:8REnatdfl:JRPdeao

2500 .notdd

2510 CRP*0:8E«stm

2520 TXAtSTAteop*

2538 iDA»0:SM28:STAl2C:ST

AI2B

2548 LBAboobriu:STA82A:JSR

IAF12

2550 iBXie»p*:LBAC2A:CRP*t:

BRErorl

2560 lBT*5

2570 lBApos,X:STAI70

2580 lBApos»1,X:STA071

2590 LBA1870I ,Y:CRP*103:BRE

rorl

2608 LBA876:CRP«40:BPLrcr

i

2610 LDY 876:lll»:lNV:Sm76

2620 CLC

2630 iBAoos.X: A8C«2:$TA0o*b

lOC,Y;STAI78

2640 lBApos*1,X:A6C*0:STAbo

obtoc*1,Y:STA871

2650 JSRprinthOOb

2660 .rorl:LPAoov,X:CRP*1:B

EQrgbt

2670 .notrght:CRP*2:BNEstU

IrJWlft
2680 .still

2690 JSRopguer-.JSRprtguercJ

RPcont

2700 1

2710 .rght 1R16KT ROVERS

2720 LOAcarry,X

2730 CRP*0:BEQivrgAt

2740 CRPrl :BREnotorc: JSRorc

:JRPcont

2750 ,not»rc:JSRorls:JRPcon

t

2760 .ovrght VALORE

2770 lBApos,X:STAS70

2780 LOApoo* 1 ,I:ST»I71

2790 LBY»11:lDA(l70),Y:CRP«

84A:BREbot

2880 LBY*21:lBA(870),r

2810 CRP*899:BREncl)r

2820 IDA<2 :STAoo«,X

2830 IBA»1 :STAcarry,X

2840 JSRolc: JRPcont

2850 .nchr

2860 CRP»870:BREbot

2870 LBA*2:STAoov,X

2888 lBA*2:STAcarry,X

2890 JSRollstJNPcont

2900 .hot

2910 JSRogr

2920 LB»pos,X:CRP*»F0:BERbc

t1:JRPcont

2930 .botl

2940 iDApos*1,X:CRP»875:BE«

bot2: JRPcont

2950 . bo t2

2960 JSRprtguer

2970 iBA*l80:STApos,X

2980 LDA«85f:ST»pos*1,X

2990 JSRprtguer:JRPco"t

3«iB .*gr

3028 JSRepguer-.CLC

3050 LBApos,X:ABC*8:STApos,

X:BCC noc*rry4

3040 IRC poi«1,X

3045 ,nocarry4

3050 JSRprtguertRTS

3860 .ore WITH CHURR

3070 JSRogr: SEC

3088 LBApos,X:SBC«16:STA*7B

3090 LBApos*1 ,X:SBC*0: S1AI7

1

3180 JSRprtch

3110 CIC

3120 LB»I70:ADC*8:STU70:BC

C nocarryS

3130 IRC 871

3135 .nocarryS

3H0 JSRprtch

3150 LBApas,X:STA872

3160 lBAoos*1,X:STAl?3

3170 IDY*3B

3180 .rep

3190 IDArtide.Y

3200 CRP»72:BREne«tB

3210 UArstoe»1,»:CRPl73:BE

Ohtsrtch

3220 .n*«tB:BEY:BE*:BPlrep

3230 RTS

3240 .Rtirtch

3250 JSRprtch

3260 iBA*2:5TAooy ,X:lBA*0:S

TAcif ry,K

3270 RTS

3280 .or Is 1M1TH LASER

3290 JSRogr

3300 SEC

3310 LBApos,I:SBC>24:ST4t70

3320 LBApos«1 ,X :SBC*0:ST Al?

3330 JSRprtlsb

3340 CLC

3350 iDAl70:ABC*8:STA870:8C

C noeryl

3360 IRC *71

3365 .noeryl

3370 JSRortUP
3380 lOApo»,X:STA*72

3390 iBApos*i,X:STA873

3400 IB»*30

3410 . repl

3420 LBArstde.Y

3430 CRP872:BREr.e>tC

3440 lDArjia*»1,Y:CRP473:BE

Rhtsrtlsb

3450 .neitC:BE»:BE»:BPirepl

:RTS

3460 .htsrtlib

3470 JSRprtlsb

3480 iDA*2:S74iiov,X:lBR*0:S

TAterfy,X

3490 lBA*99:STA874:RTS

3500 V

3510 .tft MEET ROVERS

3520 LBAC»rry,X

3530 CRP»0:BERo».ft

354# CRP*1 :BRE"o. c : JSRolc:

J

RPcont

3550 . notctJSRollstJRPcpnt

3560 .ovlft VALORE

3570 SEC

3580 LBApos,I:SBC«8:STA|70

3590 LBApos* 1,1: SBC *8: STA87

3680 lDT*11:llA(t70),Y:CRP*

825:BREtop

3610 LBY»5:LB*1870) ,t

3628 CRP»l99:BREnchi

3630 LBRal :STAoo»,X

3640 LBA*1:STAc*rry,l

3650 JSRorc:JRPcont

3660 .nehl

5670 CRP*8E0:BREtop

3688 LBA«1:STAo 0l(,X

5690 LBA*2:STAcarry,X

3700 jSR*ns:JRPcont

3710 .top

3720 jSRogl

3730 LBApos,X:CRP*l88:BE#to

pUJRPcont
3740 .topi

3750 lBApos*1,X:CRP*85f :BE#

too2:JRPcont



3761 .top?

3771 JSRprtguer

3700 LD4.8F0:$TApos,X

3790 l0A.875:STApas‘1,X
3800 ISRprtguer: JHPcont

3810 ,.gt

3820 JSSkDCjer : SEC

3830 lDApoj,i:S0C»0:S?Apo*,

»:8CS nocarryb

3840 DEC pcs* 1 ,1

3845 .nocarry6

3850 JSRprtg u*r:RTS

38(0 .ale SMITH CHURN

3870 JSRto.

3880 CLC

3890 lDApos,X:AOC 24:S1A870
3901 l0Ap OS rT,X:ADC»0:STAS7

1

3910 JSRprteh

3920 CLC

3930 LDApos,X:ADC.16:$TA070

3940 L0Apos-*1,l:ADC*0:STAI7

1

3950 tSRprtch

39(0 LDApos,X:STA872

3970 LDApos*
1 ,X:STAB73

3980 LDt-30

3990 . r«pA

4010 lDA!side,Y

4010 CSPB72:BNEne«tA

4020 iDAlside*1,Y:CNP873:8E

Ohtsdtch
4030 .ne«tA:DEY:DEY:0PireoA

: RTS

4041 .htslftch

4050 JSRo't :n

4060 ;D*»1 :STl*ov,l

4070 L6A*0:STAearry,X

4080 RTS

4090 . 11 Is SMITH LASER

4100 JSRig:

4110 ClC

4120 LDAp«s,I:ADC«24;STAl70

4130 L»Apos*1,X:A0C*»:ST«ft7

4140 JSIprtlsb

4150 SEC

4160 LDAI70:S8C*8:5TAI70:BC

S nocarry?

4170 DEC071

4175 .nocarr y7

4180 JSRprtlsb

4190 iDApoi,l:STA872

4200 LDAdcs* 1,!:S?At73

4210 iDT.30

4220 .replL

4230 LDAUldl.T
4240 CRP872:8»Ene«tD

4250 L0«U10**J,Y:CRP*73;BE
Bhtslftlsb

4260 .neitC:DE»:9E':8PL/-«pl
LiMPitnt
4270 .MsUtisb
4280 JSRprtlto

4290 IDR.1 :STAio* ,X:LDA»0:S
TAcarry,!

4300 LDA.99:STAI74:J*Pcort
4310 1

4320 .dead

4330 jRPcont

4340 \

4350 . pr tch

4360 L0Y.7

4370 .ch

4380 iDA(S?0),Y

4390 £OR8C20,Y :STA(87f ),Y

4400 DE7:BPlch:RTS
4410 S

4420 .prtlsb

4430 LDY.15

4440 .lab

4450 LDA1870) ,f

4460 EORIC10,Y:STA((70),'

4470 DEY:BPllsb

4400 RTS

4490 1

4500 .prtguer

4510 LDApos ,X : SIA870

4520 LDApos«1,X:STA87'

4530 LDY.15

4540 LDAcycle:ANO.0:CHP*B:B

4550 .guer

4560 LDA8C00,'

4570 EOR(B70),Y:STA(870) ,*

4580 DEY:BPiguer

4590 RTS

4600 .upguer

4610 LDApos, X:StA870

4620 LDAposr 1
,X:$T 4871

4630 LDY.15

4640 LOtcyc lt:AND*8:CRP.8:B

NEguer

4650 .uguer

4660 LDA0C90.Y

4670 E 08(870), Y :STA(|70) ,y

4680 DEY:BPLeguer

4690 STS

4700 .coni

4710 CPX#0:9ERend;JHPrepeat

4720 .end:RTS

4730 \

4740 .screenguer
4750 L6X.62

4760 .cye:JSRtfpguer:DEX;DEX

:BPLcyc

4770 RTS

4 780 3

4790 NEXT

4800 ENDPROC

4810

4820 DEFPROCmi tvar

4830 SESTORE4860

4840 REP Guerrriila data

4850 FOR N 4 - 8 C 60 TO 8C0F.-RE

AO dataX:?NX=dttaX:NEXT

4860 OATA800, 803, 807,825, 88
F, 803,804, 80S, 800, 80C,80E, 84

A,80F ,80C, 802, 80'

4870

4880 FOR NX=8C9| TO 8C9F;RE
AD dataX:?*X=dataX:NEXT
4890 DATA808,803,80F,825,80

7,803, 802, 802, 800, 80C,80F, 84

», 80E, 800,804,804
4900 rep Laser ease data
4910 FOR NX=0C10 TO 8C1F:RE

AD daTaX:?NX*flataX:N£XT

4920 DA 16880,810, 8 10,8 10,83

0,870,870,800,800,880,880,88
0,8C0,8E0,8F0,8B0

4930

4940 FOR Nt*8C30 TO 8C47:RE
AD dataX:’NX*dataX:NEXi

4950 DA1A800, 800, 880,800, 81

0,838,878,860,800,860,860,86
0,8(0, 8F0,8F0, 860, 800, 800, 80
0,800, 880, 8C0,8E0, 860

4968 RE* Pi !< churn data
4970 FOR NX=BC28 TO 8C27;RE

AD aataX:?NX*dataX:NEXT
4980 DAT<800,8FF,8FF,866,8F

F, 899,899, 8FF

4990 SEP Bout and laserbolt
data

5000 FOR NX=BC28 10 8C2F:RE

AD pataltiRStdataltREXT

5010 DATA822,844, 822, 844,86

6,800,866,866

5020 7874=0: ’876*4: !bf ag=0

5030 ’880*0: ’88'*0: 7804=1

5040 ENDPROC

5050

5060 II0MOC instruct

5070 ClS:PR0CcolOurs(1,3,7)

;*FI21

5080 COLOUR0: COLOUR 129: PI IP

114B(0,2)STIIN6S(20, );TAB

(0,3) Cosih Gue rr- . las

;TAB<0,4)$TRIN6S(20, ):COL

0UR128

5090 COLOUR 3: PRINT TAB 1 0,10)

Controls: :C0L0uR1;PRINMA8

<0,14)SPC6'2 - Left SPC6X
* Right Return - fire

5100 COLOUR? :PRINTTAB (0,22)

5PC6# - Ouiet SPC6S * So

und on

5111 COLOUR3:PIINTTAB(5,5l)

Press Soace

5120 ENDPROC

5130

5140 DEFPROCmi tguer

5150 FOR Nt*0 TO 63:NX?iov*

0-.NEXT

5160 *t=B

5170 FOR NX=860C0 TO 87380

STEP BK0:*X?pos*NX*OO256:*X

?(pos*1 )*NXDlV256:PX?ls'oe*N

XP0D256:PXmsider1)*NXDIV25
6:PX*PX+2:NEXT

5180 FOR NX*861F0 TO 874BI

STEF 8H0:PX’oos*NXPOD256:PX

?(pos+1>«MIDlY2S6:PT?isid**N
XP0D2S6:PX?( (side* 1)*NXD1V2S
6:PX*PX+2:«EXi

SI 90 7877*0

5200 ENDPROC

5210

5220 DEFPROCmitchurns
5230 FORrouX*06H0 TO 87400

STEP 8140

5240 FOR S!del*l TO 56 STEP

56

5250 FORcoiuin;*! TO 16 STE
P 8

5260 CHX*ro»Xnolu*nX»sideX
S270 FORKX*0TO7:KX?CHX*CX’l

C 20 : HE X

’

5280 NEXT CPluinl

5290 NEXT sidel

5300 NEXT rout

5310 ENDPROC

5320

5330 DEfPROCin-tlasers

5341 FORro. -.*86240 TO 87110

S’EP 8780

5350 FOR(X=0TO15:KX?rouX=RX

78C1I:NEIT

5360 NEXT rout

5370 FORRX*0TO23:XX787F60*«

X78C J0:NEI1

5380 7Las*660:7UasYl)*67f
5390 ENDPROC

5400

5410 DEFPROCrandstartsIStrt

X)

5420 FOR Nt*0 TO 62 STEP 2:

NX78C50*RND(sTrtX):NX78C51*N

XDIV32*1:NEX*

5430 ENDPROC

5440

5450 DEFPROCendoaie

5460 TIPE*0:REPEATUNTILT1PE

*300

5470 CLC

5480 PROCcolours (2,3,4)
5490 COlOUR2:PR!NT1A8(3,101

you scored ;5TSS(»ct):COLO
UR1

5500 IF scXMiiXdl) THEN PR

INT .hich is one of the

ten oest scores' ELSE GOTO

5590

5510 »FI15,0

5520 A*INAEY(300)

5530 hiX(10)*scX:hi8(10).

5540 FOR Nt*9 TO 1 STEP-1

5550 IF hiX(NX)- hiX(NXM) P

ROCsuap

5560 NEXT

5570 GCOL3,129:U6:6CO10,12
8 : C L6 : PROC table

5580 V0U?3, 1 ,1 ;0;0; B; 0; : (01

0UR2:INPuTTAB(6,ecl)hi$(fij»X

):hiS(nuiX)*LEFrS(hiS(nuiX),

14) :C0L0t)R3:PRlP1TAB(6,ccX)h
'J(nj«X) : iidu 23,1,0;0;0;I;

5590 »FH5,0
5600 A=tNKEK400l
5610 ENDPROC

5620

5630 DEFPROCsuap

5640 niX*MX(NX):MX(NJ)*hi

x<NXri)cht:(NX»n*fiTX

5650 MS*mS(Ni):niliNt)*hi
S(NT*1):b!$(NX»1)*htS

5660 ENDPROC

5670

5680 DEFPROCtaole

5690 CLS

5700 PR0Ccolours(5,3,1)

5710 COLOUR3:COLOUR130:PRIN

TT»B(0,2)STRINSS(?0, ); 1A8

(0,3) High Score Table ;

TAB (0,4) STRINGS (21, ) cCOLO

UR 1 28

5720 FOR Nt*l TO »0:colX*6«

NX*2

5730 COLOUR 1 :P(lNTrAB(l,cal

X)LEFTS( 00000 ,5-LEN(STRShi

X(NX)))hiJ<»X);TAB(S,cotX)--

:C0 l0UR3: PRINT 1AB(6,co(X)hi

S(NX) : IF HiX(NX>*scX THEN cc

X*COlX:nuiX*NX

5740 NEXT

5750 ENDPROC

5760

5770 DEFPR0Ccolours(c1X,c2X

,c3X)

5780 YDU19,1,c1X,0,8,0
5790 VDUl9,2,c2t,l,0,0

5811 VDii19,3,c3l,8,0,0

5810 ENDPROC

5820

5830 «AEY| *Y. :RDX=PAGE-8E0

• : FOR NXsPAGE TO TOP STEP 4:

! (NX-DX)=!NX:NEXT : ! (TOP-DX)*

8FF0D:PAGE*8E0|:NOLDiNRUN:N

5840 • FX 1 38,0, 1 28

This listing is included in

this month's cassette
tape offer. See order
form on Page 53.
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Micro Messages

No better cheats
can be found . .

.

I HAVE been reading Elec-

tron User for the last six

months and think it is great.

I bought my Electron in 1984
and used it sparingly until

1986 when / started an
O-level course in computer
studies.

I had thought the Electron
was obsolete and as dead as
a dodo until I bought your
magazine. / couldn't have
been more wrong. / now
have my sights set on a
Slogger disc system and
hope to get it shortly.

Could you tell me if Cholo
by Firebird is available for

the Electron? If not, is it

likely to be converted

?

I also wondered if you
could start a regular feature

like the Hacman column in

The Micro User. - Gordon
Moar, Linlithgow, West
Lothian.

• Unfortunately, Cholo is

not available for the Elec-

tron and we are unaware of

any conversion in the
pipeline.

There is a feature like

Hacman in Electron User -

it’s called Arcade Corner.
And it has bigger and better

hints, pokes, ideas and
cheat modes than you'll find

anywhere else.

French fix

I HAVE discovered a way of
printing French characters,

such as the circumflex,
above characters from
within View. To do this you

HAVING recently become
the owner of an Electron
with a Plus 3, Plus 1. Slogger
expansion Rom 2.0 and
other add-ons, and also
being new to the computer
field. / was wondering if the
Plus 3 and Plus 1 have to be
fitted directly into the back
of the Electron, or are there

any leads that can be
bought or made to prevent
the unit falling off the back

use the embedded
command HT 1 8.

This assigns character
eight, which is the Ascii
code for a backspace, to

highlight one. Thereafter,

when you need a circumflex
above a letter you enter the

highlight code immediately
following it.

The result is dearer when
printing in near letter qua-
lity, as the circumflex sits

more symmetrically over
the character. This trick

should work with most prin-

ters. Daniel Margolius,
Bow Lane, London.

Spelling

correction

CONGRATULATIONS on
your View Spelling Checker
published in the May 1987
issue of Electron User, it has
turned out to be a really

useful addition to the
otherwise excellent View
package.

I wanted to keep the dic-

tionary on a separate disc to

those I keep work and per-

sonal items on, so I tried the
additional lines suggested
by another reader in the
July 1987 issue. However I

of my desk?
I only have a small room

and I need to maximise use
of the space. With leads I

would be able to place the

Plus 3 and Plus 1 where /

need them and not on the
back of the desk.

In closing I must say con-
gratulations on a superb
magazine. I recently bought
most of your back issues to

gen up on the Electron and

couldn't get them to work
correctly. So I wrote a small
additional procedure called

at lines 215. 275 and 475 by
PROCchange and defined at

line 1080 as follows;

1080 DEFPIOCchange

1090 PR I HT to you u»nt t

o change dues (V/W
1100 *»=GET$

1110 ir xl*T or E

liOPHOC

1120 IF xt»T or ijs’y’ P

HINT "Change discs and pre

IS any Key ELSE goto 1100

1130 xS-GETS

1 14# *nou»»7

1150 ENOPROC

/ have been buying Elec-
tron User since it first came
out and find it a tremendous
source of revision, often
items I don't understand or
which / don’t appreciate the
significance of at first

become dear as I read more
articles. Keep up the good
work - B.A. Haines, Little-

Hampton, West Sussex

Word of

warning

/ NOTE your reply to my
letter in the November 1987
issue of Electron User I also

they are helping me enorm-
ously. Paul Dobson, Knot-
tingly. West Yorkshire.

• There are no leads avail-

able for connecting up your
add-ons. If there were, they
would probably have to be
rather short to minimise
loss of signal strength. We
would be pleased to hear
from any readers who have
succeeded in separating all

their equipment in this way.

note Nic Outterside’s review

of educational software for

the Electron and am not
very impressed

I

The underlying thought
seems to be that it is best
tailored to local requirement
and in that case we will stick

to Apples - which are at

least something like what
the pupils will use when
they leave school

Turning to wider issues,

for many years we in the
computing profession have
been saying that when the
breakthrough came, when
computers became so
cheap that even the smallest

businesses would have one,

the second industrial revo-

lution would begin.

Further, that unless we all.

and particularly the educa-
tional system, were geared
up to jump in at the earliest

possible moment, there
would be heavily reduced
employment opportunities
for school leavers.

This /, and others in the

profession - many more
influential than me - was
preaching on our recruit-

ment visits to schools, and
during local school visits to

our ADP set-up which is

based on main frames and
minis.

But everyone knew the
Pet was coming, at least two
years before its official

launch. And on the day it

arrived I was hammering on
the doors of my childrens'

school demanding to know
what they were doing about
it.

It seems a pity that some
educationalists ignored the

message. Luckily some did
not and it is their ex-pupils
that my firm is recruiting

We cannot get enough of
them, especially in our

Turn to Page 43

Hanging on those add-ons
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< From Page 47

London and North of Eng-

land offices - we are

actually recruiting in North-

ern Ireland for London. This

means we have the added
expense of footing their

hotel bills as there is a

shortage of accomodation
in London.

I have phoned half a

dozen schools and must say

that four micros per class of

20 is nearer the mark than

your one or two out of a

class of 30. But this doesn't

seem to matter, so long as

all of them are in one class

room, so one class can use

them.
You would not have one

drive and one printer per

micro, surely ? I certainly

could not afford such luxury

in a business environment;

what's wrong with net-

working

?

As to raising money,
appeals to parents, local

businesses and industry -

not forgetting that it is they

who will eventually recruit

the "product" - old boys'

associations, jumble sales,

car boot sales and so on, all

bring in surprising amounts
of money. I heard of one
school which got all the

profits from one dog race

meeting I

Of course, all these

schemes demand imagin-

ation and determination,

and the types of event will

vary from area to area and
school to school. But I find it

difficult to believe, as you

say, that "many schools

can't afford it".

Do they really believe that

they are condemning many
of their pupils to tenth-rate

jobs and some, possibly, to

unemployment for life ? Or

don't they care once the

children have left the prem-

MAKING
A PROBLEM appears to

have crept into your listing

of Gunpowder Plot in the

November 1987 issue of

Electron User. In the

machine code starting at

line 470 several hash signs

have been replaced with

colons.

I

This is most confusing as

the colon is used as the

ALL programs printed
in this issue are exact

reproduction of list-

ings taken from run-

ning programs which
have been thoroughly

tested.

However on the
very rare occasions
that mistakes may
occur corrections will

be published as a

matter of urgency.
Should you encounter
error messages when
you type in a program

they will almost cer-

tainly be the result of

your own typing mis-

takes.

Unfortunately we
can no longer answer
personal programming
queries concerning
these mistakes. Of
course letters about
suggested errors will

be investigated with-

out delay, but any
replies found neces-
sary will only appear
in the mail pages.

ises? I should be grateful my
children's school likes to

keep in touch with ex-pupils

for life.

The next major advance in

computing will be artificial

intelligence. How ready are

the schools now for this? I

estimate that it is now very

close, perhaps between five

and twelve years - and a

child starling out at school

now will still be there in 12

years' time.

I continue to preach the

message at schools and get

hopeful reactions. But what
about Nic Outterside's

colleagues? It seems to have
taken them three years or

more to hear about micro

computers. - R. H. Hill,

Woodford Green, Essex.

• You have raised some
Important questions here,

though perhaps you are

being a bit unfair with your

comment on whether
schools care for pupils once
they have left.

Anyway, we are sure your

points will be noted by our

readers and having
mentioned your recruitment

drive don't blame us if you
are inundated with job

applications.

statement separator. -

C. Reeve, Ashford, Kent.

• Oopsl You're quite

correct. In the process of

transferring the program to

our typesetting machine the

hash signs became trans-

posed.
You can easily fix the pro-

gram by going through and
looking for the three letter

Fun with

Felix

IF while playing Felix in the

Factory you accidentally

press Break, the game can

be recalled by:

CALL 11235

Although this gets the

game back the graphics may
be a little corrupted. Also,

changing mode and typing:

CALL <1234

produces some weird
effects! - Mark Kilbourne,

Saxilby, Lincoln

Full marks
I AM an avid reader of your

magazine and in every
aspect but one I have noth-

ing but praise. My only

criticism is of Software
Surgery. I rely on this sec-

tion to choose my software

and this choice is made diffi-

cult when so many games
receive 10 out of 10.

Please could you refine

mnemonics such as LDA,

STA or LDX. If any of these

are immediately followed by

a colon it should be replaced

with a hash sign.

If you still have problems

after doing this, write to us

enclosing a stamped, self

addressed envelope and
we’ll return a correct copy of

the offending lines.

your scoring system and
only leave full marks for

something special?
Jonathon Page, Ross-on-
Wye. Herefordshire.

• Space in the magazine is

limited so we only review

the best games - that’s why
so many receive high marks.

Good concept

MY current system consists

of an Electron fitted with

Slogger's Master Ram
Board, Plus 1, Plus 3 and an

Epson RX-80.

I would like to attach a

numeric keypad to this. Can
you tell me which I should

get? - Terry Stevens,
Andover, Hants.

• The Concept Keyboard
would be a versatile sol-

ution. enabling you do
define which keys do what.

But you would also need a

user port, as do many
add-ons. ACP's Plus 5

should be suitable.

Operation

Caretaker

IN his excellent article on
tape recorders in the August
1987 issue of Electron User,

Mark Smiddy describes an
interesting method of

setting the azimuth angle of

a tape deck by ear.

While this is fine for those

with acute hearing, for

others there is an alternative

method.
A kit called Operation

Caretaker was produced in

1985 by Global Software It

comprised two cassettes

and a small screwdriver.

One cassette contained a

cloth ribbon and a magnet
to clean and demagnetize
the heads, the other con-

tained a program to be
loaded and run.

A display is produced on
the screen, the main feature

of which is three horizontal

bars which change colour as

the azimuth setting is

altered When all of the bars

have changed colour
completely. then the

azimuth is spot on. I'm not

sure whether this kit is still

available though.

One further point some

A PROPER # OF IT



Spelling problem solved
IN the October issue of Elec-

tron User you said you
doubted that the Master
Compact version of
Viewspell would run on the
Electron. The disc, as you
say, is most probably
double sided and would not
work in the Plus 3's single
sided drive.

However, I have dis-
covered the BBC Master 128

months ago you stated in

Micro Messages that true
lower case descenders were
only available on printers

costing many hundreds of
pounds.
My printer is an Ibico, a

simple machine with a
single typeface on a revol-

ving head, which cost no
more than €140. I cannot
find any fault with the
descenders. - Alan R.

Smith, Wimbledon Com-
mon, London.
• We've never heard of
Operation Caretaker and no
one we know knows where
we can obtain one. Perhaps
one of our readers can help
with the address of a
supplier.

The Ibico printer is a new
one on us too. It sounds like

a daisy wheel type, which is

ideal for word processing
but too slow for producing
listings. Most good dot
matrix printers, some
retailing at less than £200,
now produce true
decenders.

Marginal

improvement
I HAVE a solution to Mr
Mama's problem in Micro
Messages November 1987.

To stop the printer from
printing four lines at the
start of View documents, the
top and header margins
must be changed.

This is done by pressing
Function+0 and typing TM
followed by Return then 0
and Return. Do this again on
the following line but
replace the TM with HM.

version of Viewspell works
perfectly.

The dictionary disc is

supplied on 5.25in, 80 track

DFS disc so this will need to

be transfered onto a single
sided, 3.5in ADFS disc if you
are using a Plus 3.

I bought my copy of this

excellent package from
Beebug and they copied it

onto a 3.5in disc I supplied

You should now have

:

Tk I

H* I

at the start of the document.
Also, can you help me

with a problem? I cannot get
my Electron to output an
escape code using the con-
trol key. In the manual it tells

you that pressing Control*

l

will output an Escape.
However, it does not appear
to work.

I must thank you for the
fantastic printer driver in the
August 1987 issue: Even at
the new price of €1.25, Elec-
tron User is worth every
penny. - Eamon McIntosh,
Deacon Way, London.
• On a BBC Micro you can
indeed force an Escape by
pressing Control + |. How-
ever, due to the way the key-
board is laid out this is not
possible on an Electron. If

you look at Page 105 of the
user manual you will see
that the Control +| combin-
ation is reserved.

Art for

art’s sake
AS I am interested in art, I

was wondering if there are
any good art programs for
the Electron. So far I have
only seen AMX Art, which
does look very good to me.
- Raymond Whittle, Bilsbar-
row, Lancashire.

• The AMX art package is

quite good, but to run it you
need Advanced Computer
Products' Plus 5. You will be
interested to know that we
will be publishing a pow-
erful art program next
month in the February issue
of Electron User

them with.

After using the package
for some time. / have dis-

covered what seems to be a
bug in the system when it is

used with a single drive.
This can be overcome by
using the PREFIX command
to indicate the text, master
and user dictionaries are all

on drive zero. - David
Walton, via Prestel.

Unrecognised

code
/ FOUND the View Printer
Driver II from the August
1987 issue of Electron User
very useful.

I have just bought View
and an Acorn/Olivetti JP- 101
spark jet printer. Printer
Driver II is an ideal utility for

this, but I have come across
a couple of annoying prob-
lems. The driver does not
seem to recognise the codes
for double-height characters
or any of the three styles of
underlining.

When I try to use these
styles I get a printout as if I

hadn ’t entered them. All the
other styles work perfectly.

I would be most greatful if

you could help me out with
this small problem. - Greg
Cassar, London, SW16
• Not having a JP-101 we
cannot give you an exact
answer. However, we
assume that your printer is

just not equipped to handle
the styles you mention. If

any readers have an answer
we'd be greatful to hear
from them.

Dunjunz

duzn’t load

MY SON has been
immensely frustrated over
the past few months by Bug
Byte 's Dunjum. The prob-
lem is he can 't find the game
screens on the tape.

The insert supplied states
that when the player selec-

tion screen has loaded, you

should turn the cassette
over and rewind it to the
start to load the game
screens. The problem is

how do you start loading?
Surely you must type CHAIN
or something similar.

Oddly enough the game
itself appears at the start of
each side of the tape, which
must mean the data for the
screens is missing.

I have tried writing to Bug
Byte, who have been as
helpful as possible, but I

can’t help feeling they don't
understand our problem.
Could our Plus 1 be causing
trouble? - M L. Chipp-
ington, Twyford, Berks.

• Frankly, we're not
surprised Bug Byte don't
understand your problem,
because the instructions are
very clear. The problem is

they are wrong - everyone
makes mistakes after all.

The game screens on
Dunjunz start immediately
after the program itself has
loaded - not, as the instruc-

tions clearly state, on the
other side of the cassette -

so just leave the tape
running. It will probably
help to disable your Plus 1

as well by typing the
following:

•fX16J,128,1

H212*IM:?I21J«IM:?I2»C>I

Repton
revealed

I HAVE managed to
complete the America data
file from Repton Around the
World in 40 Screens. The
passwords are America,
Curtain, Vampire, Created,
Lunatic, Maximum, Com-
pose and Colours.
Now a question: My tele-

vision is equipped with a
teletext receiver and
through this I have become
interested in downloading
telesoftware Could you tell

me if there is a teletext
adapter available for the
Electron and how much it

costs. Simon Volett. Hud-
dersfield, West Yorkshire.

• Thanks for the Repton
passwords. As far as we
know there isn't a teletext

adapter available for the
Electron. If someone comes
up with one we will be the
first to review it.
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Learning CAN be fun
• Use your Electron to teach and amuse
your children at the same time.

• Three packages crammed full of

educational programs - and

so easy to use!

• Each program has been
educationally approved
after extensive testing in

the classroom.

HOUSE
Select the colours to draw a house
- hours of creative entertainment

Alphabet
Colours
Counting
House
Magic Garden
Matchmaker
Numbers
Pelican

Seaside
Snap

PELICAN
Teach pour children to cross the

road safely at a Pelican crossing

Ages 5-8

Balance
Castle
Derrick
Fred’s Words
Hilo
Maths Test
Mouser
Number Signs
Seawall
Super Spell

NUMBER SIGNS
Provide the correct arithmetic

sign and aim to score ten out often

HANGMAN
Improve your child's spelling with

thisfun version of the popular game

BALANCE
Leam maths the fun way. Type In

the answer to balance the scales

ODD MAN OUT
Ftnd the word that does not fit -

before your time runs out

TO ORDER PLEASE USE THE FORM ON PAGE 53



This delightful collection of programs is based
around children's favourite Nursery Rhymes
There's plenty of sparkling colour, sound and
captivating animation to keep them riveted -
and as they play they'll be learning all the way.

* Tell the time with Hickory Dickory Dock.
* Assemble the jigsaw in Humpty Dumpty.
* Learn to spell with Jack and Jill.

* Match the animals in See Saw Marjory Daw.
* Play an exciting game in Hey Diddle Diddle

Children from two to nine will be entertained
for hours with these interactive programs.
Don't miss out on this beautiful gift for your
family - and at a very special price.

ONLY £5.95 (cassette)

£6.95 (3V2 disc)

Suitable for any Acorn Electron

TO ORDER PLEASE USE THE FORM ON PAGE 53
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ele^

This is THE ultimate guide to the
/

Electron! This detailed guide to the Electron's
operating system is a must for every
serious Electron user. In its

information packed pages you'll find:

* Full details of how to Implement the
powerful *FX/OSBYTE calls.

* Page ROMs revealed: The way they work
and how to write your own.

k Programming the ULA - all you need
to know.

* Full coverage of memory allocation

and usage - make every byte count.

* Complete circuit diagram:
How to use the expansion
capabilities Electron's

exciting to the full.

and much, much more .

the Electron Advanced User

Guide is THE essential handbook that

will allow you to exploit thefull

potential of the Electron.

Don't miss this

money-saving offer!

Only £3.45 tine, p&d

SAVE a
massive
(Normal price £9.-1

Save

£3
on this

classic book!

This bcst-sclllng

book takes the

reader through the

fundamentals of writing

.
programs. Its hands-on

£61/ / approach has been specifically

designed to teach the absolute

novice not only the formal rules

of Basic but also that elusive

quality - good programming style.

By working through its many examples,

the reader will gain a clear insight into

structured programming and will quickly

acquire the ability to use structured

techniques In creating his own programs.

"was £5.95 NOW £2.95

YourElectron
needs

Protect your Electronu/Uh

our luxury dust cover made
of soft pliable water

resistant vinyl, bound
with strong cotton and
decorated with tire

Electron User logo

Keep your
copies neat
and clean!
This handsome binder » bound
in attractive red pec uith the

Electron User logo in gold

Mocking on the spine It will hold

12 magazines himly secured In

place by metal rods.





PMS MULTI-FONT NTQ
Near Text Quality Typesetting Software

: ELECTRON VERSION

"Quite simply the best font software available for the BBC"
- NTQ users say it - the reviewers agree -

II you want to produce quaky worksheets, newsMlea. OHP sides, menus, leafien, concert

programmes and tdiets, exam papers, reports, invoices or just add style U> your personal tellers

- NIOsloryou.

Use NTQwm VIEW, WOROWSE, WORDPOWER or BASIC with ANY EPSON compatble

printer (MX and EX)

FONT LIBRARY CONTAINS OVER 50 HIGH QUALITY FONTS - standard typefaces » loreign

languages 4 malhs.'science symbols « fancy styles.

Write or phone lor leaflet, lul list of Iona end sample printout.

MIX FONTS HEIGHTS WDTHS AND PITCHES IN ONE LNE OF TEXT • |uH Ike this:

MULTI-HEIcht multi-width
All 1.7 I -rowv M ULTI - PITCH

immmmm mnmm
A6Ai£C£fi66u61e oc±-f-x/

ONLY £24.95 inc VAT (add £1 carriage)

NTQ is 2 roms + disk + user guide

MORE RAM AND SPEED!
E2P-65C02

PMS ADD SECOND PROCESSOR POWER TO ELK!
Disappointed by the speed ol your Electron?

Would you like an ELK that per forms like a Boob?
Is shortage ot RAM getting you down?

Unable to use 80 column display with View?
IF YOUR ANSWER IS YES - THEN PMS HA VE THE SOLUTION

LOOKAT THIS INCREDIBLE SPECIFICATION;
• 300% speed increase in 8aslc (Mode 0)

• 3.5 times more text in View (Mode 3)

• 30K Basic programs In all modes
• 60K tree tor machine code
• 'Hr Languages (Basic & View) give at least 44K
• Absolutely no modifications required

• Plugs Into Plus 1 slot

• Rune BBC ROM Languages

NEW PRICE £79 Inc VAT (add £2 carriage)

SAVE OVER £15

ALL E2Pe NOW FITTED WITH 6SC02 PROCESSOR 4 FREE HiBASIC ON DISK

When placing your order please specify 3.575.25’ disk ADFS/DFS/
CUMANA Filing system or TAPE

HiBASIC Is available on ROM at £5 extra

As a result o( the increased processing power and extra RAM available when using the

E2P, Electron users can now run COMPUTER CONCEPTS WORDWtSE PLUS and

TUBELINK ADVANCED BASC on ther computers

E2P HiWORDWISE PLUS
AMl implementation 0! the most popular BBC wordprocessor - with SEGMENT menu
and programming language. A massive 42K ol text can be handled with preview always

m MODE 0. Text fto are completely compatible with B8C Wordwise files. Disk based

program - requites NO ROMs.

"For serious wordprocessing this is definitely the bast buy* Electron User march 87.

ONLY £34.95 Inc VAT (add £1 carriage)

State 3 5' or 5.25’ disk when ordering

ADVANCED BASIC
The implementation of the new ARCHIMEDES BASIC V. probably tie most powerful

BASIC available, is now available for tie Electron with E2P. ADVANCED BASIC lets

you wnte structured BASIC programs making full use ol tie new: WHILE- ENDWH1E,

CASE OF - ENOCASE. APPEND, LOCAL ERROR. LINE. ORIGIN etc. . keywords

ADVANCED BASIC is suppked on ROM, together with HiBASIC IV on desk. (The E2P

must be lined with a 65C02 - to upgrade contact PMS).

INTRODUCTORY PRICE £27.95 Inc VAT (add £1 carriage)

im.

Permanent Memory Systems
38 MOUNT CAMERON DRIVE
EAST KILBRIDE G74 2ES
SCOTLAND
03552-32796 (24 Hour)

r NEW PRODUCTS

— ELECTRON &SI
A UTILITY ROM

40 commands on a 43k rom-a command for everyone

from error extension to character designer •
• PRICE >

zhiiilLiJ
t Jr

THE 4 CHANNEL SOUND CARTRIDGE
capites 'Plugs into the

“""-SPEECHI^th CM9-FREE

J±L

plusl -

ALSO:

USER PORI ioc ROM socket

EPROM Piogtammer

PRICE* > Z*

^
inclusive of

post, etc

5N Off SLOGGER PRODUCTS!

PROJECT EXPANSIONS

5TtilClost,Faieliaiii,liaiiipsliiie.P0IG BUG 1032912219

DELTA COMPUTERS
BBC MASTER SERIES
Archimedes Ring for price

Master 128 £395.00

Master Turbo Module .......£115.00

Master Contact Entry

System £349.00

OPUS DISC DRIVES
5802 400K DS DO

4Q/80T £104.95

PRINTER RIBBONS

Brolher M1009 £325
Canon PC108QA £325
Epson FX.MX.RX 80. £2.70

Epson LX80, LX86 £2.70

Epson FX, MX. RX 100 £3.35

Panasonic KX-P1081 £3.99

Citizen 1200/LSP10 ...» E4.60

Citizen MSP1020 E2.70

Citizen MSP1525 £325
Kaga 810 — £325
M Tally MT80 £3.50

Sekosha GP100/250 £2.65

Shinwa CP80 £3.50

SPECIAL OFFER
Electron £49.99

Electron + Rombox

4 Starword £89.00

Electron + Rombox 4 Starword

+ Joystick Interlace £99.00

Tatung Col Monitor £169.00

All orders over £100 receive free Touchpad tor BBC B worth £49.95

(while stocks last).

MINIMUM ORDER £10.00

Al Slogger products stocked - Ring for prices -

All prices include VAT

Please add £5 carriage on orders over £100

Mail Order only at this address

Trade and Educational enquiries welcome

-i 85 Union Street Oldham Lancs r~

40/80T £204.95

5802D as 58020B4PSU.. £234.95

Opus DDOS (With a drive) ..£40.00

PRINTERS (Inc lead)

Epson P-40 £49.95

Crtizen 1200 :. „£179.00

Star Nl-10 .....£237.00

Panasonic KX-P1081 £169.00

Amstrad DMP3Q00 £169.00

Amstrad DMP3160 £189.00

Brother HRS £69.99



New Series

Pedantic
perhaps, but
powerful
MIKE PLUMMER introduces that elegant
programming language, Pascal

PASCAL was devised by
Professor Niklaus Wirth
around about 1970, as a
means of teaching the prin-
ciples of language design to
students
The language derives its

name from the French
mathematician and philos-
opher Blaise Pascal

This first article will deal
with the basics of Pascal,
although later on we ll see
the various facilities avail-
able within the language.

Pascal can be a bit ped-
antic at times, but none-
theless it is still widely used
throughout the world of
computers.

It's a structured language,
and because BBC Basic
shares many similar fea-
tures. it should not be diffi-

cult for anyone used to
Basic on the Electron to pro-
gram in Pascal

Acornsoft s Pascal is

supplied on cartridge with
two meaty manuals, and
where this short series aims
to do no more than whet
your appetite, these books
will explain the language at
a much deeper level

One of the mam differen-
ces between Pascal and
Basic is that it ts compiled
With an interpreted lan-
guage like Basic, every time
an instruction is met it has
to be decoded and the
appropriate rom routine
invoked
A compiler on the other

hand is a program which
takes the original source
code, interprets it and
produces a new type of code
which executes directly
without further decoding
This can either be

machine code itself or a
much simpler code which is

run by a run-time inter-
preter

Acornsoffs ISO-Pascal is

of the latter variety This
means the Pascal cartridge
must be in place even when
running compiled code. This
type of code however, is

usually more compact than

native machine language.
The compiled program,

normally referred to as the
object code, will be more
compact and faster running
than an interpreted
program.
As well as having these

advantages, Pascal is about
the only language that is

both available on the Elec-
tron and used in main-
stream computing. There-
fore, anyone considering a
career in computing would
be well advised to buy
Pascal and learn the lan-
guage.
Most other mainstream

languages are similar to
Pascal and can be easily
picked up by the Pascal pro-
grammer.
Since Acornsoft's Pascal

adheres closely to the
standard defined by the
International Standards
Organisation, it is normally
easy to transfer a Pascal
program written on an Elec-
tron to another machine and
vice versa
The first thing to note is

Pascal, unlike Basic, doesn't
have its own built-in editor.

This means that before a
program can be written, the
programmer must familiarise

himself with an editor - one
is supplied with Acornsoft
Pascal.

This is not difficult to use

and once mastered is a very
powerful text editor which
could even be used for word
processing, albeit at a
simple level.

To write a simple pro-
gram, plug in the cartridge
and switch on. You should
get the display:

•corn Electron J2<

Pascal

The per cent sign is the
Pascal command prompt. If

we have another cartridge at
higher priority we must type
'PASCAL to get the prompt.
Now type EDIT and the dis-
play will change to the
editing screen.
Type in Program I:

PM6»A» Hello! OUTPUT)

;

BESIK

MRi TElKl Hel to world );

HKITEIKI ).

END.

This is the source code for
our first Pascal program It

can be saved to disc or tape
by pressing Func + R while
editing, though at this stage
it is not really necessary.
Before we can run this pro-
gram, we must first compile
it to object code.
Return to command mode

by pressing Func + 5 then
type COMPILE As the

compiler converts source to
object code, a listing
appears on the screen.

If the compiler finds an
error, compilation will stop
and give an error number
The meaning of this can be
found in either the manual
or quick reference card
supplied with the cartridge.
Once the compilation has

finished without errors, we
will have a runnable pro-
gram In memory which can
be executed by typing GO If

all Is well the following dis-

play should appear:

tGO

Ht.lo world

The per cent symbol is the
Pascal prompt for the next
command. The object code
generated in memory can
be saved on tape or disc by
typing SAVE HELLO
This compiled code can

now be loaded at any time
using the LOAD command
and run directly from tape or
disc using the RUN
command. With small pro-
grams like this one. both the
source and object code can
be held in memory.

For larger programs this Is

not always possible We'll
see how to get around this

Turn to Page 56
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New Series

< From Page 55

limitation later in the series.

Once we've learnt how to

enter and compile Pascal
programs we can discover

more about the language
itself.

One of the big differences

between Basic and Pascal is

that everthing we use; vari-

ables, functions and
procedures must be de-
clared before they are used.

In Basic, only arrays need to

be declared first with the
DIM statement.

Now enter Program II,

compile and run it as before

using the EDIT, COMPILE
and GO commands.
As can be seen from the

listing, Pascal can be very

verbose. This makes it

easier to ensure variable
values are kept within
bounds and data is of the

correct type.

It is possible to write
Pascal programs which
Ignore all of these con-
structs. Indeed, most
compilers will allow you to

switch off a lot of thecking,

but this is removing one of

the main advantages for the
experienced programmer

Let s analyse the source
code Firstly, apart from
inside quoted text, it does
not matter whether upper or

lower case letters are used
for Pascal's keywords.

All constants, type, vari-

able, function and
procedure names must
begin with a letter but after

that may contain any
number of letters or digits.

The PROGRAM statement
is used to introduce the
code to the operating
system and a name after it is

required

The parameters after the
name define various input

and output channels - in

this case INPUT means the
keyboard and OUTPUT
means the screen.

Notice that there are no
line numbers Next we can
see the two types of com-
ments bracketed either by:

(* This is a consent »)

or

(This is ilso I consent)

Comments are like REM
statements in Basic, except
they may span many lines.

Both are valid although the

(*....*) variety are normally
easier to pick out in a listing.

We now come across the

declarations. Firstly the
CONST statement, this is

used to assign a constant
numerical value to a con-
stant identifier.

These are useful because
if we use this Identifier

throughout our program
and decide to change the

value of the constant later

on, we only need to change
it in the CONST statement
and not at every occurrence
where the value is used
The TYPE statement is

very important because it

allows us to define our own
data types

We will look at this in

more detail in a later article,

but in the meantime, using
these data types, the
compiler will only allow
numbers in the range from
one to 12 and from one to

144, to be assigned to them
respectively

Also, any attempt to
assign a value outside these
ranges while running the

program, aoy from the key
board, an error will result.

That is why we use an
integer to enter the data in

the repeat loop until we
have checked it.

Variables declared in the

following VAR statement
are available to all parts of

the program, whereas vari-

ables declared within func-

tions are only used within

them, rather like Basic's
local variables.

The function itself is de-

clared in a similar way to a

Basic DEF FN statement,
except the type returned
must be declared, as well as
the type of the parameters.
(There's a further compli-
cation with parameters
which we ll investigate later

in the series)

The value is returned from
the function by assigning a

value to the name of it. Note
that variable assignment is

performed by :
- in Pascal

and not = which is used in

conditional statements.
All of the code within the

function is contained within

a BEGIN and an END. These
keywords are used to

indicate the limits of any
block of code.

The main program starts

with a BEGIN and finishes

with an END. statement.
Notice the use of a full stop,

not a semi-colon.
Pascal's semi-colon acts

in a very similar way to the

colon m Basic, except the

end of a series of statements
is marked by an END, rather

than the end of a line

Semi-colons must be
placed between statements
and at the end of lines,

except where there is an
END.

If in doubt, it is all right to

put a semi-colon at the end
of every statement apart
from loops, although this

isn't very neat programming
practice.

• Next month, we'll take a
detailed look at the syntax
and structure of Pascal pro-

grams.

PR06RAN tinestable (INPUT, OUTPUT);

(* A siepte eiaople *)

(Print out the tioes table for nuobers up to 12>

CONST snail = 12;

ear 144;

TtPE factor * 1. .soall;

result* * 1 ..mx;

VAR run : integer;

oped : factor;

oltp : factor;

an* : result*;

FUNCTION *ult(nu*1,su*2 : factor) : results;

VAR ans : results;

BEGIN

*ult: snu*1‘nu»2

(NO;

1* The iiain prograo »)

BEGIN

REPEAT

URITEl Type in a nuober betueen 1-12 :- );

READLN(nun)

UNTIL <nu»>B) AND (nu*<seall»1);

*ltp: snuo;

NRlTELNCTh* ,»ltp:2, tines table);

VRITEIN;

FOR npeo:=1 TO snail DO

BEGIN

ans :=*ult(*ltp,oped);

VRIT£tNl«pcd:2, x ,nun:2/ = , ans:3)

END

END.

Program II



KEEPING track of time is a

an essential part of all of

our lives, because if we
don't we'll miss our meals,
appointments, favourite
television programmes and
so on.

This is a problem I expect
many Electron owners come
across from time to time,

especially when they're
typing in the latest game
from Electron User, It's pos-
sible to become so
engrossed that your eyes
never leave the screen.

By way of a solution, this

program constantly displays
a 24 hour clock in the top
right hand corner of the
screen in Mode 0, 3, 4 and 6.

It remains there even
when using View, which can
be useful if you are
engrossed in preparing a
long document.
When listing or printing

out a long program the clock
display will occasionally
vanish because it is only
updated once a second.
This effect is due to the

hardware scrolling, and
should not be a problem, if it

is you could always define a

text window. For instance in

Mode 6:

m 28,0,24,39,1

TIME

FOR
THOUGHT
GUY TURLEY solves
the age-old problem
of timekeeping

will prevent hardware
scrolling.

The utility works by
redirecting the event vector
and enabling the start of
frame flyback, event four.
Since this occurs 50 times
each second it is easy to
count up in seconds.
The time is printed on the

screen by poking the charac-
ter data directly into
memory. This avoids using

the operating system during
an interrupt, and although
the multicolour modes can't

be used, this simplifies the
code immensely.
To use the program

simply save and run it and
enter the time when
prompted in 24 hour format.
The program can now be
deleted from memory and
the Electron used as normal.
The clock will keep running

until the Break key is

pressed.

At any time the clock dis-

play can be turned off from
Basic by entering:

?I»M

and re-enabled by entering:

?09F*0

Now there’s no excuse for

missing your appointments.

10 REN Bijltel Clock

20 DEN by Guy Turley
3* REN (c) Electron User
41 MORE 6

50 PROCASSEHBLE
60 PROCGETT IKE

70 END

80 :

90 DEfPROC ASSEMBLE

100 N>89I:H*I93:C0UITER>89
5:S*l92:X=08E:T:08f

110 FOR 1J=0 TO 2 STEP 2

120 PI=8B00

130 [OPT It

K0 . ISR

150 PHP:PHA:TXA:PHA:TYA:PH
A

160 LDA 0355

170 CUP #1:B£0 EXITcCKP 62
:0EO EXIT : CPTP #5:B£8 EXIT

180 INC COUNTER: LDA COUNTE
R:CNP *50

190 BN1 EXIT

200 IMP CLOCK

210 .EXIT

220 PLA:TAT:PLA:TAX:PLA:PL
P

230 RTS

240 .CLOCK

250 LDA #0:STA COUNTER

260 S£»:CLC:10A S: ADC #1:$

TA S

270 $ED:CNP #868:BNE print

280 IDA #0: STA S

290 LOA N: CLC: ADC *1:STA N

300 LOA N: CAP #860:SNE pH
nt

310 LDA #•: STA N: LDA H.CLC
: ADC *1:STA H:CNP #024:

320 BNE print

330 LOA #0:STA H

340 .print

350 CLD

360 LOA 09F:BNE EXIT

370 LOA H:LSR A:lSR A:LSA

A: I SR A

380 TAX

390 LOA 0355:BE« irothr:CN
P #3:BE0 irothr

400 LOA #0:STA Y: LDA *0F8:
STA X

410 JNP displ

420 .irothr

430 LDA «2:$TA V: LDA #038:
STA X

440 .displ

450 LDA t350:CLC:AOC X:5TA

896

460 LOA 0351 :A0C Y : STA 097
470 LOT #0:LDA P0:.L3 STA

(896),T:1NT:CPY #8:BNE L3:LD
A 096:CLC:ADC #8:STA 096:LDA

497 : ADC *8: STA 097

480 TXA:JSR PUT

490 LOA H: ANO #80F:JSR PUT

500 J SR colon

510 LOA N:L$R A:LSR A: LS8

A : LSR A

520 JSR PUT

530 LOA N:AND »80F:JSR PUT

540 JSR coion

550 LOA S : LSR A : LSR A : LSR

A : LSR A

560 JSR PUT

570 LDA S: AND #80F:JSR PUT

580 JNP EXIT

590 .PUT

680 ASL A: AS l A : ASL A

610 TAX

620 LDT #0

630 .LOOP

640 LDA 8C0S0,X
650 EOR #IFF

660 STA (896),

Y

670 INY:1NX:CPY #8:8NE LOO
P

680 LDA 896:CL(:ADC *8:$TA
896

690 LDA 097 : ADC #0:$TA 897

700 .return RTS

710 .colon LOX #0

720 LOT *8

730 .L2 LOA 0C0D0,X:INX:EO

R *0FF:STA (096),Y

740 1NY:CPX #8:BNE L2

758 LOA 096 : C LC : ADC #8:STA
896

760 LOA 897: ADC #0:STA 897

770 JNP return

780 ]

790 NEXT

800 ENOPROC

810 DEFPROCGETTINE

820 CLS

830 INPUT-ENTER HOURS AS:

7H=EVAl{'B'tAS)

840 INPUT "ENTER MINUTES
'

Ai:?N*EVAl(T*AI)
850 INPUT ENTER SECONDS

'

AJ:?S*EVAL(’8’*AS)

860 PRINT'PRESS A KEY../:
A=6ET

878 7822BHSR NOO 256

880 ?0221=ISR DIV 256

890 *FX14,4

900 ENDPROC

This listing is included in

this month's cassette
tape offer. See order
form on Page S3.
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Twin Kingdom
Valley solved

FIRST of all. Happy New
Year to all regular readers

and also to those whose
insanity has caused them to

read this column for the
first time!

1987 was an exceptional
year for new adventures for

the Electron, and with prom-
isses of even greater things

from the stables of Robico,

Epic and Larsoft, this year
will reveal greater joys for

us all.

Rumour is also abroad
that Rob O'Leary, Glen
McCauley, Martin Moore
and Geoff Larsen have
joined forces to produce an
absolute blockbuster adven-
ture for the Electron and
BBC Micro this year.

Also, don't forget to look

out for Realm of Chaos Part

2 and Blazing Star, which
are due for release

sometime in the near future.

Some months ago I

mentioned the superb set of

maps I received from James
Elson, of that all-time classic

adventure Twin Kingdom
Valley

Although this adventure is

now over three years old
and Merlin did offer some
extended help for TKV suf-

ferers in the July 1985 issue

of Electron User, my mail-

bag still includes a vast
number of letters from
readers who are stuck at

various points in this

graphic wonderland.
I have decided, therefore

to dedicate most of this

month's column to this

game, and to begin
serialising James's maps
next month.
TKV includes over 35

creatures - other than

yourself - which are allowed
to make one move each
time you do something.
Hence the seeming

random nature of these
movements make estab-
lishing the exact location of

all objects impossible

However, I have done my
best to give enough help to

enable even a novice to

make enormous headway
through the 175 locations.

The general strategy is to

drink at every opportunity
and to refill your lamp with
oil every time you are in the
desert castle.

When you have achieved
the maximum score you can
wander about slaughtering

anybody you meet, but it

won't make you any richer.

• Until the flags stop
waving, happy adventuring.

Twin kingdom Valley

TREASURES

Three Bags of Gold (One must be given to the Forest

King): One is in the mountains to the North East, one is at

the bottom of the Btairs, not far from the grating and one
is behind the silver door below the Hall of the Forest

King
Three Bags of Silver: You will have to fight the castle

guards and the Sandlurker for these.

Crown Worn by the Desen King in the castle

Ball of Gold In the Upper levels of the castle.

Staff of Gold: Held by the witch in the East turret

Treasure Chest This is very heavy and prevents you
from carrying anything else, it is in the South turret.

Diamond In the cave near Watersmeet.
Diamond Ring: Carried by the dwarf, near to the second
bag of gold.

Secret of Life: At the River of Gold behind the Rock Fall.

Jug of Gold Fill the jug at the River of Gold.

Silver Key Given by the Forest King for rescuing the

Princess.

Gold Key: In the kitchen.

OTHER OBJECTS

Jug; For carrying water and filling with gold.

Flint Required to light the lamp.

Beer: Drinking it will sap your strength I

Crystal Ball: Give to witch to get the Bronze Key.

Amulet: Identifies you as a friend and must be carried

when you rescue the Princess.

Short Rod; Wave at the fissure to create a bridge

Unnecessary.
Master Key: Opens any door.

Wooden Staff Used as a weapon it is deadly, but

excessive use will break it. Ideal for killing dragons and
witches.

Treasure Chest: Needed to gain access to the River of

Gold.

The ill Giant: Free him and lead him to Watersmeet. He is

slow following you, so wait for him to catch up or he will

get lost. He will carry anything you give him and give you
anything you ask for.

Oil; Fill lamp.
Lamp: If you light the lamp while it is in the holdall it will

destroy it.

Holdall: Fill and empty to increase carrying ability.

Uniform: Gives a slight advantage when moving around
the castle.

Princess: If you have the amulet when you rescue her.

you can return to the Forest King and receive the silver

key.

Watersmeet Swim to regain lost strength. Drink to gain

access to the secret doors.

Weapons: Only a couple of daggers available to begin

with. Most potent weapons are Mace, axe and sword



J3dventurersglossary (continued from last month)

Cabin: An important location in most adventures which
will need entering and exploring thoroughly.
Candle An important light source
Cauldron: For brewing.
Caves: Where all good adventures take place
Case: Usually a means of carrying items
Cask Usually contains liquor of some description, which
can be drunk or used for bartering.

Chain: There is bound to be a weak link, so try breaking
it.

Chair: Sit in it. unless it belongs to the Bogle
Chasm: Needs to be traversed, so try making a bridge or
even waving a wand.
Chest: Bound to contain treasure, though opening it

could cause problems. Try using a key or a magic word;
and watch out for Pirate Pete.

Clam: Can be a nasty leg trap but equally could contain a
treasure. A hydraulic jack is sometimes useful for getting
the clam open
Cloak: Worn for identification, warmth or disguise
Sometimes has the power to turn the wearer invisible

Coffin: Not a place to hang around by, especially if it

belongs to a vampire.
Coins: Few adventures are without this important means
of buying equipment or access.
Crown: A treasure or perhaps for someone's coronation
Crystal Ball: For looking into.

Cup: A treasure or sometimes for drinking from.

^coders'^xill ofJfome

Kayleth - Robert Henderson (continued from last month)

Go to the elevator and remove any cartridge which you
may be carrying, press M2 and go out. Talk to Yagmok
and he will respond with some important advice. Return
to the elevator and go outside when you reach ground
level.

Find the arch and GO ARCH. Read the manual, take the
qhuts and search the radiation zone. Take the nodule and
search the ash; finally take the ball.

Now return to the Yagmok and ask Yagmok for the key.
He will give you a key badge which should be worn.
Insert your plasma firing cartridge and return to the city.

Go to the stairs and FIRE BEAM AT DOOR. Enter the
doorway and search the shelf. Get the suit and wear it.

When you find the skimmer you must insert the fuse
then board the vehicle. Wait for the tide and journey to
the island. Once there, examine the rubble to discover a
trap door which can be opened using the key badge.
Give the qhuts to Dribble and keep going until you are

swallowed by the rock gullet. THROW NODULE and find
the A2AP code and the Corona coat.

RIDE RING to escape through the trap door. Board the
skimmer which will take you back to the tunnel. Remove
the suit and wear the coat.

Go to the guard dome and the plate. You should now
be able to see with the light of the coat. Examine the
slime pool and get the cutter to cut some ore.
Return to the plate and it will ascend. Leave the dome,

swap your cartridge and go back to the dome. Travel to
the processing machine, insert the ore and press the
button. You will be rewarded with a tube of C-ezms. Now
go to the steel dome and insert the tube.

Enthar Seven - The Boss (continued from last month)

Before entering the next part of this adventure you
should equip yourself with only the torch and sticking

plaster which can now be removed from the vacuum
cleaner bag.

Enter the teleport cubicle and press S2. You are now in

the street outside the Lorvox residence. If you ring the
bell at the top of the steps, a Valetdroid will allow you to
enter the house.
The residence is similar in many ways to the mansion

in Myorem, but the puzzles are far more complex. The
kitchen has a pantry which needs to be explored and the
crunchy biscuit should be taken.

The dining room seems harmless enough, until you try

standing on the table and a trap door in the ceiling

becomes visible. The trap must be opened and the small
attic explored. The worn wire can then be mended with
the sticking plaster which you thoughtfully brought
along.

If you sit down in the living room you will notice a
cubbyhole under the coffee table. In the cubbyhole you
will find a manual for the teleport bracelet which you will

unearth later in the game.
The study is an important place to search as a docu-

ment and a diary await your discovery.
Upstairs you will find a crayon in the nursery which

can be used to colour over the impressions in the diary
and provide a clue to the memomatic which is essential
to concluding this adventure.

In the basement you should TYPE YARRYL - a clue
from the document - on the computer keypad and then
enter the transportation consule.
You can have fun exploring the mountains Bnd the

tunnel, but will be stymied by the brick wall and the
mountain maze. You must now venture to sectors 3 and
5 of this mega-romp to solve these perplexing puzzles
and find your way home.

The Puppet Man - Geoff Liversey
(continued from last month)

Go east and talk to the muse. Then go SOUTH, SOUTH,
SOUTH, WEST then NORTH and get the cleaver. Now go
SOUTH, EAST, EAST and enter the manor. Go south into
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the dining room and examine the table. Get the salmon
then travel NORTH, UP, NORTH, examine the shelf to
find the glove.

Then go SOUTH, DOWN and leave. Enter the marquee
and enter the ring. Now open the cage, enter it and drop
the salmon before leaving the cage. Next open the cago
which has slammed shut behind you.
Go NORTH then EAST and drop the ladder then climb

it, so that you are on top of the cage. Open the cage - the
bear will lumber out and smelling the salmon will be
tempted by it. Go DOWN then WEST and enter the mar-
quee and close the cage, thus trapping the bear
Next go NORTH, WEST and UP into the living wagon

and talk to the man. Now go DOWN, EAST, EAST and
enter the cage, inside the wooden box you will discover
some netting. Get the netting and leave the cage.
Now go west and enter the marquee then go SOUTH,

SOUTH, WEST, SOUTH, SOUTH, SOUTH. SOUTH, EAST
then throw the netting, thus trapping the attacking owl.
Now journey east to examine the chains and use the

cleaver to break the weak links. Enter the building and go
up. Examine the nest to find the clown's stolen eggshell

Finally go down then leave and go WEST, NORTH,
NORTH, NORTH, NORTH, EAST and enter the marquee
Now enter the ring and go NORTH, WEST, UP then give
the egg to the man and go DOWN.

Harlequin will now appear and you will be transported
to section three of the game.

Savage Island 1

You'll find a complete map
in the September to Dec-
ember 1987 issue of Elec-

tron User.
Ocean: Locations 33, 34,

35 and 36 are random loca-

tions accessible by paddling
the raft. The atoll can be
reached from location 34,
the tidepool from 35 and the
beach with the cave from 36.

The latter can take hours to
reach.

Maze of caves: Contains
only five locations, the
important ones being 18.
which must be avoided, and

17 where the guano, wire
and exit are found. Beware
of the bear.

In conclusion: The plan
which has been outlined
during the past few months
assumes the random ele-
ments 8re working in your
favour.

In reality, however, you
are in for a very frustrating

time. The bear, the wind, the
logs, the seawater and the
raft will probably drive you
to despair long before you
conclude this migraine of an
adventure.

Whatever your subject...

French. First Aid. Football,

Spelling, Science, Spanish,

Sport, Scotland- England.
English Words. German,
General Knowledge,

Geography. Italian, Arithmetic,

Natural History and Welsh.

Let tjour computer
tielp LjCL learn

Write or phone for a FREE 20
page illustrated catalogue of

our Leisure and Educational
Software

KOSMOS SOFTWARE LIMITED
FREEPOST (no stamp needed)
DUNSTABLE, Beds. LU5 6BR
Tel: 05255 3942 or 5406

MITHRAS SOFTWARE
Best selling software tor your Electron at Bargain prices

New titles available from day of release
Oura

rso TteLaal OyM
7 SO TlwHu*
rso wkpouni&uta
5.50 Hi* Hunan Ttlojy

rso n»ou«
7 .50 Francti on to Hon

2 75 Sucxnix Canadian V« 3

ALL PWCtS INCLUDE VATIMP t, UK OROeRNOflSlJy DESPATCHED WITH*
2* HOURS Of RECEIPT BY FWST CLASS POST BUT PLEASE ALLOW 7 QAYS

(OMara )o Eurapa and fit* ado 50p tor aactiaam Wcrttmja add fl tor Id ard 5Qp tar mc* cthar tom—1 "*— “* 1 LXto* or grr* HA Main ot your MtniorCad or Frreardj

E3 MITHRAS SOFTWARE
P0 Box 151, Maulden. Bedlord, MK45 2YH

Tel: (0525) 402630
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THE BEST COMPILATION EVER
for the BBC Micro and Acorn Electron

Sam, an ardent fan of Superior Software’s games, is

> always ready for a challenge ... and the tougher the
better! Here’s four games that, as time goes by, he
returns to again and again.

Thrust is simple and fun-to-play, yet incredibly

realistic and highly addictive.

“This game has class ... try it!” urged Computer &
Video Games.

Citadel, a fascinating arcade-adventure, features
over 100 beautifully detailed screens of action.
Computer Gamer reported: “Thegame is extremely
good. Well worth the cash!’

Stryker’s Run is a challenging action-packed com-
bat game.

“This game will impress you... the graphics are
stunning . . . this should be in every collection!’

A & B Computing remarked.

BBC Micro Dual Cassette £9.95 Acom Electron Dual Cassette £9.95
BBC Micro 5'/TDtsc £11.95 Acorn Electron5V Disc £11.95
8BC Manor Compact3V Disc £14.95 Acorn Electron 3VT Disc £14.95

(Compatlbte wiltt the BBC B, B+ and Master Series computers).

Ravensk ull is a massive arcade-adventure game, full

of puzzles and problems to be solved.

Acorn User commented: “Ravenskull is a very good
game and is destined to become another Superior
classic!’

f
/ SUPERIOR
SOmjjflRE \COHNSfttT

Dept. PSZ Regent House, Skinner lone Leeds IS7 1AX. telephone 0532 459453
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Pocket Engineer C34.S0.
Electronic Price Book E51.75
All-ln-rate Calculator et7.2S

These and other programs are aso available for (he 08C B and MASTER and ou
catalogue (SOp refundable with order) covers all programs

Letters/cheques to. W. L. Computer Services, Dept. 5,

First floor, H.S.L. Building. 437 Warrington Road,

Rainhill. Merseyside. L35 4LL. Tel: 051-426 9660
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Repton fans have begged, cajoled and pleaded with us to release another set of screens for our Repton 3 gameHow could we refuse? Our lovable hero returns again to star In 40 new screens that vividly depict Repton* life-story

The Five Ages of Repton - At first we see Repton as a baby: a mewling infant surrounded by teddy-bears, humpty-
dumptys, and aggressive clockwork toy-soldiers. Then Repton is a whining school-boy, creeping like snail unwillingly to

school, with his pens, his calculator, and a bundle of homework- And then Repton
during his teenage years becomes a spikey-haired punk armed with a ghetto-blaster

and a collection of records Then Repton goes to work, we see a harried oftlce-
manager amidst computers, photocopiers, and endless cups of coffee Last scene ot

all, that ends this strange eventful history, is Repton as an old-age pensioner searching
I for his false-teeth. his spectacles his "pint of stout", and his well-polished war-medals

f Each copy of The Life Of Repton Includes
the Repton 3 main program • the Repton 3 editor and • the 40 new game screens I

PRIZE COMPETITION
H you complete all 40 screen, ot the Lite ol Repton. you can enter our
competition. Prizes include £200 In cash with Repton mugs badges pens
and certificates tor runners-up

doling Date 30lh June 1968 J

Dept LR2. Regent House. Skinner Lane leeds LS7 1AX. telephone 0532 459453
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Buy Bonecruncher and see If

you can complete all fhe d*>
game screens' •!*

All successful players will «
receive a superb portable
rodlo with headphones
[lllusfrafed on the right), a '

.imusiraiea on me rigmi, a _ i .

colourful Bono's BathingCa J
badge and a signed •
certificate

Closing Date: 30fh April. 1988

W*T|f

Bono The Dragon and his Flourishing Business
Vbu are Bona a friendly dragon residing in a picturesque seo-castle
As a shrewd businesstaragon, keen on "nice little earners", you make
your living by selling soap to the giant monsters who bathe in the sea
surrounding the castle

With the aid of your business partner, named Fozzy, you produce the
soap by collecting skeletons amongst the castle caverns and then
boiling the bones In a cauldron.

However, the castle caverns are fraught with danger: there are
monsters who will kill you. spiders who will eat you alive and glooks
who will block your path It will pay you dividends to also avoid the
perilous trapdoors and hidden volcanoes.

Co«^'0"r

A soap-opera not to be missed!

• Postage and pocking is tree
• faulty cassettes ana discs will be
reptoced immediately.


